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TURBULENCE IN WATER 

PRINCIPLES AND MEASURING TECHNIQUES OF TURBULENCE 
CHARACTERISTICS IN OPEN-CHANNEL FLOWS 

By R. S. McQuiVEY 

ABSTRACT 

Turbulence velocity fluctuations in open-channel shear flows 
cause or strongly influence a large number of fluid-mechanics 
phenomena of interest to engineers. Turbulence measurements 
in fluids have been made with varying degrees of success, but 
only recently have measurements of turbulence in water been 
made with any degree of reliability. This recent improvement 
is due to the development of hot-film anemometry, which has 
given the researcher a tool for studying the structure of 
turbulence in open-channel flows. The fine spatial resolution 
(due to the small size of the sensor) and the good frequency 
response of the hot-film anemometer system are unmatched 
by any other system now available for making turbulence 
measurements in open-channel flows. 

This report describes the statistical turbulence character
istics that best define the structure of the flow field and the 
relation between the characteristics and the equations of 
motion and energy. A detailed description of instrumentation, 
sensor selection, and theory of operation is presented along 
with a discussion of calibration characteristics, heat-transfer 
relations, hot-film and hot-wire measurements, and possible 
sources of errors in turbulence measurements. The report 
explains in detail a procedure to circumvent contamination 
problems so that measurements can be made in natural rivers 
and streams; it also presents a mathematical and experimental 
justification for the procedure. Aspects of analog and digital 
data reduction are discussed along with some guidelines to 
insure meaningful measurement of turbulence characteristics. 

INTRODUCTION 

As a part of the research program of the Water 
Resources Division of the U.S. Geological Survey, 
several projects have been organized to study the 
mechanics of water and sediment movement in 
open-channel flow. Answers to problems of flow 
resistance, sediment transport, turbulent dif
fusion, dispersion, and related topics have been 
sought. Early attempts to find solutions to these 
problems only considered the mean-flow variables 
and the fluid properties. In mean-flow studies, 
as has been a common procedure in open-channel
flow studies, the turbulent motions have been 
intentionally ignored, and the fluid has been 
treated as a fictitious "laminar flow" with special 

fluid properties. However, many fluid-mechanics 
phenomena are entirely caused or strongly influ
enced by the turbulent velocity fluctuations and 
scales and, therefore, by the statistical character
istics which have been used to describe the turbu
lence structure. Therefore, an attempt should be 
made to statistically define the turbulence 
structure. 

Several early attempts were made by vari
ous investigators to develop phenomenological 
theories of turbulence. These theories are essen
tially simplified models of turbulent mass and 
momentum transfer. They include certain sup
posedly universal constants determined on the 
basis of laboratory measurements of mean velocity 
and average boundary shear, and they involve 
endowing the fluid with a property called "eddy 
viscosity," or more generally, "eddy diffusion co
efficient." If an attempt is made to account for 
behavior in terms of "eddy viscosity," the fluid 
appears to be very peculiar. It might be described 
as non-Newtonian because of the dependence of 
the viscosity on the rate of shear. "Eddy viscosity" 
varies from point to point in one part of the flow 
and remains practically constant in other parts, 
and the numerical value is often hundreds of 
times larger than that of ordinary viscosity and 
bears no definite relation to it. Even more uncon
ventional is the fact that "eddy viscosity" increases 
with the size of the flow field as well as with over
all velocity. A fluid flowing in a large stream, for 
example, behaves as though it had a larger vis
cosity than the same fluid flowing in a small 
stream. Also, at high flow rates the viscosity 
appears to be larger than at low flow rates. 

Neither the experimental investigations of gross 
parameters in turbulent flows nor the phenomeno
logical theories of turbulence provides sufficient 
insight into the real structure of turbulence, nor 
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do they lead to any understanding of the turbu
lence mechanism or to quantitative estimates of 
the turbulence characteristics. These practices 
and theories have been maximally utilized, and 
no additional understanding of the mechanics of 
flow can be obtained by employing them. 

Reference must always be made back to the 
turbulence mechanism in order to ultimately 
understand the structure of the flow field and the 
relation between the turbulence characteristics 
and the many basic flow processes. 

The mechanism of turbulent motion in open
channel flow is so complex that a general physical 
model on which to base an analysis has not been 
formulated; therefore, a statistical approach must 
be used to obtain some of the variables that are 
physically significant and convenient to measure 
experimentally. This report defines the statistical 
characteristics of turbulence as suggested by the 
equations of motion and energy. 

The approach to the problem is to experimentally 
obtain as much information about the character
istics of turbulence in open-channel flows as pos
sible, and then from the experimental results try 
to obtain a clear idea of the structure and motion 
of turbulence. This approach in delineating the 
kinematics of turbulent motion depends on be
coming extremely familiar with the turbulence 
characteristics and their distributions in the 
various flow fields of interest. 

From an energy standpoint, the production, 
growth, dissipation, and distribution of turbu
lence in the flow field are of fundamental impor
tance to understanding fluid motion involving 
friction, drag, and diffusion and dispersion of 
heat, mass, and momentum. The statistical char
acteristics guide the experimenter as to what 
variables and parameters to measure. 

Only recently has turbulence in water been 
measurable with any degree of reliability. The 
development of hot-film anemometry has given 
the experimenter a tool for studying the structure 
of turbulence in open-channel flow. Increased use 
of film sensors and constant-temperature com
pensating circuitry, supplemented by root-mean
square voltmeters, FM recording equipment, and 
digital computers, has made anemometry more 
practical. However, many experimenters are 
employing hot-film anemometry without under
standing the limitations, the possible errors, and 
the details of data-reduction procedures. 

This report discusses in detail several items 
relating to the use of hot-film anemometry: ane
mometers and hot-film sensors available and their 

selection, limitations, advantages, disadvantages, 
and possible frequency-response problems; useful 
readout and signal-conditioning equipment avail
able; operational procedures; contamination, drift, 
and other operational problems associated with 
measurements in natural streams; types of mea
surements and possible sources of errors; mathe
matical analysis of the anemometer output for 
one- and two-sensor operation; heat-transfer rela
tions, calibration characteristics, and advantages 
and disadvantages of linearization; and analog 
and digital data-reduction techniques. The 
information in this report provides guidelines that 
can assist researchers in organizing experiments 
and in making accurate, useful measurements. 

TURBULENT FLUID MOTION 

The mechanism of turbulent motion in open
channel flow is so complex that a general physical 
model on which to base an analysis has not been 
formulated. However, if the problem is approached 
using statistical mechanics, certain simplifying 
assumptions and concepts can be introduced that 
will allow a solution to be obtained for some of the 
variables that are convenient to measure experi
mentally and are of clear physical significance. 
The material discussed herein should thus be 
viewed as a reasonably rigorous mathematical 
presentation, with some simple and limited mech
anistic ideas injected on the basis of experi
mental evidence. At present, the details of what is 
physically occurring in turbulent shear flows are 
simply not known, and a general model of turbulent 
motion cannot be expressed in complete mathe
matical terms at this point. 

Flows which occur in open channels belong to a 
particular class known as shear flows. Shear flows 
are comprised of flow fields in which relative 
velocities have been induced by viscous and turbu
lent shear stresses rather than by pressure 
gradients. The flows are, therefore, rotational as 
opposed to potential. The discussion is restricted 
to shear flows because only in these flows can 
turbulent motions arise and sustain themselves. 

When tangential stresses are applied to a fluid 
having internal friction, shearing motions are 
produced in line with the stresses and in 
conformity with the shape of the boundaries. 
In open-channel flow fields, various kinds of 
secondary motions can also be produced. Irregular 
secondary motions, called turbulence, are very 
important for mixing, diffusion, and dispersion in 
open-channel flows, but their direct cause is not 
obvious. The occurrence of turbulence does not 
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depend on the shape of the boundaries but, like 
all secondary flows, depends only on a generating 
mechanism which produces motions in directions 
other than that of the applied shear. 

Turbulence in open-channel flows is convected 
downstream in the same manner as any other fluid 
property. The turbulence which is convected down
stream is followed by other turbulence from 
upstream. A steady state is maintained if the 
turbulence leaving is as vigorous as that arriving. 

Because turbulent motions require energy to 
produce the frictional stresses, a mechanism must 
exist by which turbulent motions capture kinetic 
energy from the mean flow. This energy is ex
pressed by the production term in the energy 
equations, which consists of the turbulent shear 
stress times the local velocity gradient. In short, 
turbulence carries with it the mechanism for sus
taining itself; the energy produced by turbulence 
is sufficient to balance the energy lost by diffusion, 
convection, and viscous damping, and thus a steady 
state is maintained at each point. 

Even though the energizing of turbulence is 
expressible in terms of shear stresses, turbulent 
pressure gradients are required and must arise 
from interactions within the flow itself. These 
interactions can be imagined to take the form of 
collisions between fluid elements. The resulting 
motions can best be described as a superposition 
of eddies with various orientations. The eddies 
which make up the turbulence arise near the 
boundaries, where regions of high shear stress 
exist. As individual eddies move about, they com
bine with others or break down into smaller ones. 
The shearing action stretches the eddies with axes 
lying along directions in which the fluid is being 
strained and intensifies their vorticity. Some 
concentrated vortex motions can, therefore, be 
expected to exist in a very complex motion. 

Various scales of motion occur in turbulent shear 
flows. The 1argest scale motion is the mean flow, 
whose dimensions are characterized by parame
ters such as flow depth and channel width. Next 
are the turbulent motions, whose superimposed 
eddies have various dimensions ranging from near 
that of the flow depth down to the so-called micro
scale. All turbulent motions are responsible for 
shearing stress in the presence of a mean shear, 
and, therefore, all extract energy from the mean 
flow to sustain themselves. However, the amount 
of energy extracted by the turbulent action 
decreases with decreasing scale, so most of the 
energy is generally thought to enter the turbulence 
by way of the larger eddies at or near the bound-

aries. Correspondingly, the amount of energy lost 
through the damping action of viscosity is assumed 
to be negligible in the mean flow and among the 
large eddies but to increase progressively with 
decreasipg size until it finally becomes dominant 
among the smallest eddies. 

If energy enters the turbulence more by way of 
the large eddies than by the small ones and leaves 
more by way of the small eddies than by the large 
ones, then energy must be transferred from the 
larger scale motions to the smaller ones. The suc
cession of transfer is generally regarded as taking 
place from size to size down the scale, and the 
number of stages increases with Reynolds number. 

Frictional effects, mean velocity distributions, 
rate of spreading, and other features of turbulent 
flow bear little resemblance to features of laminar 
flow. The differences can be attributed to a 
diffusiveness of turbulence that far exceeds mo
lecular diffusion and has a more intimate con
nection with the mean flow. The mechanism of 
turbulent diffusion, however, is similar to that of 
molecular diffusion, wherein a molecule moves 
and collides with another and so, by a process of 
random walk, migrates farther and farther from 
some initial point. In turbulent diffusion, large 
eddies wander randomly in generally curved paths 
and so produce a cumulative increase in the dis
tance from an initial point. 

The degree of energy transfer or of mixing by 
turbulent motions so surpasses that by molecular 
motions that the latter has little effect other than 
to smooth out the local conditions of properties 
in their new neighborhood. 

Turbulent shear flow in open channels viewed 
mathematically is such a complex problem that 
any approach to it must lean heavily on experi
ments. The first stage in delineating the kine
matics of the turbulence mechanism is to define 
the turbulence characteristics in terms of statis
tical relations of measurable parameters. 

SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS 

If statistical relations are to be used to define 
the turbulence characteristics, certain assump
tions must be made about turbulent flow. A com
plex turbulent motion can be simplified as a mean 
that is time invariant and an irregular fluctua
tion that is a function of time about the mean 
value. (Any regular fluctuation would not be con
sidered as turbulent motion.) (See fig. 1.) 

The instantaneous velocity of turbulent motion 
at a point is given by 
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Vtot=Ui+ Vj+ Wk, 

where U, V, and W are velocity components and i, 
j, and k are unit vectors in the x, y, and z directions, 
respectively. The instantaneous velocity compo
nents can be represented by their mean values 
and superimposed fluctuations as 

U=U+u, V=V+v, and W=W+w, 

where U, V, and W are the mean values (bar over 
symbols denotes mean, or average) and u, v, and w 
are the random fluctuations in the x, y, and z 
directions, respectively. 

In general, an averaging procedure can be car
ried out only if certain conditions are satisfied. 
Consider the average value of velocity in the x 
direction at a point of the flow field with respect 
to time. The average value is then defined by 

V=}~ 21T I-~~~ U dt. (1) 

The period of time during which measurements 
are taken, T, cannot be infinitely long; it must be 
a finite time interval. The interval must be large 
compared with the time scale of the turbulence. 
On the other hand, it must be small compared 
with the period of any slow variations in the field 
of flow that would not be regarded as belonging 
to the turbulence. Obtaining a suitable average 
in open-channel flow is seldom any problem. 

Other assumptions, such as homogeneity and 
isotropy, can be made about turbulent flow. These 
simplifying assumptions make the rather complex 
problem amenable to theoretical analysis. 

The term "homogeneous turbulence" means that 
the velocity fluctuations in the system are random 
and that the average turbulence characteristics 
are independent of position in the flow field- that 
is, invariant to translation of the axis of reference. 

The characteristic features of channel flow are 
to some extent a result of homogeneity of the 
turbulent motion in the direction of mean flow. 
In channel flows the motion is statistically similar 
in planes parallel to the boundary, and this con
siderable degree of homogeneity permits produc
tive theoretical treatment of the problem without 
much necessity for arbitrary assumptions. 

The term "isotropic turbulence" refers to 
a homogeneous system in which the velocity fluc
tuations are not only random but also independent 
of the axis of reference-that is, invariant to axis 
rotation and reflection. To illustrate the difference 
between homogeneous and isotropic turbulence, 
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FIGURE 1.-Turbulent motion as a function of time. Only the 
component of motion in the x direction is shown. U, instan
taneous velocity; U, mean velocity; u, velocity fluctuation. 

consider the root mean squares of the velocity 
fluctuations: 

u=Yu2 , v=YV2, and w=Yw2 , 

where u, v, and ware used to simplify the notation 
in equations. (The root-mean-square notation is 
retained in this report to denote actual measure
ments.) In homogeneous turbulence, the root
mean-square values could all be different, as in 
open-channel flows, but each value must be con
stant over the entire turbulence field. In isotropic 
turbulence, the spherical symmetry requires that 
the fluctuations be independent of direction, or 
that the root-mean-square values all be equal, 
which is not true of open-channel flows. Isotropic 
flow has no cross velocity terms (uv, uw, vu, vw, wu, 
WV) because the random motion means that uv, for 
example, would have just as many positive as 
negative values. Consequently, the average uv 
would be zero. Isotropic flow, therefore, has no 
shearing stresses and no gradients of mean 
velocity. Such a state of motion cannot exist in 
laboratory experiments or in nature. 

Turbulent shear flows may be divided into flows 
that are nearly homogeneous in the direction of 
the flow and those that are not homogeneous in 
the direction of flow. Experiments have indicated 
that nearly homogeneous flows are restricted, as 
are steady and (or) uniform open-channel flows. 
Inhomogeneous shear flows are unrestricted, as 
are unsteady and (or) nonuniform open
channel flows. 

STATISTICAL RELATIONS 

INTENSITY OF TURBULENCE 

One of the best visualizations of turbulence is 
obtained by measuring the velocity fluctuations 
at various points in the flow. 
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The intensity of turbulence is defined as the coordinates: 
standard deviation, or root mean square, of the 
fluctuating velocity: 

u=v=:;2, v=W, w=v'w2. 

The relative turbulence intensity i~ usually ex
pressed as a ratio of the root mean square to the 
mean flow velocity, iJ, or to the shear velocity, U*. 
For example, relative turbulence intensity in the 
x direction is 

where U*=v' gRS, in which g is the gravitational 
acceleration, R is the hydraulic radius, and S is 
the slope of the energy gradient. 

CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 

Correlation functions often play a major role in 
making and analyzing primary experimental 
measurements. Taylor (1935) was the first to sug
gest that a statistical correlation can be applied 
to fluctuating-velocity terms in turbulence. He 
pointed out that no matter what the diameter of 
an eddy is, a high degree of correlation will exist 
between the velociti~s at two points in space if 
the separation between the points is small com
pared with the eddy diameter. Conversely, if the 
separation between the points is many times the 
eddy diameter, then little correlation can be ex
pected. This concept is very important in con
sidering the various scales of motion in turbulent 
flows and in examining the role of scale in open
channel flow processes. 

Consider the velocity fluctuation at two points 
separated by a distance r. A correlation may exist 
between the velocities and can be defined as a 
function of r: 

Q(r)=u(x) u(x+r). (2) 

The bar denotes an averaging of measurements 
taken for many points at one given time. Phys
ically, taking so many measurements at one time 
is nearly impossible, so the fluctuations at two 
given points are measured at different times as 
the fluid moves past the measuring instruments. 
The basis of statistical turbulence characteristics 
is the assumption that statistical averages can be 
used to describe the system. Three components of 
u exist at x [u(x), v(x), w(x)], and three components 
of u exist at x+r [u(x+r), v(x+r), w(x+r)]. One-to-one 
correlation yields nine possible combinations of 
components. Q(r) will have nine terms and can be 
expressed as a second-order tensor in Cartesian 

Qii(r)=u;(x) Uj(x+r), (3) 

where i and j are indices, and each gives u three 
values. For example, u;(x) expands to: u.(x)=u(x); 
u2(x)=v(x); and u3(x)=w(x). 

Correlation measurements in the Eulerian 
frame of reference system are the most conve
nient to obtain with present-day equipment. The 
Eulerian space correlation function for the velocity 
fluctuation in homogeneous flow is 

R··( ) u;(x) uj(x+r) 
,;r .. ~ , 

v u;2(x) · Vul(x+r) 
(4) 

where u;, for example, represents the three root
mean-square values of u, v, and w which can exist 
at two points, x and x+r. (See fig. 2.) 

By the ergodic hypothesis, when the flow is 
statistically homogeneous in one or more direc
tions, mean turbulence values along lines in these 
directions are identical with the time means. 

Because the root-mean-square values are inde
pendent of separation, equation 4 becomes 

R ··( ) u;(x) uj(x+r) 
IJr .. ~ .. ~· 

vu;2 • vul 
(5) 

This measurement is difficult to make in the direc
tion of the flow because of probe and sensor inter
ference. For isotropic homogeneous turbulence, 
the root mean squares are all identical, and 
equation 5 becomes 

u;(x) u;(x+r) 
R;;(r) 

~-~· 
(6) 

Using the covariance between velocity compo
nents at two separated points in the flow to describe 
a turbulent flow has become standard practice, 
although the covariance is recognized to be an 
essentially incomplete one and does not include 
time. 

Because shear flows are not isotropic, the turbu
lent shear stresses are not zero, and a correlation 
exists between the various cross velocity terms 
when the separation distance, r, is zero or finite. 
For zero separation, equation 4 reduces to a 
Eulerian point correlation function, which is 

R.. U; Uj 
IJ .. ~ .. ~· 

vu;2
• vul 

(7) 

Even though the function is still dependent on x, 
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FIGURE 2.- Probe arrangement for double velocity correlations. 
Dots at the bases of the open arrows represent four probe 
locations-two for each pair of covarying velocities. 

the xis usually dropped from the notation because 
all terms are understood to apply to a single point 
for a given computation of Ru. The value of Ru, 
however, will vary from point to point in the flow. 
This variation determines the Reynolds stresses, 
or turbulence shear stresses. 

Measurements needed for the Eulerian space 
correlation are not always possible or convenient 
to make because of probe interference or limited 
equipment; however, by assuming that x=Ut is 
applicable and by replacing the space coordinate, 

I x, with an equivalent time coordinate, t, the 
Eulerian space correlation function can be equated 
with a Eulerian time correlation function (a 
process called autocorrelation) to give 

R(r) Ur(l~r(l~), 
yU2.yU2 

(8) 

where r is an increment of time. This correlation 
function can be obtained from the output signal 
of a single sensor and is much easier to obtain than 
the space correlation function. The time correla
tion part, the numerator, of equation 8 is an aver
age of the velocities taken at two times for one 
point. Although the autocorrelation technique 
can be very convenient, it is limited to uniform 
flow, where vU2 is much less than U, and thus 
may not be valid in certain shear flows. Hinze 
(1959, p. 40) further discussed this point. 

Another informative correlation function is the 
Eulerian space-time correlation. This function 
correlates velocity fluctuations both with respect 
to separation distance, r, and with respect to time 
separation, r. The result is a mixed Eulerian 
correlation function: 

R ··( ) Ui(x,t) uj(x+r, t+r) (9) 
,Jr,r .. ~ . 

v Ui2(x,t) · Yul(x+r, t+r) 

By calculating this function for many values of r, 
the function can be mapped into an rT plane, which 
may be more descriptive of the flow structure. 

In the previous discussion, the Eulerian coordi
nate system has been utilized; in this system, the 
space correlation function, Rij(r), correlates the 
velocity fluctuations at one time for two points, 
and the time correlation function, R(r), correlates 
the velocity fluctuations at two times for one 
point. In turbulence diffusion and dispersion appli
cations, the Lagrangian coordinate system is more 
convenient; in this system, the time correlation 
function, RL .. (r), correlates the velocity fluctuations 

I) 

of one fluid particle at two times and at two cor-
responding points along the particle path. Thus, 

RL .. (r) Ui(t) ui(t+r) . (lO) 
u ~·Yu/(t+r) 

Although this system of coordinates is often much 
easier to use, measurement of Rr.;/r) is complicated. 
At best, Rr.;/T) has only been estimated from turbu
lent diffusion measurements in turbulent shear 
flows and from measurements of decaying isotropic 
turbulence in the wake of a grid in a wind tunnel. 
In isotropic turbulence, the form becomes less 
complex: 
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R ( ) u(t) u(t+r) 
LT -w.-w· (11) 

Note that Vu2 in the Lagrangian system is the 
root mean square of the velocity fluctuations 
averaged for many fluid particles at different 
times and points along their respective paths and 
not averaged for many times at one point in space, 
as for the Eulerian system. The Eulerian and 
Lagrangian time correlations do not yield the same 
values; however, additional information may 
prove that they are related. The Eulerian system 
is used when measuring velocity by fixed probes, 
but the Lagrangian system is more convenient 
when measuring turbulent diffusion and dis
persion, because these mixing processes are 
measured by the spread of contaminating parti
cles to different points in the flow. 

ENERGY-SPECTRUM FUNCTIONS 

The energy spectrum provides information on 
how turbulent energy is distributed with respect 
to frequency or wave number. The concept of 
energy spectra is important in comparing and 
understanding turbulent shear flows, and yet little 
information and data are available for flow in 
open channels. 

An analysis of energy spectra involves taking 
the Fourier transformation of the various cor
relations already considered. The Fourier trans
formation is simply the means by which the 
complex random wave form of the turbulent mo
tion can be broken into a sum of sine waves of 
various amplitudes and frequencies. The sum of 
the sine waves must equal the original wave form. 
The transformed correlations form an energy 
spectrum, which is reported as a plot of the ampli
tudes of the various sine waves against the respec
tive frequencies of the waves. The spectrum can 
provide insight into the distribution of the kinetic 
energy of turbulence for various frequencies of 
the velocity fluctuations. 

Taylor (1938) considered only the one
dimensional spectrum. However, his theory indi
cates that the theory of Fourier transformation 
can be applied to a statistically steady field to 
derive the Fourier transform of the velocity
correlation tensor. Thus, using tensor notation, 
the three-dimensional spectrum is 

<l>ii(k*)=-1- J+""Q··(r) e-Tk*·rdr 
" (27T)3 -x I) ' 

(12) 

where i in the exponent is v=1 and k* is the wave-

number vector. The components of this vector are 
related to the frequency, J, by 

(13) 

The spectrum tensor is the transformation of 
the general correlation tensor from Eulerian space 
to wave-number space; this tensor describes how 
the energy, which is associated with each velocity 
component, is distributed over various wave num
bers or frequencies. In essence, a Fourier analysis 
of the complex turbulence fluctuations gives a 
spectrum of the turbulence energy associated with 
a given wave number or frequency. In effect, a 
complex wave (in real space) has been broken 
down into a number of sine waves (in frequency 
space). 

The reverse transformation, from the spectrum 
tensor to the general correlation tensor, gives: 

(14) 

if r=O, then this reduces to 

(15) 

where Qu(O) is the general correlation tensor. The 
energy-spectrum tensor, <l>u(k*), shows the density 
of energy in wave-number space. 

Owing to experimental convenience and certain 
limitations, measurements for the spectrum func
tion have been limited to the one-dimensional 
spectrum function in the direction of the mean 
velocity, which is readily measured from the out
put signal of a single sensor. The one-dimensional 
energy spectrum, <l>(k*), of the root mean square of 
the velocity fluctuation in the x direction, VU2, as 
registered from a hot-film anemometer can be 
expressed by 

(16) 

In turbulent shear flows, the relation between 
the one-dimensional spectrum function, <l>(k*), and 
the three-dimensional spectrum function, <l>u(k*), 
is not known. However, the one-dimensional func
tion is often assumed to be an integral effect of 
the three-dimensional function. In spite of experi
mental difficulties, the study of energy spectra 
has led to several interesting conclusions. 

A normalized spectrum function, F(j), is ex
pressed in terms of frequency, J, by 
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f
+oo 

-x F(f}dJ= 1. (17) 

SCALES 

The scales of turbulence are important in evalu
ating-the structure of various shear flows. Further
more, they play a major role in understanding 
and evaluating turbulence diffusion processes and 
the dissipation and diffusion of energy in open
channel flows. 

The macroscale, which is sometimes considered 
the average size of the eddies, is descriptive of the 
large eddy structure and has several possible defi
nitions depending upon the choice of the correla
tion function. First consider the Eulerian system 
of coordinates. A Eulerian length scale, sometimes 
called the macroscale of turbulence, can be de
fined as the area under the space correlation curve: 

L= J.oo Ru(r) dr. (18) 

The Eulerian integral time scale of turbulence is 
defined as the area under the time correlation 
curve~ which was derived by autocorrelation: 

(19) 

By applying Taylor's hypothesis (1935), a longi
tudinal Eulerian length scale can be obtained: 

L=UTe. (20) 

This relation has meaning only as long as the flow 
remains steady. Another Eulerian time scale can 
be defined as the area under the space-time 
correlation curv.e: 

T' = J~ R(r,T) dT. (21) 

The microscale is used to describe the small eddy 
structure. A microscale relation for the x direc
tion, A.r, can be developed using the cosine trans
formation of the Eulerian autocorrelation function 
and is given by 

1 4'1T2 roo 
A.r2= (iJ)2 )o J2 F(f) df. (22) 

This length scale gives a measure of the smallest 
eddies responsible for the dissipation of energy. 
The microscale relation can be developed using 

another statistical method. Assuming a normal 
and independent distribution of the velocity fluc
tuations, the microscale can be calculated from 

1 '1T Average number of zero 
.A;.. =ux crossings of u per second. (23) 

In the Lagrangian coordinate system the path 
of a particle is followed, and the correlation is 
given by equation 10. Several macroscales can be 
defined in the Lagrangian system. The Lagrangian 
.integral time scale is the area under the time 
correlation curve: 

(24) 

This scale is usually estimated from the results of 
turbulence diffusion experiments. Several other 
Lagrangian length scales can be defined; the 
transverse Lagrangian scale is defined as 

LL=VV2 TL. 

The Lagrangian length scale is defined as 

AL=fl TL. 

EQUATIONS OF· MOTION 

(25) 

(26) 

Fluctuations which occur in turbulent flow 
necessitate added terms in the basic equations of 
laminar motion. If an exact representation of 
these fluctuations were known, a general solution 
could be obtained to account for turbulence. The 
additional terms were first investigated by 
Reynolds (1895). He assumed that the velocities 
in the laminar-flow equations could be replaced 
be the instantaneous velocities for turbulent mo
tion and that the equations would still be com
pletely valid. He combined the Navier-Stokes 
equations for laminar motion with the concept of 
an· average velocity and a superimposed fluctuat
ing component; he then averaged the resulting 
equation and used certain rules of approximation, 
which he formulated, to allow calculation of mean 
values. These rules are not rigorous, but they 
provide good approximations when the fluctua
tions are sufficiently numerous and are distributed 
at random. 

Reynolds (1895) found, for incompressible flow, 
that the equation of continuity for turbulent flow 
was identical with that for laminar flow but that 
the instantaneous velocity at a point was now 
replaced by the average velocity at that point. 
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The two equations are 

Laminar flow: 
aU av aW aU; 
-+-+-=0 or -=0 and ax ay az ax; 

Turbulent flow: 

au+ av + aw =O or aiJ;=O. 
ax ay az ax; (27) 

The simplified equations on the right are in 
general Cartesian notation, in which the i is a 
repeated index and indicates summation of the 
three component values. 

For the N a vier-Stokes equations, Reynolds 
found that average properties again appeared in 
place of instantaneous properties and that a term 
associated with the fluctuations was added. The 
two equations in general Cartesian notation are 

N a vier-Stokes equation for laminar flow: 

(
aU;+-U all;)- aP+-F + a2IJ; d P- i- --- ; p.--an at axj ax; axjaXj (28) 

Reynolds equation for turbulent flow: 

P(aV;+Iliau;)=-aP +F;+J.L a2U; _apu;ui. (29) 
at axj ax; axjaXj axj 

For a given i, the repeated index in any one term 
is j and indicates summation of the three com
ponent values. Each equation, because of the 
Cartesian notation, actually represents three 
equations. For example, the Reynolds equation 
of motion for the x direction is given by equation 
29 when i=l: 

(au +U au +v au +W au)=-aP + (a2u + a2u+ a2V) 
P at ax ay az ax IL ax2 ay2 az2 

+F -(apu.
2 + apuv + apuw). (30) 

x ax ay az 
The additional term has nine components, three 

of which are shown in the x equation (eq 30). The 
terms given by pu;ui in equation 29 are called the 
Reynolds stresses, or turbulent stresses. The 
tensor in Cartesian coordinates is 

p(:: =2.v ==)· wu wv JV! 
(31) 

The tensor is symmetrical, since ul'=vu, uw=wu, 
and vw=wv. Thus, there are only six independent 
terms. · 

The Reynolds equations for incompressible tur-

bulent motion c~nnot be solved, because there are 
ten unknowns and only four equations available
three motion equations and one continuity equa
tion. The unknowns are the mean pressure, the 
three mean-velocity components, and the six 
Reynolds stresses. 

Although obtaining complete solutions to any 
problem in open-channel flow from the Reynolds 
equations of motion appears prohibitively difficult, 
the equations do indicate which mean flow 
parameters and turbulence characteristics are 
convenient to measure and of reasonable physical 
significance. 

The special case of fully developed turbulent 
open-channel flow, where the viscous and dynamic 
processes have reached a statistically stable state 
imposed by the rigid boundaries, leads to several 
simplifying conditions. Thus, for a two-dimensional 
flow having the appropriate .boundary conditions, 
the Reynolds equations after one .· integration 
become 

x direction: 

y direction: 

z direction: 

yDS(l-y/D)=J.L: -puv, 

P=(D-y)y cos a-pr, and 

iJvw 
0 p ay = ' 

(32) 

where D is the depth of flow, S is the slope of the 
energy gradient, y is the specific weight of the 
fluid, and a is the angle the boundary makes with 
respect to the horizontal. These equations are 
.simpler but are still insufficient to give a general 
solution. However, the· measured terms can now 
be compared with the balance of terms predicted 
by the Reynolds equations. 

ENERGY EQUATION 

The production, dissipation, and diffusion of 
turbulent energy :are particularly important 
in understanding the mechanism of turbQ.lent 
motion. 

The Reynolds equation of motion can be con
verted to an expression for the kinetic energy of 
the velocity fluctuations. The equation of motion 
for each coordinate direction is multiplied by the 
velocity in that direction, and the velocity and 
pressure fluctuations are introduced as 
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U=V+u and P=P+p. 

The three component equations are then summed 
and averaged according to the Reynolds rules of 
averaging. Then the kinetic energy of the mean 
motion is subtracted. This procedure yields the 
following energy equation for homogeneous flow: 

!. au;z +u;u· aV;+_E_[(f+ u;
2
)u· ]?@_ cJ.) 

2 d( J dXj dXj p 2 J _ dXj\2 J 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

()
2 fi:l (dU;)2 

-v dXjdXj 2+v dXj =O, (33) 

(5) (6) 

where v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 
Each term in equation 33 represents a rate of 
change of turbulent energy per unit mass- spe
cifically: (1) time rate of change of the turbulent 
kinetic energy, (2) production of turbulent kinetic 
energy by shearing stress (that is, energy transfer 
from the mean motion), (3) diffusion of energy by 
kinetic and pressure effects, (4) transfer of energy 
by convection, (5) the work done by viscous shear 
stresses in the turbulent motion, (6) dissipation of 
turbulent kinetic energy. 

One of the main reasons for obtaining such an 
energy relation is that insufficient turbulence 
information is available from the time-average 
momentum equation (eq 29). Averages over 
periods of time eliminate a great deal of informa
tion concerning the contributions of turbulence 
to the characteristics of the flow field. To com
pletely describe the turbulent flow field, not only 
the time averages of the turbulence quantities 
appearing in the momentum and energy equa
tions need to be known, but also all higher order 
terms that might be obtained by taking higher 
moments of the momentum equation. At the pres
ent time, obtaining all these terms is neither 
practical nor, for that matter, possible; thus, 
experimental work has been directed mainly 
toward obtaining the relative magnitude of the 
quantities in the energy equation. 

The energy equation for two-dimensional flow, 
considering relevant orders of magnitude, may 
be written as 

_ dU d ( ( 2+ 2+ 2)+ ) + (dU; dU;) (34) puv -=- pv u v w vp JL - - • 
dy dy dXj dXj 

(1) (2) (3) 

This equation expresses the fact that energy pro
duced by the turbulent shear forces at a point in 

the flow field is partly diffused and partly dissi
pated. Although measurements are not sufficient 
to study the complete turbulence energy balance 
in an open channel, the production term can be 
measured, and the dissipation term can be esti
mated. Term 1 is the energy produced by the 
turbulence shearing stresses; it can be obtained 
directly from measurements of uv and from the 
mean-velocity profile. Term 2 is the energy 
diffused by the turbulence. Term 3 is the energy 
dissipated because of the breakdown of large 
eddies into small ones. 

The dissipation and diffusion terms need to be 
expressed in easily measurable quantities. For 
isotropic turbulence, Taylor (1935) evaluated the 
dissipation term, abbreviated as e, using the micro
scale of turbulence in the x direction, A.r, and 
obtained 

u2 
e= 15JL Ax2' (35) 

When the distributions of the energy produc
tion and dissipation are known, the diffusion of 
energy can be estimated from equation 34. Note 
that because of the approximations involved in 
the calculations of dissipation, the conclusions 
derived are chiefly qualitative. In effect, the 
energy equation has not been completely defined 
by measurable quantities, but it has been used 
with some measured quantities to obtain a clearer 
understanding of turbulent shear flows. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

Hot-wire anemometry has been used for many 
years as a standard technique for turbulence 
measurements in air. Recently, the application of 
anemometry has expanded greatly owing to better 
equipment and to more interest in details of fluid 
flow in liquids, such as water. Until recently, 
however, serious difficulties attended any attempt 
to adapt the anemometer to use in water. Some of 
these difficulties, such as contamination of the 
sensor by dirt or deposits, occur also in air; whereas 
others, such as boiling and electrolysis, occur in 
liquids only. 

Electrolysis is by far the main source of trouble, 
causing corrosion of the sensor, generation of 
gases, and instability in the electronic control 
circuitry. It can be avoided by using nonconducting 
liquids. However, this does not solve the basic 
problem, and much work has therefore been done 
to eliminate or reduce the effect of electrolysis in 
conducting liquids. The most successful effective 
method is to coat the sensing element to provide 
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electrical insulation between the electrical sys
tem and the liquid, but the coating must be very 
thin in order not to affect the frequency response. 

_This method permits stable operation of the ane
mometer in conducting liquids, such as water; 
moreover, contamination of the sensing element 
by fluid-borne particles appears to be greatly 
reduced as a result of this measure. The ane
mometer thus gives reproducible results and can 
be used for quantitative measurements in open
channel flows. 

Increased use of film sensors and compensating 
circuitry, supplemented by sensitive accessory 
equipment and digital computers, has made ane
mometry more practical. The fine spatial resolu
tion (due to the small size of the sensor) and the 
good frequency response of the hot-film anemome
ter system are unmatched by any other system 
now available for making turbulence measure
ments in open-channel flows. 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITRY 

A very important part of high-frequency ane
mometry is the electronic circuitry. It supplies a 
controlled amount of electrical current to heat 
the sensor and to provide frequency compensation 
for the sensor. 

The anemometer circuit used for operating 
sensors in water should have the following char
acteristics for best all-around application to 
turbulence measurements in open-channel flows: 
1. Low noise level.- Because the overheat ratio of 

the sensor (ratio of hot to cold resistance) is 
low (1.1) and the turbulence level of the water 
is often low (less than 10 percent), the lowest 
possible internal electronic noise level is 
desirable. 

2. Adequate frequence response.- Direct current to 
2 kHz (kilohertz) is sufficient for most 
measurements in water (10 kHz represents a 
reasonable upper limit in air). Adequate high
frequency response is obtainable with most 
anemometers. However, low-frequency re
sponse (0-2 hertz) can vary. The coating of the 
sensing element must be very thin in order 
not to affect the low-frequency response. 

3. Adequate temperature compensation.- Provision 
should be made for taking temperature 
changes into account to get accurate results. 

4. High power output.-Water has high heat-transfer 
characteristics, and enough power to operate 
the largest sensor at the highest anticipated 
velocity is needed. 

5. Minimal long-term drift.- Because the overheat 

ratio is low, electronic drift in the electronic 
components shows up more in water than in 
air. This drift must be kept at an insignificant 
amount. 

The two basic types of anemometer circuitry 
are usea with hot-wire and hot-film sensors: con
stant current and constant temperature. Experi
menters need to know and understand the 
advantages and disadvantages of the operating 
characteristics of both anemometer systems. 

CONSTANT-CURRENT ANEMOMETER 

The constant-current anemometer maintains 
the current of the sensor at an essentially con
stant level by using a large resistor in series with 
the sensor. The current is selected so that the 
sensor is operated at the desired temperature in 
the fluid. If the velocity of the fluid increases, the 
heat transfer from the sensor to the fluid 
increases, and the sensor will cool; this results 
in a decrease in sensor resistance. If a constant 
current is maintained in the sensor, the decrease 
in resistance will cause a decrease in voltage at 
the terminal between the sensor and the resistor. 
An amplifier is used to detect this change in volt
age and to amplify the voltage to a useful signal 
level for recording or monitoring. If the velocity 
change takes place very rapidly, the response of 
the sensor will lag the actual change in velocity, 
owing to the thermal inertia of the sensor. To 
compensate for this lag, the amplifier is given a 
nonlinear characteristic with frequency. By care
fully matching the frequency characteristics of 
the amplifier to those of the sensor, a flat fre
quency response is possible up to 100 kHz. 

The major drawback of the constant-current 
system is that the temperature frequency response 
of the sensor depends not only on sensor char
acteristics but also on flow characteristics. The 
response depends on both the thermal capacity of 
the sensor and the heat-transfer coefficient 
between the sensor and its environment. Because 
the sensor response changes with changes in flow, 
the frequency compensation of the amplifier must 
be readjusted whenever the mean flow changes. 
This is not practical for fast changes. Therefore, 
the constant-current anemometer is most appli
cable where the fluctuations in velocity are small 
compared with the mean velocity. 

CONSTANT-TEMPERATURE ANEMOMETER 

The constant-temperature anemometer main
tains the resistance, and thus the temperature, of 
the sensor at an essentially constant level by using 
a feedback loop (Thermo Systems Inc., 1968). As 
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the fluid velocity increases, the sensor will tend 
to cool, and its resistance will tend to decrease. 
This decrease in resistance, as measured by a 
Wheatstone bridge, will cause the voltage across 
the bridge to decrease, so the input to the ampli
fier will decrease. The phase of the amplifier is 
such that this decrease in voltage will cause an 
increase in the voltage output of the amplifier that 
will· increase the current through the sensor and 
balance the bridge. If the amplifier has a sufficient 
gain, it will keep its inputs very close to the 
balanced conditions. Therefore, any change in the 
sensor resistance will be immediately corrected 
by an increase or decrease in the current through 
the sensor. By keeping the sensor temperature 
constant, this anemometer system overcomes the 
main disadvantage of the constant-current system. 

The output of the constant-temperature system 
is the voltage output of the amplifier, which in 
turn is the voltage required to drive the necessary 
current through the sensor. Using the feedback 
control, the resistance in the bridge i3 constant, 
the voltage across the bridge is directly pro
portional to the current through the sensor, and 
the power is equal to the current squared times 
the resistance. Therefore, the square of the volt
age measured across the bridge is directly pro
portional to the instantaneous heat transfer 
between the sensor and its environment. No 
matching of frequency characteristics for the 
amplifier and the sensor is required, because the 
feedback circuit makes the match automatically. 

Present-day constant-temperature systems are 
comparable to the constant-current systems in 
both noise level and frequency response. How
ever, the constant-temperature systems are 
superior in convenience of operation and in flexi
bility. Several other basic advantages of constant
temperature anemometry over constant-current 
anemometry include the following:· 
1. Constant-temperature systems are more com.: 

patible wit!-1 hot-film sensors because the 
frequency response of hot-film sensors is so 
complex. 

2. Operation of a sensor at constant temperature 
prevents sensor burnout when the velocity 
past the sensor suddenly decreases. 

3. Constant-temperature operation is more prac
tical for measurements in water where large 
changes in sensor temperature occur in 
response to velocity changes. 

4. Constant-temperature systems can be tempera
ture compensated. 

5. Constant-temperature systems- give a. direct 

direct-current output. In a constant-current 
system, the measuren1ent of mean voltage 
levels is typically made by manually balancing 
a built-in bridge, and the minimum frequency 
limit of the amplifier system generally is 
about 2 Hz (hertz). 

6. Constant-temperature systems can measure 
large velocity fluctuations, whereas constant
current systems cannot under most 
circumstances. 

For these reasons, constant-temperature systems 
have essentially replaced constant-current sys
tems for use in making turbulence measurements. 

When choosing among the various constant
temperature systems, the experimenter should 
compare three basic variables: high- and low
frequency response, background noise, and 
power output. 

No basic problems are associated with the 
electronic circuitry of present-day constant
temperature anemometers. Rather, the primary 
problem is in selecting a hot-film sensor and in 
understanding its operation and limitations for 
specific fluid-mechanics measurements. 

HOT-FILM SENSORS 

The basic concept of hot-film sensors was intro
duced over ten years ago by Ling and Hubbard 
(1956), and this type of sensor has been replacing 
the hot-wire sensor for many applications in 
recent years. 

The hot-film sensor is essentially a conducting 
metallic film on a ceramic substrate. (See figs. 
3-6.) Plating, commonly gold, delineates the sensi
tive area and provides electrical leads to the 
circuitry through the probe, to which the sensor 
is attached. The metallic film in a typical hot-film 
sensor is less than 1 micron thick; therefore, the 
physical strength and the effective thermal con
ductivity of the sensor are determined almost 
entirely by the substrate material, which is com
monly quartz. Most films are platinum, because 
platinum resists oxidation and thus has long-term 
stability. 

Hot-film sensors for water are coated with 
quartz about 1 micron thick; for further protection, 
the tip of the probe, except for the film itself, is 
coated with a temperature- and corrosion-resistant 
varnish. This treatment ensures good insulation 
that is able to prevent electrolysis with little 
sacrifice to frequency response. 

Four problems pertaining to the operation of 
hot-film anemometers in open-channel flows are 
directly related to the sensor and to the measure-
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ment of the basic data: (1) drift caused by fluid
borne contaminants, (2) calibration for the 
voltage-velocity relation, (3) sensitivity to velocity 
fluctuations, and (4) noise caused by mechanical 
vibrations or introduced through ground loops. 

Drift is a change of the output voltage of an 
anemometer when there has been no change in 
either the velocity, temperature, or properties of 
the fluid. Accumulation of dirt, scale, or lint-in 
fact, any organic or inorganic material- on the 
sensor surface will reduce the heat transfer to 
the water and cause a change in voltage. This one 
problem has discouraged many researchers from 
using hot-film anemometry. However, in open
channel flows, the problem is always present, and 
techniques must be developed to minimize it. 

Noise caused by mechanical vibration is always 
a problem in taking measurements in open-channel 
flows. Caution should be taken to insure that 
mechanical vibrations are insignificant. Noise 
introduced through ground loops is always possi
ble when additional signal-conditioning equipment 
is being used. Disconnecting the power-source 
ground for all the signal-conditioning equipment 
(but not the anemometer) permits the equipment 
to be connected to the anemometer-chassis ground 
through the cable shield, thereby reducing 
ground-loop noise. 

Calibration for the voltage-velocity relation is 
essential for operating hot-film sensors in open
channel flows. In fact, when drift due to contami
nation is possible, a calibration at each point in 
the flow is advised. Contamination problems pre
clude the use of general heat-transfer relations 
and a one-time calibration procedure for reducing 
turbulence data. 

Sensitivity of the hot-film sensor to changes in 
velocity is particularly problematic in obtaining 
meaningful turbulence measurements. Because 
the sensitivity is a derivative of the voltage
velocity calibration, the calibration at each point 
must be made much more precisely than if 
accuracy of only a few percent for velocities were 
needed. This is particularly true when the voltage
velocity calibration can change because of 
contaminant accumulation. 

Many problems associated with operating hot
film sensors in water can be eliminated or 
reduced by understanding each sensor and by 
choosing the right sensor for a particular mea
surement in a particular environment. 

SHAPES 

The cylindrical hot-film sensor is shown in figure 

-GOLD PLATING DEFINES 
SENSING LENGTH 

QUARTZ-COATED PLATINUM-FILM SENSOR 
ON QUARTZ ROD 

FIGURE 3.-Cylindrical hot-film sensor .. 

3. It is well suited for detailed studies, particularly 
in water, if it is subject to velocities less than 
about 8 fps (feet per second) and if the fluid has 
been filtered of all fluid-borne contaminants. 
Where contaminants are present in the water, the 
cylindrical hot-film sensor is virtually impossible 
to operate with any degree of reliability; and at 
velocities greater than 8 fps, flow separation can 
occur. Cylindrical hot films generally require 
higher power output and give better sensitivity 
than solid sensors. Furthermore, they have better 
low-frequency response than sensors of other 
shapes. For two- and three-dimensional work, they 
are more convenient, and the output is easier to 
analyze because of good directional properties. 
These sensors can be mounted in single-, two 
(cross)-, or three-sensor probe arrangements. 

The wedge sensor is shown in figure 4. It is very 
strong, does not have flow-separation problems, 
and has good high-frequency response. Owing to 
high conduction losses, they are not recommended 
for turbulence measurements at low velocities 
(less than about 1 fps). The directional response 
of these probes is not well known and requires 

WEDGE HOT FILM 

QUARTZ ROO 

QUARTZ-COATED PLATINUM -FILM 

FIGURE 4.- Wedge hot~film sensor. 
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that the wedge be alined with the flow stream. 
Foreign matter can accumulate on the flat leading 
edge, but it does not accumulate as readily as on 
the cylinder. 

The main advantage of the conical sensor, shown 
in figure 5, is the lack of surfaces on which to 
catch foreign matter. Also, this sensor is very 
insensitive to direction, owing to the cone angle 
and the sensor placement. 

CONICAL HOT FILM 

QUARTZ-COATED 
PLATINUM-FILM 
BAND 

GOLD-FILM 
ELECTRICA'- LEADS 

FIGURE 5.- Conical hot-film sensor. 

The Parabolic sensor is shown in figure 6. It has 
the advantages of both cones and wedges. It has 
a rounded tip to minimize foreign-matter pickup, 
yet it has the sensor on the leading edge to give 
high-frequency response. The direction of flow 
should be within about a 10°-angle of the probe 
axis to avoid adverse directional response. Para
bolic sensors are less vulnerable to breakage than 
other sensors because they have no sharp edges, 
points, or fragile structure. Adequate high
frequency response is obtainable during measure
ments in open-channel flows. However, an 
evaluation of the low-frequency response (less 
than 2 Hz) has never been carried out. These low 
frequencies are of particular interest in open
channel flows, and possible errors may be reported 
because of inadequate low-frequency response. 

PARABOLIC HOT FILM 

QUARTZ-COAT 
PLATINUM FILM 
ON LEADING EDGE 

FIGURE 6.- Parabolic hot-film sensor. 

SELECTION 

END VIEW 

Various factors must be considered when 
selecting a sensor: minimum and maximum flow 

velocity to be measured; strength of the sensor 
and rigidity of the sensor supporting structure; 
sensor shape, size, and temperature; fluid con
tamination of the sensor; and stability of the 
sensor calibration. 

The minimum flow velocity measurable by a 
heated sensor depends on the free convection cur
rents generated by the heat from the sensor. In 
water, free convection currents affect fluctuating
velocity measurements below a mean velocity of 
about 0.5 fps, because at these velocities, the free 
convection boundary layer has not had time to 
come into equilibrium with the flow. Solid sensors 
-such as cones, wedges, and parabolas- present 
a problem at low velocities because of the high 
heat conduction from the film into the substrate. 
At low frequencies this conduction causes both the 
film and the substrate, not just the film, to heat 
and cool, creating a calibration offset when com
pared with a steady flow calibration. This effect· 
is most critical at low velocities (less than 1 fps). 
For this reason, cylindrical hot-film sensors are 
generally recommended for making turbulence 
measurements in low-velocity flows. 

In high-velocity flows (over about 8 fps), ex
traneous turbulence can easily be generated by a 
vibrating probe, so a rigid sensor supporting struc
ture is needed. High-velocity flow may also induce 
breakage of the sensor, so a strong sensor, such 
as the wedge or parabola, should be used. 

In high-velocity flows, cylindrical sensing ele
ments have two disadvantages due to flow separa
tion on the downstream side. Eddies can be formed 
by this separation; they are picked up as fluctuat
ing signals and can be confused with the turbu
lence. Cavities in the flow can also be created 
downstream from a cylindrical sensor; a com hi
nation of high sensor temperatures and high 
velocities tends to generate cavitation. Conical, 
wedge, and parabolic sensors circumvent both 
these difficulties. 

At high velocities, collision of sediment particles 
with the sensor induces a high-frequency spike on 
the signal, as shown in figure 7. The experimenter 
should be aware of this possible alteration in the 
signal, but the additional energy due to the col
lisions is usually insignificant. Collision of sedi
ment particles with the sensor also decreases its 
usable operation time. The abrasion removes the 
protective quartz coating and allows electrolysis 
to occur; once this happens a new sensor must be 
used. The approximate useful operation time of 
sensors in a sediment-laden stream is about 
15 hours. 
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FIGURE 7.- Photograph of voltage trace from a hot-film sensor, 
showing spikes due to sediment particles colliding with 
the sensor. 

Dirt and foreign particles within a flow field 
present the greatest difficulty to making stable 
and meaningful measurements. Nat ural open
channel flow is usually laden with particles, which 
tend to collect on the sensing element and affect 
the calibration. The tendency for a sensor to col
lect foreign matter is related to its shape and size. 
The cylindrical sensor is recommended over 
sensors of other shapes as long as the fluid can 
be filtered of all foreign matter. When the fluid 
cannot be filtered, then one of the solid sensors
notably, the parabolic sensor-is recommended. 

Any hot-film sensor can and should be cleaned 
after each use with a small camel's-hair brush. 
This is a tedious procedure, but it helps prolong 
the life of the sensor. Strong solvents or chemicals 
should not be used to remove foreign matter. 
Repeated brushings during operation, when the 
sensor is still in water, are also suggested. 

For a mean-flow measurement to be valid, the 
sensor must maintain its calibration over long 
time periods, which is possible only under ideal 
operating conditions. Compared with stability in 
air, stability in water can be a more difficult prob
lem because of foreign contaminants, gas-bubble 
formation on the sensing element at low velocities, 
and electrical-conductivity problems. Gas-bubble 
formation and electrical-conductivity problems are 
usually characteristic of a thin quartz coating or 
a hot spot on the sensing element where no quartz 
coating is present. Major stability problems are 
usually detected by an increasing value of the 
cold resistance. When this is detected, the sensor 
should be replaced. 

In summary, the parabolic sensor is the best 

sensor for general use in open-channel flows. Its 
geometry minimizes contaminant buildup, de
creases the possibility of damage due to breakage, 
insures adequate frequency response in high
velocity· flows, and circumvents cavitation and 
eddy formation. However, the cylindrical sensor 
is best for low-velocity flows where contaminants 
can be filtered out. 

CALIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS 

Typical voltage-velocity calibration curves for 
0.002- and 0.006-inch-diameter cylindrical hot-film 
sensors and a 0.0002-inch-diameter hot-wire sensor 
in airflow are shown in figure 8 (Richardson and 
McQuivey, 1968). The calibration curves are non
linear; sensitivity is a maximum at low velocities 
and decreases toward high velocities. The dis
advantages of a nonlinear output in terms of con
venient reading and recording are well known. A 
significant advantage of the nonlinear output is 
that measurements can be made over a wide range 
of flow velocities while maintaining a nearly con
stant percentage of reading accuracy. Measure
ments of velocities from a few feet per minute to 
supersonic can be made with no change in either 
the sensor or the scale reading. 

The anemometer output signal is a voltage and 
is usually related to the flow velocity as follows: 

(36) 

where 
E =mean voltage, 

A and B =constants depending on fluid 
properties, 

p =fluid density, 
IJ =mean flow velocity in the x direction, 
n =an exponent that varies with ve-

locity and with fluid and sensor 
properties, 

T5=sensor temperature (hot), and 
Ta=fluid or environment temperature 

(cold). 

This relation, known as King's law when n=0.5, 
illustrates the nonlinearity of the anemometer 
output. It also shows how voltage is related to 
density, velocity, and temperature. Although the 
basic variable is mass flow, pU, velocity is indicated 
whenever density is constant. Hot-wire and hot
film sensors have been used to measure tempera
ture, velocity, mass flow, thermal conductivity, 
basic heat transfer, and mass fractions because of 
the many variables that can be sensed. Because 
so many variables can be sensed, care must be 
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FIGURE 8. -Relation between mean voltage,£, and mean velocity, V, in airflow. (From Richardson and McQuivey, 1968.) 
Different symbols represent different sets of data for a given sensor. Curve represents average of the sets. 

taken to isolate or control all the variables that 
are not pertinent when measuring a single vari
able. Temperature compensation is of particular 
importance when measuring velocity or mass flow. 

King (1914) determined that n=0.5; this value 
gives the typical fourth-power relation between 
velocity and voltage, as shown in figure 9. In 
practice, anemometer sensors do not follow King's 

law precisely, but cylindrical sensors follow more 
closely than do sensors of finite length, such as 
the conical, wedge, and parabolic sensors. 

Most hot-film anemometry data can be obtained 
using the basic nonlinear output, but linearizing 
circuits are becoming standard additions to an 
anemometry system. Making mean-flow measure
ments is more convenient when the voltage output 
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is linearly related to flow. However, some accuracy 
is lost when the output goes through any signal
conditioning circuit, so for highest accuracy, the 
nonlinear output is best. Where contamination is 
a problem and sensor calibration cannot be main
tained, linearizing circuits cannot be used, and 
the nonlinear output must suffice. 

COMPARISON WITH HOT-WIRE SENSORS 

In order to evaluate the hot film as a trans
ducer in turbulence investigation, Richardson, 
McQuivey, Sandborn, and Jog (1967) measured 
turbulence intensities in airflow at the centerline 
of a 5. 75-inch-diameter pipe using 0.002- and 
0.006-inch-diameter cylindrical hot films and 
0.0002-inch-diameter hot wires. Hot wires were 
used as the standard with which to compare the 
hot films, because the response characteristics of 
hot wires have been extensively investigated and 
hot wires are standard transducers in wind-tunnel 
investigations. The results of the measurements 
showed that the 0.002-inch-diameter hot film indi
cated the same turbulence intensities as the 
0.0002-inch-diameter hot wires, but the 0.006-inch
diameter hot film indicated smaller intensities, 
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as shown in figure 10. The reason the 0.006-inch
diameter hot film indicated smaller intensities 
than the other sensors was attributed to end losses 
(heat loss by conduction through the sensor ends 
to the supports) and to a possible heat loss to the 
ceramic backing. Bellhouse and Schultz (1967) con
cluded that thermal feedback from the glass back
ing is important in air but not in water, so hot-film 
sensors are satisfactory transducers for turbu
lence investigations. 

HEAT-TRANSFER RELATIONS 

The heat transferred between the fluid and 
the sensor depends on the fluid velocity, the physi
cal properties of the fluid, the dimensions and 
physical properties of the film or wire, and the 
difference in temperature between the film or 
wire and the fluid. 

The convective heat transfer from a cylindrical 
sensor-either wire or film-has had extensive 
theoretical and experimental treatment. The 
theoretical study that is most extensively quoted 
was done by King (1914), who, for potential flow, 
derived an expression for the heat transfer from 
a cylinder. King's relation can be expressed as 

5 6 2 

REYNOLDS NUMBER (fJtl-) 

5 

FIGURE 10.- Comparison of turbulence-intensity measurements made using hot-film and hot-wire sensors 
in airflow. (From Richardson and others, 1967.) Different symbols represent different sets of data for 
a given sensor. Curve represents average of the sets. 
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J2Rs ... /= 
R -R A+B vU, 

s a 
(37) 

where 
/=electrical current, 

Rs=electrical resistance of the sensor at 
sensor temperature (hot), 

Ra=electrical resistance of the sensor at 
fluid temperature (cold), 

A and B=constants depending on fluid prop
erties, and 

VU =square root of the mean velocity of 
the flow in the x direction. 

King's relation at best only holds for continuum 
flow at large Reynolds numbers. This is not sur
prising because the flow around a cylinder is 
very complex. 

The heat-transfer relation has been expressed 
in nondimensional terms (Hinze, 1959): 

N=flR, P, G), 

where 
N=Hd/sk(Ts-Ta), the Nusselt number; 
R=UD/ v, the Reynolds number; 

(38) 

P=JLCp/R, the Prandtl number; and 
G=gp2d 3 {3(T5 -Ta)IJL2 , the Grashof number; 

in which 
H=thermal power transferred between the 

sensor and the fluid, 
d=characteristic dimension of the sensor, 
s=area of the sensor, 
k=thermal conductivity of the fluid, 

Ts=sensor temperature (hot), 
T a=fluid or environment temperature (cold), 
U=mean velocity of the flow in the x direction, 
D=depth of flow, 
v= kinematic viscosity of the fluid, 
11-=dynamic viscosity of the fluid, 

C P=specific heat of the fluid at constant 
pressure, 

g=gravitational acceleration, 
p=density of the fluid, and 
{3=coefficient of expansion of the fluid. 

For a hot-wire sensor, which has a length much 
greater than its diameter, the heat-transfer rela
tion can be expressed as (Hinze, 1959) 

(39) 

For solid hot-film sensors, specific heat-transfer 
relations have not been established, but the 

general heat-transfer relation can reasonably be 
expressed as 

N=a+bPa'+cPIJ'Ry', (40) 

where a, b, c, a', {3', and y' are constants that 
have different values according to the character
istics of the fluid and the sensor. The a represents 
heat transfer between film and probe or substrate, 
the b term represents conduction and free con
vection between film and fluid, and the c term 
represents forced convection between film 
and fluid. 

For continuum incompressible flow, the best 
experimental relation between mean heat loss 
and mean velocity is 

(41) 

This relation is similar to King's (eq 37). However, 
n is a function of the fluid medium, overheat ratio, 
sensor, and mean velocity. As will be shown later, 
changes in n greatly affect the conversion of volt
age fluctuations, which result from fluctuating 
heat loss, to velocity fluctuations. The value of n 
for a 0.002-inch-diameter hot film in air is 0.30 for 
velocities of 20-60 fps and 0.41 for velocities of 
60-150 fps. In water, the value of n for the same 
sensor is 0.31 for velocities of 0.2-0.6 fps, 0.35 for 
velocities of 0.6-1.5 fps, and 0.45 for velocities of 
1.5-3.0 fps. 

For a constant-temperature hot-film ane
mometer in a flow with constant fluid properties 
(temperature, density, and viscosity), equation 41 
can be written as 

(42) 

where A' and B' are constants depending on fluid 
properties. 

Deviations in the above-discussed equations, 
properly applied, are often less than other errors 
due to less-than-ideal experimental conditions. 
End losses and nonuniformities in sensor surface 
temperature can cause errors in specific situations. 
However, for measurements in open-channel flows, 
general heat-transfer relations are not sufficient 
for the reduction of data. Calibration is recom
mended whenever accuracy is required and when 
noncylindrical sensors are used. In fact, a con
tinuous calibration is suggested for all operations 
in open-channel flows. 
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VOLTAGE-VELOCITY RELATIONS 

Hot-film sensors can become heated above 
ambient temperature by the electric current in 
the anemometer system. However, by using a 
constant-temperature hot-film anemometer, the 
electrical resistance and, therefore, temperature 
of the film can be kept constant. A slight variation 
in velocity will result in a variation in heat loss 
from the hot film, which in turn produces an 
imbalance in the Wheatstone bridge. Any im-

, balance in the bridge is compensated for by means 
.of an electronic feedback system, which senses 
the imbalance in the bridge and alters the current 
to the bridge to rebalance it. Such a feedback 
system ·operates almost instantaneously and is 
effective for frequencies up to several kilohertz. 

Because fluctuating-velocity measurements are 
desired rather than mean-velocity measurements, 
the fluctuations in heat transfer from the hot 
film must be considered. The velocity fluctuations 
can be approximated by assuming that the film 
responds as a first-order system; the fluctuations 
can then be evaluated from a calibration of the 
relation between the film heat loss and the fluc
tuating velocity. The film heat loss must be known 
very accurately so that the first derivative of heat 
loss with respect to velocity fluctuation can 
be obtained. 

Operation of the hot film in the electronic circuit 
is assumed to be ideal, so problems of frequency 
response do not need to be considered. The problem 
is now to find a technique to obtain the turbulence 
velocity components from the hot-film voltage out
put and the calibration curve (fig. 8). 

At least four assumptions are made in con
verting the voltage fluctuations sensed by the 
hot-film anemometer to velocity fluctuations: 
1. The total instantaneous-velocity vector, Utob 

can be expressed by a mean value, fi, in the 
x direction and by fluctuation components
u, v, and w-in the x, y, and z directions, 
respectively. 

2. A hot-film sensor held perpendicular to the 
flow is sensitive only to the mean and fluc
tuating component of the velocity in the 
direction of flow, the x direction. In other 
words, the hot film is sensitive to the first 
order of U and u but is sensitive to only the 
second order of v and w; the second-order 
terms are negligible and can be considered 
to be zero where the fluctuations are much 
less than the mean. 

3. The relation between mean voltage, E, and 
mean velocity, U, can be used to convert volt-

age fluctuations to velocity fluctuations. 
4. The change in the slope, dE/dU (the sensitivity), 

of the voltage-velocity calibration curve is 
small in relation to the velocity fluctuations 
normally measured; thus, the tangent of the 
curve at the mean velocity can be used to 
convert voltage fluctuations to velocity 
fluctuations. 

These assumptions imply that the fluid prop
erties, overheat ratio, film diameter (character
istic), film length, angle of attack, and heat 
transfer from the hot film to the fluid are constant. 
That is, the heat transfer is a function of only the 
velocity of the flow. 

The first assumption is the usual one made in 
fluid mechanics along with the Reynolds method 
of averaging to derive the N a vier-Stokes equation 
for turbulent flow. 

The second assumption is justified on an order
of-magnitude basis; it applies for low turbulence 
intensities (less than 15 percent). The total 
instantaneous-velocity vector for a hot-film sensor 
placed perpendicular to the mean flow is illustrated 
in figure 11. 

The total instantaneous velocity is expressed as 

U tot=Y (U+ u)2+ v2+w2 (43a) 

or 

- ~ 2u (")2 (v)2 (w)2 Utot=U 1 + U + U + U + U . (43b) 

By expanding the square-root part by a binomial 
series expansion, 

Utot=u[ 1 +~(~+(vr +(flY +(vY) 
+(higher order terms) J. (44) 

Therefore, considering only first-order terms, 

y 

z 

FIGURE 11.-Diagram defining the total instantaneous-velocity 
vector. 
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equation 44 reduces to 

(45) 

For small fluctuations, where U is much greater 
than lui, lvl, or lwl, a sensor normal to the flow 
would be sensitive only to the mean velocity and 
its fluctuation in the x direction. Note that equa
tion 45 is true regardless of whether v and w are 
parallel or perpendicular to the hot film. 

The third assumption says that the same heat
transfer relation exists for both the mean and 
the fluctuating quantities of voltage and velocity. 
According to Sandborn (1966), turbulence does not 
affect the heat-transfer characteristics of the hot 
film; turbulence effects on heat transfer are 
negligible for _most anemometry work. 

The fourth assumption, that the change in slope 
of the calibration curve is small in relation to the 
velocity fluctuations, is necessary to convert the 
measured voltage fluctuations to the velocity 
fluctuations. Sandborn (1966) investigated the 
effect of assuming that the voltage-velocity curve 
is linear over the range of measured root-mean
square voltage fluctuations. He found that for a 
0.0002-inch-diameter tungsten wire, only 1-percent 
error in the turbulence intensity was introduced 
by the actual nonlinearity of the calibration curve 
for intensities up to 40 percent. 

The equation for converting voltage fluctuations 
to velocity fluctuations for a hot film perpendicular 
to the flow is obtained as follows. The derivative 
of the instantaneous voltage output from the 
anemometer is 

a£ 
dE= aV dUtot· (46) 

From equation 43a 

dUtot Y( 1 
[ (U+u)du+vdv+wdw ]. (47) 

U+u)2+v2+w2 

Where U is much greater than lui, lvl, or lwl, 
equation 4 7 reduces to 

So 

dE 
dE= dVdu. 

(48) 

(49) 

The general assumption is that dE=e and du=u 
(that is, the derivatives are equal to the fluctua
tions). With this assumption, equation 49 becomes 

dE 
e= du"· (50) 

The root mean square of the voltage fluctuation 
is normally the measured output of the hot-film 
anemometer; therefore, by assuming e=v'e! and 
u="W 

' 
(51) 

where V'e2 is the root mean square of the voltage 
fluctuation and v=;;2 is the root mean square of 
the velocity fluctuation. The physical meaning of 
equation 51 and the assumptions leading up to it 
are illustrated in figure 12 for two overheat ratios. 

To determine the sensitivity, dE/dU, equation 42 
may be differentiated, giving 

dE nB'Un-t 
dU 2E . (52) 

If King's law is assumed to hold, n is 0.5, and 
equation 52 reduces to 

dE B' 
dU 4EVij 

(53) 

However, for most hot-film sensors the heat loss 
does not follow King's law; therefore, either 
dE/dU must be determined empirically by plotting 
£2 against VU to obtain values of n and B' for 
equation 52, or dE/dU must be determined graph
ically. Determining dE/dV graphically is simpler. 
E is plotted against U for a given overheat ratio 
and fluid temperature (fig. 13). The tangent of 
this curve is dE/dU; it can be determined graphi
cally and then plotted as a function of U (fig. 14). 

The difference between dE/dU determined graph
ically and dE/dU determined by assuming that 
King's law holds and that equation 53 can be used 
is shown in figure 14. The graphical procedure has 
the advantage of accounting for variations in n, 
but it has the disadvantage of being more tedious 
and subject to human judgment in determining 
the tangent to the curve. Another advantage of 
the graphical procedure is in reducing data where 
drift due to contamination buildup on the sensor 
is a problem and where the voltage ch~'.nges for a 
given velocity. The graphical procedure can be 
used to account for drift problems, as i 'ldicated 
in figure 12. 

The method of determining the longitudinal 
turbulence intensity, u, for a single sensor has 
just been described. To determine the other com-
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FIGURE 12.- Linearization schematic of the voltage-velocity relation. K, overheat ratio. 

ponents of the velocity fluctuation, v and w, and 
the cross-velocity correlations-uv, vw, and uw
a single sensor is held at two different angles to 
the mean flow, or two sensors are set in a cross 
arrangement. 

The output, E, of the constant-temperature hot
film anemometer, which is indicative of the hot
film heat loss, can now be assumed to be a 
function of the total velocity, U101 , and the angle 
of yaw, g, if the geometry and physical properties 
of the film remain constant: 

(54) 

The total velocity sensed by the hot film at any 
moment is given by equation 43. The rectangular 
coordinate system is placed so that the mean 
velocity, V, is alined in the x direction (fig. 15). For 
very small u, v, and w in relation to V, U101 can be 
assumed to be essentially alined in the x direction. 
The angle g is the angle between the position of 
the hot film and the direction of the total velocity, 
the x direction. It is called the angle of yaw or the 

angle of attack, the angle between the sensor and 
a flow particle "attacking" the sensor. The angle g 
can be thought of as being made up of two angles, 
cp and 1/J. Angle cp is the angle the hot film makes 
with the x axis when the film is rotated in the xy 
plane (fig. 15A), and angle 1/J is the angle the hot 
film makes with the x axis when the film is rotated 
in the xz plane (fig. 158). Any combination of cp 
and 1/J coincides with one value for angle g. When 
the hot film is perfectly alined within the xy plane, 
then 1/J is zero, and aE/a!fJ is zero. The heat loss is 
quite sensitive to 1/J for small ·deviations from 
perfect alinement. Therefore, a hot film placed 
in the xy plane must be alined exactly in this 
plane. Considering now a hot film so alined, the 
output of the constant-temperature hot-film ane
mometer can be assumed to be a function of the 
total velocity vector, U1ot. and the angle of yaw in 
the xy plane, cp: 

(55) 

In terms of differentials, 
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FIGURE 13.- Voltage-velocity relations for hot-film and hot-wire sensors. 

a£ a£ 
dE=avdUtot+ a~ d~. (56) 

The differential of the total velocity is the same 
as equation 47; again assuming V much greater 
than lui, lvl, or lwl, the final results are the same 
as equation 48. Using figure 15, the instantaneous 
angle of attack in the xy plane, ~' can be written 
in terms of the angle fluctuation,~·, as 

Its differential may be expressed as 

d
,.. ([} + u )dv-vdu 
'~-' (U+u)2+v2 • 

By substitution in equation 56, one obtains 

aE 1 -
dE=a-u V [(U+u)du+vdv+wdw] 

(U+u) 2+v2+w2 

(58) 

(57) +a£ [<V+u)dv-vdu] (59) 
a~ (U+u) 2+v2 • 
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FIGURE 14.-Comparison of sensitivity-velocity relations for hot-film and hot-wire sensors as obtained graphically and 
from King's law. 

This equation is still very complex, and additional 
assumptions are necessary to obtain a less complex 
expression in which the terms can be evaluated. 

Once again the mean velocity, V, is assumed to 
be much greater than the turbulence fluc
tuations (that is, U~ lui, lvl, or lwl). With this 
assumption, equation 59 reduces to 

(60) 

Consequently, 

E=j{U,~). (61) 

Assuming now that j{U,~) is analytic everywhere 
in the flow field, the function can be expanded in 

a Taylor series about some convenient point of 
operation. The deviations of the velocity and the 
angle from their mean values are assumed to be 
small and will be denoted by u=U-U and~'=~-¢, 
respectively. Expanding the output of the hot 
film about V and {i), the following equation is 
obtained: 

-- (a£) (a£)A..' j{U,~)=j{U,~)+ a1J u+ a(/) '+' 

(62) 
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The deviation of the hot-film voltage from its 
mean is denoted by e, where 

e=f(U,cf>)-f(V,;;;). 

Neglecting higher order terms, the expansion 
can be written as 

e= ( !~)u+ ( !!}4>', (63) 

where (aEJalJ) is the sensitivity of the hot-film 
voltage to a deviation in velocity from the mean 
velocity, and (aE/a(/;) is the sensitivity of the hot
film voltage to a deviation in angle from the 
mean angle. 

Using figure 15, the sine of cf>' can be written as 

sin cf>' 
v 

(64) 

After expansion 

v 1 ( v )3 cf>' +- +· .. 
Y(U+u)2+v2 6 Y(U+u)2+v2 · 

(65) 

As before, the mean velocity, fJ, is assumed to be 
much larger than the turbulence fluctuations; 
consequently, cf>' = v/U and 

a£ 1 a£ 
e= au u+=u acp v. (66) 

To employ this expression, it must be written in 
terms of quantities which can be measured, such 
as root mean squares or mean squares of fluc
tuating quantities. Therefore, equation 66 is 
squared and averaged to give 

- (a£)2 
- aE 1 a£- ( 1 a£)2 

-
e2= au u2+ 2 au u a({; uv+ u acp v2. (67) 

Letting aEJafJ=S.r and (1/lJ}(aE/a(/;)=Sy, one obtains 

(68) 

where S.r is the sensitivity to velocity fluctuations 
in the x direction and Sy is the sensitivity to velocity 
fluctuations in they direction (sensitivity to fluc
tuations from mean angle between sensor and x 
axis in xy plane). 

Equation 68 requires that the hot film be cali
brated with respect to angle and velocity in order 
to obtain a value for uv, from which the turbulent 
shear stress in the x direction can be obtained. 
The sensitivities vary with angle and velocity; 
however, the two sensitivity terms, S.r and Sy, are 

A 

z 

X 

B 

X 

c 

FIGURE 15.- Hot-film orientation with respect to the total 
velocity vector, U101• Position of hot film, which is a linear 
object, is represented by oblong rectangle in coordinate 
systems shown on right-hand side of figure. For very small 
u, v, and win relation to U, U101 can be assumed to be essentially 
alined in the x direction. A shows angle </>, the angle the film 
makes with the x axis when the film is rotated in the xy plane. 
B shows angle l/1, the angle the film makes with the x axis 
when the film is rotated in the xz plane (l/1=90°). C shows a 
commonly used sensor position, where 1/J=O and </>=90°. 

of equal magnitude at an angle of approximately 
cp=40°. On the basis of this information and 
previous experiments, I suggest that the hot film 
be operated at angles of plus and minus 40° from 
the x axis in the xy plane. First, however, mea
surements should be taken at c/>=90°, when the 
film is perpendicular to the mean flow; then, the 
angle sensitivity is zero (fig. 15C), and equation 68 
becomes 
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(69) 

From this expression, the magnitude of u2 can be 
obtained when the film is properly calibrated for 
velocity and when the mean velocity at the point 
of measurement is known. 

Knowing the magnitude of u2 , the values of v2 

and uv can now be obtained by using the mea
surements of e2 at the hot-film positions of plus 
and minus 40°. A plot (fig. 16) of hot-film voltage 
output versus angle of attack indicates that for 
positive quantity and for negative angles of attack 
Sy is a negative quantity~ Therefore, two equa
tions can now be written; one for the positive 
angle of attack 

and one for the negative angle of attack 

(e2)-4o=(S.r2)-4ou2 +2(S.r)-4o(Sy)-4ouv+(Si)-40v2• (71) 
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Two sensors can be used to obtain certain turbu
lence characteristics. The most common use is for 
obtaining space and space-time correlations, which 
were discussed earlier in this report. This appli
cation is straightforward, and each sensor output 
is treated as a single sensor. The data analysis is 
also the same. 

Hot films can be placed in a cross configuration. 
This configuration is useful in obtaining two com
ponents of the velocity fluctuation at once. The 
analysis of the system output is. almost identical 
to that just discussed. This arrangement has some 
disadvantages. The configuration must be used 
under ideal conditions where no contaminant is 
present. For turbulence measurements in most 
open-channel flows, the cross configuration has 
little chance of being operated satisfactorily. 

SOURCES OF ERRORS IN MEASUREMENTS 

The preceding discussions might indicate that 
turbulence velocity components would be easy to 

1r 

<1>, IN RADIANS 

FIGURE 16.- Variation of voltage,£, with angle of yaw in the xy plane, <f>. 
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measure. However, these measurements are sub
ject to a great deal of uncertainty. 

The two major sources of error in hot-film 
anemometry are (1) an inaccurate heat-transfer 
relation due to heat-transfer effects other than 
convection and to an incorrect convective heat
transfer relation, and (2) a. frequency response 
insufficient to give a true representation of the 
instantaneous heat transfer between the sensor 
and its environment. Heat transfer is normally 
considered as a combination of conduction, con
vection, and radiation. Equations such as equation 
37 represent convection only. For hot-film sensors, 
heat conduction takes place primarily between the 
sensor and its supports, and radiation heat ex
change can take place between the sensor and 
the external solid surfaces. 

SOLID BOUNDARY 

When a hot film is used close to a solid boundary, 
errors are introduced owing to the effect of the 
boundary on the rate of heat loss from the film 
(radiation). When a platinum film is used at an 
overheat ratio of Rs!Ra=l.10, the film temperature 
is approximately 180°F. Consequently, when this 
hot film is used near a solid boundary, the film can 
be 110°F hotter than the surface. Besides losing 
heat to the water, because of forced convection, 
the hot film may loose heat to the solid surface, 
because of radiation. 

VELOCITY GRADIENTS AND TURBULENCE-INTENSITY 
GRADIENTS 

When a hot film is operated in a flow with a 
velocity gradient, the heat transfer along the 
hot film is nonuniform. This results in a shift of 
the effective center of the sensor toward that part 
of the sensor with the higher heat transfer. If 
the film also experiences a turbulence-intensity 
gradient in. the direction of the film orientation, a 
mathematical solution for the temperature dis
tribution is almost impossible to obtain. For mea
surements of the longitudinal turbulence intensity 
(intensity in the x direction), the sensor can be 
placed so that these large gradients are not pres-· 
ent along the hot film; however, for measurements 
of the turbulence shear stress, the hot film must 
be yawed so that it is partly projected in the y 
directio.n. The discrepancy in results from the 
horizontal and vertical hot films is about 2 to 3 
percent when measurements are taken close to 
the boundary, where both gradients are greatest 
and the relative turbulence intensity is 20 percent 
(McQuivey, 1967). 

LINEARIZATION OF THE VOLT AGE-VELOCITY RELATION 

The sensitivity of the hot-film anemometer to 
velocity fluctuations was discussed in a previous 
section. The expre~sion for the differential of the 
hot-film output was too complex, and additional 
assumptions had to be made. The usual assumption 
made was that the magnitude of the mean flow 
was much larger than the magnitude of the 
fluctuations. 

In using the expression for the differential of 
the hot-film output, the calibration curve of the 
hot film is assumed to be linear around the point 
of operation. This assumption is valid for small 
turbulence intensities at high mean velocities; 
however, it must be questioned for intensities over 
the range required by dE=W. The possible error 
due to nonlinear averaging of the hot-film output 
was checked graphically from a calibration curve. 
For a relative turbulence intensity of Vlii(D=0.30, 
an error of 3 percent was found when U= 1.0 fps. 
At lower mean velocities and at the same turbu
lence intensities (a higher relative turbu
lence intensity), the error was slightly greater 
(McQuivey, 1967). 

LARGE-SCALE TURBULENCE 

Large-scale turbulence is common in open
channel flows. The common method of reducing 
turbulence data assumes flow fluctuations super
imposed on a steady mean flow. During analysis, 
higher order terms are neglected which are sig
nificant when turbulence levels are high (above 
15 to 20 percent). 

Schraud and Kline (1965) have attempted to 
estimate the errors due to large turbulence fluc
tuations. The results show that errors of the order 
of 5 percent are possible for relative turbulence 
intensities of approximately 35 percent. 

CONDUCTION LOSSES TO SENSOR SUPPORTS 

Loss of heat through the sensor ends to the sup
ports has been discussed in the literature, but the 
emphasis has been on making a heat balance on 
the sensor. The effects of end losses on frequency 
response seems to be less well known. However, 
Bellhouse and Schultz (1967), for wedge-shaped 
thin-film sensors, pointed out the strong influence 
on low-frequency response of what could be called 
end losses or side losses. 

Figure 17 shows the effect of end losses on low
frequency response. Relative turbulence intensi
ties obtained using a wedge sensor are compared 
with those obtained using a 0.002-inch-diameter 
cylindrical sensor in an 8-inch-wide flume. Heat 
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FIGURE 17.-Comparison of relative turbulence intensities ob
tained using a wedge sensor and those obtained using a 0.002-
inch-diameter cylindrical sensor in an 8-inch-wide flume. 
The lines delineate the fields represented b~· the cylinder 
and the wedge. 

transfer is better for the cylinder, and the heat 
loss from the wedge sensor is greater than the loss 
from the cylinder. The loss is due supposedly to a 
conduction loss (McQuivey, 1967). The mean 
velocity was fairly low and may have been 
approaching the limits of the wedge sensor's 
detection capabilities. 

Figure 18 also shows the effect of end losses on 
low-frequency response. Relative turl:>ulence in
tensities obtained using a parabolic sensor are 
compared with those obtained using a 0.002-inch-
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FIGURE 18.-Comparison of relative turbulence intensities ob
tained using a parabolic sensor and those obtained using 
a 0.002-inch-diameter cylindrical sensor in an 8-foot-wide 
flume. 

diameter cylindrical sensor in an 8-foot-wide flume. 
The results are similar, indicating that the two 
sensors were recording the same voltage output. 

These comparisons point out the need to investi
gate further the problems of errors in hot-film 
anemometry due to the influence of end losses 
on the low-frequency response. 

READOUT AND SIGNAL-CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT 

An anemometer system can be furnished with 
adequate readout equipment. to make itself suf
ficient for mean-flow and turbulence measure
ments. A discussion of the output equipment that 
is used for various studies is helpful. 

Several types of signal-handling equipment are 
used with anemometers for data analysis. The 
paragraphs below describe characteristics in the 
typical equipment used. 

DIRECT-CURRENT MEASUREMENTS 

Voltmeters. A basic d-e (direct-current) voltmeter 
is furnished with the anemometer for measure
ments of mean quantities. An accurate zero sup
pression circuit increases reading accuracy by 
subtracting a precise d-e voltage, allowing a very 
sensitive meter scale to measure the remainder. 
Accuracies of 0.1 percent are then possible. A 
digital voltmeter should be employed for highest 
accuracy. To improve on the accuracy of the d-e 
meter a 0.01 percent electronic digital voltmeter 
should be used. The servodriven digital voltmeters 
sometimes offered as anemometer accessories are 
usually not this accurate. 

Sum-and-difference circuits. For a probe with two 
sensors in a cross arrangement, the instantaneous 
velocity components are proportional to the sum 
and difference of the signals from the two linear
ized anemometers. This is useful for directional 
work, but the sum-and-difference circuits must 
be capable of handling d-e signals as well as a-c 
(alternating-current) signals. 

Recorders. Almost any strip-chart oscillographic 
or tape recorder can be used on the output of the 
anemometer. Since the anemometer is capable of 
high-speed measurements, a high-response 
recorder is often recommended. 

Analog and digital computers. For computing vec
tors, angles, some correlations, phase shift, and 
so on, an external analog device (in addition to a 
sum-and-difference circuit) is sometimes utilized. 
Digitizing the anemometer output and analyzing 
data in a digital computer are also becoming 
popular. 
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ALTERNATING-CURRENT MEASUREMENTS 

Root-mean-square voltmeters. The most common 
addition to any anemometer system is a true root
mean-square voltmeter to measure the root-mean
square average of flow fluctuations to get 
turbulence measurements. Recently, Thermo 
Systems Inc. introduced a root-mean-square 
meter optimally designed for mechanical- type 
measurements. 

Output filters. For signals with a very wide fre
quency bandwidth, output filters can be used to 
eliminate signals not in the frequency range of 
interest. Also, some spectrum analysis can be done 
by bandpassing over the range of frequencies 
encountered. 

Output amplifiers. When recorders do not have 
adequate sensitivity and (or) when very low level 
fluctuations are present, a calibrated low-noise 
amplifier can be very useful. 

Correlators. Fluctuating signals are commonly 
correlated with one another with respect to loca
tion, direction, time, and so forth. A sum-and
difference correlator feeding its output into a true 
root-mean-square voltmeter can measure the cross
correlation functions for any two random signals. 
For autocorrelation measurements, a time-delay 
system must be incorporated. This can be a two
tape-head magnetic-tape system. 

Spectral analyzers. For spectral analysis of turbu
lence, this type of instrument is a common 
addition. Spectral densities and probability densi
ties can be obtained by variable bandpass filters, 
by a good commercial spectrum analyzer, or by 
autocorrelation. 

Recorders. For high-frequency signals, an FM 
tape recorder is the best known method of record
ing. This allows for later analysis in a digital 
computer or other data-handling equipment. High
speed oscillographs are also common, but these 
are limited to frequencies on the order of 5-10kHz. 

OPERATION PROCEDURES 

The researcher seeks to define turbulence 
characteristics in natural rivers and streams, 
where conditions are less than desirable for hot
film anemometry operations. Making turbulence 
measurements in water that is not filtered of all 
contaminants presents a constant problem. This 
section of the report explains in detail a procedure 
to circumvent contamination problems so that 
turbulence measurements can be made in natural 
rivers and streams. Mathematical and experi
mental justifications for using the procedure are 
presented. 

MINIMIZING CONTAMINATION OF THE SENSOR 

For turbulence measurements in water con
taining fluid-borne contaminants, the geometry 
of the parabolic sensor is much less conducive to 
contamination buildup than other sensor shapes. 
However, contamination is still a problem even 
with parabolic sensors. 

Figure 19 illustrates four typical contamination 
problems that cause drift in the anemometer out
put signal. In figure 19A, the contamination was 
building up on the sensor slowly, causing a gradual 
decrease in the voltage. In figure 19B, the sensor 
was brushed at the beginning of the signal trace, 
and after a period of time the voltage drifted to a 
point where it remained fairly constant. This 
behavior is typical. After the sensor had been 
operating in a contaminated flow field for a short 
period, the contamination buildup seemed to reach 
a maximum, and the voltage then remained fairly 
constant. These voltage measurements are accept
able and can be interpreted with fairly good 
accuracy. They are about the best that can be 
expected in natural rivers and streams. In figure 
19C, the sensor was hit by some foreign matter 
that remained attached to the sensor, reducing the 
heat transfer considerably and causing a sudden 
drop in the output voltage. In figure 19D, the 
sensor was being operated in a natural channel 
during spring runoff; the river was carrying about 
6,000 milligrams per liter of suspended sediment 
as well as a great deai of foreign matter. The 
sudden voltage drops were caused by foreign mat
ter becoming attached to the sensor. The voltage 
returned to its initial value after the foreign mat
ter was swept off the sensor by the mean flow. 
These four conditions are common and must be 
remembered when such signals are used to obtain 
turbulence characteristics. To insure that the 

. data are usable after the sensor becomes con
taminated as illustrated in figures 19A, C, and D, 
measurements should be repeated until the volt
age output trace is like those in figure 20, where 
no trends or discontinuities are present. A signal 
free of voltage drift will insure meaningful 
determination of turbulence characteristics. 
Where contamination problems are severe, obtain
ing a drift-free signal is time consuming but is 
worth the effort. 

Figure 21 illustrates what happens to the output 
signal when sediment particles with a median 
diameter of about 0.2 millimeter collide with the 
hot-film sensor. In figure 21A, the sensor was not 
in a sediment-laden part of the flow; therefore, 
the output signal shows no pertubations other 
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A 

B 

FIGURE 19.- Voltage traces of anemometer output with respect 
to time, showing drift due to contamination of the hot-film 
sensor. A, Contaminants build up gradually; B, contamination 
reaches a maximum and remains constant; C, a contaminant 
strikes the sensor and remains attached; D, contaminants 
become attached to the sensor but are soon swept away. 

than those due to the flow field. In figure 218 and 
C, spikes are superimposed on the output signal 
as a result of sediment particles colliding with the 
sensor. The spikes are always in an increasing 
voltage direction. Their presence can complicate 
the data reduction. 

Abrasion due to sediment particles hitting the 
sensor at the flow velocity wears the quartz coat
ing off the sensor and thus exposes the platinum 
film. At an overheat ratio of 1.10, air bubbles are 
produced at th2 point of exposure; they affect the 
output voltage as illustrated in figure 22. The 
voltage rises gradually as an air bubble is formed 
and then falls sharply as the bubble is released 
owing to the convection of the flow. Bubbles can 
also form on a new sensor if the manufacturer has 
not completely covered the platinum film with 
quartz. Such sensors must be replaced, and the 
measurements must be repeated using a sensor 
that is completely covered with quartz. 

c 

D 

CONVERTING VOLT AGE FLUCTUATIONS TO VELOCITY 
FLUCTUATIONS UNDER NATURAL FLOW CONDITIONS 

The main problem in the use of hot-film ane-
mometers is the conversion of measured voltage 
fluctuations to meaningful velocity fluctuations. 
When the actual voltage-velocity relation does not 
change with time, the conversion is accomplished 
by assuming that the mean values hold; thus, the 
relation can be linearized around the mean 
values, at which the tangent is assumed equal to 
the derivative, dE,jdU, for the complete excursion 
of the fluctuations (fig. 12). When the water is 
contaminated, the conversion problem is further 
complicated by the fact that the voltage-velocity 
relation changes with time. Also, in natural rivers 
and streams the water temperature may change 
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FIGURE 20.- Voltage traces of anemometer output with respect 
to time, showing no drift. 

considerably during the measurement period, and 
this changes the voltage-velocity relation. In this 
section, a hypothesis and a procedure, along with 
mathematical and experimental justification, are 
outlined for converting voltage fluctuations to 
velocity fluctuations when the temperature of 
the flow field varies and (or) when the sensor is 
being contaminated by foreign matter in the flow. 

HYPOTHESIS 

The conversion of voltage fluctuations to velocity 
fluctuations when the actual mean voltage
velocity relation is changing because of probe 
contamination or fluid-temperature change is 
accomplished 'by assuming that at any point in 
time there is a new voltage-velocity relation for 
the contaminated probe. The change in the rela
tion must remain constant during the measure
ment of the voltage fluctuation. The problem is 
to define the voltage-velocity relation at the time 
the voltage fluctuations are measured. The change 
in the voltage-velocity relation due to a contami
nant buildup or fluid-temperature change can be 
assumed the same as the change which occurs 
for an uncontaminated sensor when the over
heat ratio is decreased. The hypothesis (McQuivey, 

FIGURE 21.- Photographs of voltage traces of anemometer 
output with respect to time, showing superimposed spikes 
due to sediment particles colliding with the hot-film sensor. 
A, Normal trace; Band C, traces with spikes. 

1967) is that an accumulation of foreign matter 
on the sensor or an increase in the fluid tempera
ture decreases the mean voltage for a given 
volocity but has only a minor effect on the 
frequency response of the sensor to velocity 
fluctuations. 

Each sensor has a unique family of voltage
velocity relations which can be defined by cali
bration with different overheat ratios. 

To illustrate the hypothesis, consider figure 23. 
In a given flow field with constant U and W, E 
and W will be equal to £1 and~ when the over-
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FIGURE 22.- Voltage traces of anemometer output with 
respect to time, showing the effect of air bubbles that 
form on the sensor. 
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FIGURE 23.- Conversion of voltage fluctuations to velocity 
fluctuations in contaminated water. 

heat ratio, K, is 1.10 and to Ez and Yez2 when K is 
1.08. The decrease of E from £1 to £2 and of W 
from W to \Q is the direct result of the change 
in the voltage-velocity relation; if the correct 
relation is used to convert W to W, the cal
culated W will not change. If a sensor is oper
ated at a constant K=l.lO but contamination 
buildup causes the voltage-velocity relation to 
change to that for K=1.08, then use of the cali
bration curve for K=1.08 to convert W to W 
will yield a more correct W. 

MATHEMATICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The hypothesis implies that the voltage output 
from a sensor having a layer of contaminants 
(gaseous or solid) is the same as the output from 
a sensor having no layer of contaminants and 
being used at a reduced value of overheat ratio. 
This reduced value can be referred to as an 
apparent overheat ratio. 

At equilibrium heat-transfer conditions, the 
heat produced in the film is equal to that which 
is radiated away plus that which is convected 
away by the flow. That is, 

(72) 

where Hi is the electrical (Joulean) heat produced 
per unit length, He is the convective heat trans
ferred pell unit length, and Hr is the radiant heat 
transferred per unit length. Experimental work 
has shown that the radiant heat transfer is very 
small compared with the convective heat trans
fer and may be neglected. Thus, 

Hj=Hc. 

The major heat-transfer relation applied in hot
film and hot-wire anemometry is 

(73) 

where 

H=thermal power (time rate of thermal heat) 
transferred from the sensor to the fluid, 

s=area of the sensor, 
T5=sensor temperature (hot), 
Ta=fluid or environment temperature (cold), 

and 
h=heat-transfer coefficient. 

The condition of thermal equilibrium requires 
that the rate of heat generated electrically in the 
sensor equal the heat passed to the fluid, so 
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£2 
H=--, 

RsE* 
(74) 

where E is the mean voltage across the sensor, Rs 
is the operating resistance of the sensor, and 
e* is the energy conversion factor. Thus, the energy 
balance becomes 

(75) 

To convert this to an expression involving the 
desired variables, the change in resistance of the 
sensing material due to a change in temperature is 

Rs=Ra [1 +{3*(Ts-T a)], (76) 

where Ra is the resistance of the sensor at fluid 
temperature, Ta, and {3* is an experimentally de
termined constant. Equation 76 can be rearranged 
as 

Rs-Ra 
Ts-Ta Raf3* . 

Substituting equation 77 into equation 75, 

£2 (R -R) 
RsE* =sh Raf3* a ' 

(77) 

(78) 

The derivative of the output voltage, E, with 
respect to the heat-transfer coefficient, h, is 

a£ 1 [ e* ]i ah = 2h; s {3* KRa (K-1) . (82) 

Equation 81 can be rearranged as 

E= ( sh ;: Ra )i (K2- K);, 

so the derivative of E with respect to the over
heat ratio, K, can be expressed as 

This can be rearranged as 

(83) 

Note from equations 82 and 83 that the change 
in E due to an incremental change in K is not 
directly proportional to the incremental change 
in h. Only if the expression 

2K-1 
K-1 

(84) 

which is solved for E2 as behaves nearly as a constant over the range of 
change in K will this technique be valid. The most 

(79) direct method of evaluating expression 84 is to 
substitute in typical values of K, as shown below: 

Defining Rs!Ra as the overheat ratio, K, equation 
79 becomes 

(80) 

Or 

- [ E* ].!.. E= sh {3* KRa (K -1) 2
• (81) 

The assumption made is that the voltage output 
from a sensor having on it a layer of contaminants, 
which cause a reduction in the heat-transfer co
efficient, is the same as the output from an un
contaminated sensor at a reduced value of the 
overheat ratio. Mathematically, this is equivalent 
to saying that at a given velocity the derivative 
of the output voltage with respect to the over
heat ratio is a constant multiple of the derivative 
of the output voltage with respect to the heat
transfer coefficient. 

K 
2K-l 
K-1 

1.11 ................... 11.09 

1.10 ··················· 12.00 
1.09 ................... 13.11 
1.08 ................... 14.50 

The deviation of the value of expression 84 from 
its value at K=l.10 is about 10 percent for a 1 
percent change inK. 

On the basis of these mathematical considera
tions, the hypothesis cannot be justified. 
However, such a mathematical exercise of a less
than-ideal and complicated heat-transfer process 
can only be, at best, a rough estimate. Experi
mental justification of the hypothesis is the only 
way to verify its applicability. 

Experimental verification of the hypothesis is 
shown in figq.re 24 and Table 1 (Richardson and 
McQuivey, 1968). In this experiment, a 0.002-inch
diameter cylinder was used, and the water was 
contaminated by adding clay and fibers. The 
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FIGURE 24.-Comparison of relative turbulence intensities measured in clean water, those measured in contaminated water, 
and those corrected (using interpolated K values) for measurements made in contaminated water. 

change in mean voltage for a given velocity ranged 
from 15 to 20 percent. 

The velocity ranged from about 1 to 3 fps and 
averaged 2.26 fps. Uncorrected values for turbu
lence intensity measured in contaminated water 
were about- 12-25 percent below intensity values 
measured in clean, well-filtered water. The cor
rected values were within about 3 percent of the 
values measured in clean water. 

Resch (1970) claimed to have verified the hy
pothesis in tests using a wedge hot-film sensor in 
flow velocities of 1-3 meters per second. Resch 

TABLE !.-Comparison of relative turbulence intensities, \l=:if.JUA, 
in percPnt, measured in clean and contaminated water 

Contaminated water 
Clean 

Relative water Uncorrected sensitivity Corrected sensitivity 
depth (measured 

(percent) 
v'fiiJVA) 

Me!!§_ured Deviation Measured Deviation 
v'iii;vA from clean water Vii'! VA from clean water 

(percent) (percent) 

0.048 0.174 0.153 -12.05 0.186 6.90 
.076 .143 .119 -16.78 .143 0 
.103 .129 .109 -15.45 .132 2.32 
.131 .122 .104 -14.75 .127 4.10 
.201 .114 .092 -19.30 .115 .88 
.410 .087 .072 -17.24 .089 2.30 
.692 .066 .049 -25.80 .062 -6.07 
.970 .055 .042 -23.65 .054 -1.82 

compared mean velocity values measured prior 
to contamination with corrected values of mea
surements made in contaminated water. 

Experimental results seem to verify the hy
pothesis, which allows turbulence measurements 
to be made in flows where contamination is a con
stant problem. The correction technique yields 
turbulence intensities within about 3 percent of 
measurements made in well-filtered water where 
contamination is not a problem and where 
velocities are greater than 1 fps. 

CORRECTION PROCEDURE 

The correction procedure as applied to mea
surements of turbulence intensity in contaminated 
water is as follows: 
1. Define the voltage-velocity relation for an 

uncontaminated probe for different overheat 
ratios (fig. 25). This calibration can be done 
in nearly clean water if the probe is carefully 
brushed before each measurement. For the 
curves illustrated, the mean velocity was 
measured using a pitot tube, and the mean 
voltage was the output from a 0.002-inch
diameter cylindrical hot-film anemometer. 
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FIGURE 25.- Voltage-velocity relation for various overheat ratios in uncontaminated water. Triangles denote measurements 
in contaminated water. 

2. Measure graphically the sensitivity, dE!dfJ, of 
the voltage-velocity relation, and plot it as a 
function of the mean velocity for various 
overheat ratios (fig. 26). 

3. Now, in contaminated water, measure the mean 
voltage and the root mean square of the fluc
tuations at a point by using the hot-film ane
mometer,' and measure the mean velocity at 
the point by using a pitot tube or some other 
suitable velocity transducer. The velocity 
measurements can be made either before, 
after, or simultaneously with the voltage 
measurements. 

4. Plot the mean velocity and the mean voltage 
for the point in the flow on the voltage-velocity 
graph for uncontaminated water (note the 
triangles in fig. 25); the correct overheat 
ratio for the contaminated water can then be 
chosen. Use the mean velocity and the over
heat ratio to determine the sensitivity of the 
voltage-velocity relation from figure 26. Of 

course, the voltage-velocity relation for the 
exact overheat ratio for every point in the 
voltage-velocity space cannot be determined, 
so the sensitivity is interpolated from the 
nearest overheat-ratio curve. 

5. Calculate vtu2 by using equation 51 or 69 and 
by substituting in the measured -w and the 
sensitivity as determined from the inter
polated overheat ratio on the sensitivity
velocity graph. The turbulence intensity is 
then vtu2;IJ. 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 
ANALOG DATA REDUCTION 

Because the data are initially in analog form, 
they can be analyzed by employing analog equip
ment. The analog output should be monitored 
continually to determine whether the measure
ments should be retaken. 

The most common addition to any anemometer 
system is a root-mean-square voltmeter. This 
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analog instrument gives the root-mean-square 
value of the voltage fluctuation, a value sometimes 
referred to as the variance. Caution should be 
taken, however, in using this value as the true 
variance, because these voltmeters are not ac
curate at low frequencies (down to d-e level). 
Most presently available commercial root-mean
square voltmeters will underregister the power by 
10-20 percent because of the low-frequency cutoff. 

Correlations and power spectra can be obtained 
using analog instrumentation. If the experiment 
involves a great deal of data reduction, analog 
equipment may be cheaper to use than digital 
computer equipment. However, most available 
analog correlators and spectrum analyzers are 
not designed to analyze low-frequency input data, 

i 
i= w 
w 
LL 

which are characteristic of open-channel turbulent 
shear flows. 

For these reasons, the analog output signal is 
usually recorded on an FM magnetic-tape recorder 
and analyzed digitally. However, in order to obtain 
the turbulence intensities in natural channels, 
where contamination is a problem, the use of both 
analog and digital techniques is advisable. 

DIGITAL DATA REDUCTION 

A digital computing system and accessory equip
ment can be used in the data reduction. A sche
matic diagram of the system is shown in figure 27. 
The output voltage from the hot-film anemometer 
is recorded on FM magnetic tape. Although 
magnetic-tape recorders are useful for storing 
information, they introduce errors into the mea-

00~----------------~--~------------~--------------~----------------~~------~ 0.5 1.5 2 
VELOCITY (U), IN FEET PER SECOND 

FIGURE 26.- Sensitivity-velocity relation for various overheat ratios in uncontaminated water. 
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surement process. Extraneous signals due to im
perfect mechanical translations of the tape in 
both record and playback mode are possible. For 
these reasons, reference signals of known fre
quencies and root-mean-square levels are recorded 
along with the anemometer output. These refer
ence signals are used in the digital data reduction 
to insure accuracy and to recover the original data 
which may have been subsequently changed 
in magnitude or frequency, owing to signal 
conditioning. 

The data on the FM tapes are fed into a multi
plexer and then into an analog-to-digital con
verter. The digital voltage outputs are stored on 
digital magnetic tape in a format compatible with 
the digital computing system. These data are 
then run through a computer program to obtain 
the mean voltage, E; the root mean square of the 
voltage fluctuation, Ye2 ; the variation of the 
autocorrelation function with time, R(r); the 
energy-spectrum function, F(j); and other desired 
statistical characteristics. A complete software 
documentation is given in the appendix. This pro
gram can be used to calculate the mean, the 
standard deviation, the skewness factor, and the 
flatness factor, and it can eliminate any trends; 
it can also be used to calculate and plot the number 
of crossings, the probability density and empirical 
density, the autocorrelation, the cross correlation, 
the power spectral density, the cross spectral 
density, the phase. angle for one or two time series, 
the Hurst Range, and a self similarity analysis. 
The following paragraphs discuss the derivation 
of the major statistical characteristics. 

The hot-film sensor must first be calibrated for 
the velocity range to be measured and for several 

overheat ratios. The calibration is not incorporated 
in the computer analysis because of possible volt
age drift due to contaminant buildup; this drift 
can best be taken into account by the procedure 
already outlined. However, the digital value of 
the output variance, W, is used to calculate the 
intensity of turbulence. 

The mean voltage and the root mean square of 
the voltage fluctuation are evaluated directly in 
the usual manner if all trends in mean voltage 
are removed; so 

(85) 

and 

where N is the total number of digitized data 
points and n is an index associated with the 
digitized data. 

Digital analysis eliminates the problem associ
ated with the low-frequency distortion caused by 
analog equipment, if the sample is taken for a 
sufficiently long period of time. 

The accuracy of the root-mean-square value, 
the energy-spectrum function, the autocorrelation 
function, and other statistical computations de
pends largely on the digitized sampling interval, 
flt, and the length of record, T. These two factors 
demand a compromise between economy and 
accuracy. This can be understood by considering 
the equations used in developing the computer 
program. 
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FIGURE 27.- Schematic diagram of the equipment system used in digital data reduction. A to D, analog to digital. 
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The autocorrelation function, R(r), is defined in 
a continuous sense as 

R(r)= lim rr u(t) u(t+r) dt. 
T~c~)o 

(86) 

In the discrete form, equation 86 is 

1 N-m } Rm= N-m I Un Un+m 
n=l 

n=1,2,3 .... N 

m=O, 2, 3 .... M 

(87) 

where R, is a digital autocorrelation function, m 
is an index associated with the function, and M 
is the total number of lags in the function. The 
autocorrelation lag is r=mat for a data sampling 
interval, at. The distribution of the autocorrela
tion function with delay time r provides an 
estimate of the eddy size associated with the 
turbulent flow. 

The energy-spectrum function, W(f), is defined 
as the cosine transformation of the autocorrela
tion function: 

W(/)=4 (:yo R(r) cos w rdr, 
)o (88) 

wheref=w/27T, in which/is the frequency, in hertz, 
and w is the angular frequency, in radians per 
second. 

The fraction of the turbulent energy associated 
with a frequency band, df, is then W(f)df; hence, 
the area under the energy-spectrum curve is equal 
to the root mean square of the turbulence fluc
tuation, ~- Equation 88 can be rewritten, follow
ing the procedure of Blackman abd Tukey (1958), as 

M-t mq1T } Pq=2at Ro+2 11~1 Rm cos ~+R.u cos q1T 

- (89) q-0, 1, 2 ... M 

m=1, 2,'3 ... M 

where Ro, Rm, and R.u are digital autocorrelation 
functions and Pq is a digital estimate of the energy
spectrum function associated ·with the discrete 
correlation function defined by equation 87 rather 
than the continuous function defined by equation 
86. Because Pq is a discrete cosine transformation, 
the spectral estimate·s at any frequency are 
affected by the energy in neighboring frequencies 
(Bendat and Piersol, 1966). To obtain a better 
spectral estimate than that of equation 89, a 
simple smoothing operation can be performed. 

The Hanning procedure was used, and the final 
spectral estimates are given as 

Wa=0.5 Pa+0.5 Pt l 
W•:0.25 Pq-t+0.5 P.+0.25 P•+' (90) 

WM-0.5 PM-t+0.5 PM 

Equations 88, 89, and 90 form the basis for the 
numerical evaluation of the energy-spectrum 
function. A more detailed evaluation of these 
procedures is available in Blackman and Tukey 
(1958), Bendat and Piersol (1966), and in the 
appendix at the end of this report. 

A normalized energy-spectrum function, F(f), 
has already been defined (eq 17), where, in a 
continuous sense, 

L"' F(f) df= 1. 

Therefore, the digital counterpart of F(f) is Fq, 
defined as F q= W q/~. 

The values selected for the parameters N, M, 
and at in the equations above determine the 
amount of compromise between frequency reso
lution and length of record. Limits are largely 
dictated by fr., the highest frequency component 
present. This requires prior knowledge of the 
spectral distribution or trial and error. 

Once fc has been selected, the time interval 
between samples, at, is governed by the require
lnent that two samples be measured per cycle of 
the highest frequency present; that is, 

(91) 

The resolution of the estimates is determined by 
the equivalent band width, Be, of the digital filter~ 
and 

(92) 

where T is the length of record. 
The accuracy of the estimates is determined by 

the degrees of freedom of the chi square of the 
energy spectral density at a chosen confidence 
level. This is approximately twice the number of 
data points divided by the number of auto
correlation lags. In the interval a[=Be, the energy 
spectrum is customarily assumed to be the same 
as that for a band width limited to white noise. 
In this case, 
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FIGURE 28.-Comparison of relative turbulence intensities obtained by analog and digital data-reduction techniques. 

(93) 

and 

T=N~t. (94) 

Therefore, d' controls the accuracy of the esti
mate, Be contr'ols the resolution, and Tis go'verned 
by economic factors or computer storage limita
tions. Since the three are intimately related, a 
compromise is necessary in their selection. 

ANALOG VERSUS DIGITAL ANALYSIS '-

Relative turbulence intensities obtained using 
the digital techniques are about 8-12 percent 
larger than those obtained using the analog 
techniques (fig. 28). The difference is due to the 
low-frequency cut off (0.5 Hz) of the analog root
mean-square voltmeter. In a large river system 
the difference was found to be as much as 25 
percent because most of the energy was below 
2 Hz. The digital system has the distinct ad-

vantage of having better resolution in the low
frequency range. 

Figure 29 shows a typical energy spectrum com
puted by both analog and digital methods. The 
two methods are in good agreement. However, 
the analog curve was extrapolated for the fre
quencies less than 0.5 Hz. 

In addition to having more accurate resolution 
at the low frequencies, the digital technique of 
data reduction has the advantage that the auto
correlation function, energy-spectrum function, 
and scales of turbulence can all be obtained using 
only one program. Analog data reduction employs 
a different piece of electronic equipment to obtain 
each of these turbulence characteristics. The 
disadvantages of digital data reduction are the 
-problems of digitizing the data, the time lag be
tween experiment and analysis, aliasing errors, 
filtering, and a bias of spectral estimates. Analog 
data reduction enables the results to be obtained 
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during the experiment or almost immediately 
thereafter. The time lag in digital data reduction 
depends on the particular institution and com
puter facilities. Nevertheless, analog data reduc
tion is usually faster than digital. 
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FIGURE 29.-Comparison of energy spectra obtained by analog 
and digital data-reduction techniques. 

DETERMINATION OF PARAMETERS FOR 
DATA REDUCTION 

The following questions must be answered be
fore the energy spectra can be analyzed: (1) What 
length of record, T, shall be obtained? (2) How 
small shall the data sampling interval, llt, be? 
(3) How many lags, M, shall be computed in the 
autocorrelation function? 

Any investigation of the turbulence character
istics of a fluid flow, whether by analog or digital 
means, requires a minimum length of record. 
Figure 30 presents two examples of how sampling 

time affects measurements of the mean velocity 
and the root mean square of the velocity 
flu c t u at ion. 

In Figure 30A, 100 seconds of record, digitized 
at 0.01-second intervals, was obtained for an 8-
inch-wide flume. Note that the mean velocity 
obtained after 1 second differs by less than 2 
percent from the value obtained after 100 seconds. 
The root mean square of the velocity fluctuation 
shows a difference of about 20 percent for the 
same sampling interval. However, the difference 
in root-mean-square value at about 50 seconds 
compared with the value at 100 seconds is less 
than 2 percent. Therefore, a sampling time of 
greater than 50 seconds is needed to obtain a 
reasonable root-mean-square value. 

In Figure 30B, 350 seconds of record, digitized 
at 0.01-second intervals, was obtained for the 
Mississippi River. Note that the mean velocity 
obtained after 1 second differs by about 10 percent 
from the value obtained after 250 seconds. The 
root mean square of the velocity fluctuation shows 
a difference of about 35 percent for the same 
sampling interval. However, the difference in root
mean-square value at 200 seconds compared with 
the value at 350 is less than 5 percent. Therefore, 
a sampling time of greater than 200 seconds is 
needed to obtain a reasonable root-mean-square 
value. 

The first question can be answered on the basis 
of the results shown in figure 30. Because the 
area under the energy-spectrum curve is directly 
proportional to the root mean square of the 
velocity fluctuation, the length of record used for 
analyzing spectral content should be at least 
equivalent to that used for the root-mean-square 
determination. 

The data sampling interval should be one-half 
the period of the highest frequency component 
observable in the record (Bendat and Piersol, 1966). 
An oscilloscope display of the hot-film output 
showed that the highest frequency component 
observable in the signal was 50 Hz for the Missis
sippi River and 100 Hz for the 8-inch-wide flume. 
Therefore, the highest frequency that can be 
detected in the spectrum is fc, where fc= 1/(26.1). 
This frequency is usually referred to as the fold
ing frequency or the cutoff frequency; the spec
trum is "folded" about that point, and the energy 
at frequencies greater than fc is transposed into 
the energy at frequencies less than fc (Bendat 
And Piersol, 1966). 

The third question, regarding the number of 
lags, is answered on the basis of the reliability of 
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the spectral estimates and the frequency defini
tion desired in the spectrum. The reliability is 
based on the degrees of freedom of the data, which 
is approximately twice the number of data points 
divided by the number of autocorrelation lags. 
The degrees of freedom defines the possible error 
in the computed spectrum; that is, it defines the 
95- and 5-percent confidence limits of the spec
trum (Raichlen, 1967). For the 8-inch-wide flume, 
fc=100 Hz, at=0.005 second, and T=100 seconds, 
so there were 20,000 qata points; the number of 
lags was 200, so there was 200 degrees of freedom. 
Two hundred degrees of freedom results in pos
sible errors in the spectral estimates of 0. 79 and 
1.29 times the computed estimates for the 95- and 
5-percent confidence limits, respectively. For the 
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Mississippi River, fc=50 Hz, at=0.01 second, and 
T=250 seconds, so there were 25,000 data points; 
the number of lags was 1,000, so there was 50 
degrees of freedom. Fifty degrees of freedom re
sults in possible errors in the spectral estimates 
of 0.75 and 1.45 times the computed estimates for 
the 95- and 5-percent confidence limits, respec
tively. Therefore, the number of lags should be 
chosen so that degrees of freedom and errors in 
the spectral estimates are low. 

Once the three questions have been answered 
and measurements have been taken, the results 
should be scanned for possible problems that were 
not detected while collecting the data. Figures 
31 and 32 illustrate a mechanical vibration prob
lem of the probe holder and sensor that was not 
detected while collecting the data. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A large number of fluid mechanics phenomena 

are either entirely caused or strongly influenced 
by the turbulence structure of the flow. There
fore, an understanding of the mechanism of turbu
lent motion is essential to understanding these 
phenomena. 

Because a general physical model on which to 
base an analysis has not been formulated, a 
statistical approach is used to obtain the variables 
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in the basic equations of motion and in the energy 
equation. 

The approach to the problem is to experimentally 
obtain as much information about the character
istics of turbulence in open-channel flows as pos
sible, and then from the experimental results try 
to obtain a clear idea of the structure and the 
kinematics of the turbulent motion. 

Recent development of hot-film anemometry has 
enabled the researcher to study the structure of 
turbulent shear flows in water by providing a 
tool for obtaining the turbulence characteristics 
as defined from the statistical approach. Better 
accessory equipment and digital computers have 
also made anemometry more practical by pro
viding more accurate measurements of turbu
lence characteristics. 

Obtaining reproducible and meaningful turbu
lence measurements depends upon the following 
considerations: 

1. Understanding the type of control circuitry 
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being employed. Constant-temperature ane
mometry is best for measurements in open
channel flows. 

2. Selecting the proper hot-film sensor to make 
the desired measurements under the experi
mental flow conditions. The parabolic sensor 
is the best all-around sensor for most open
channel flows. However, the cylindrical sen
sor is recommended for low-velocity flow and 
where contaminants are minimal. 

3. Obtaining meaningful calibration curves with 
as much accuracy as possible. 

4. Understanding the limitations of the instru
ment and the hot-film sensors, and recog
nizing possible problems due to drift, 
sensitivity, calibration, and noise. 

5. Understanding the data-reduction procedures 
under ideal situations, where sensor con
tamination is not a problem. 

6. Recognizing the possible sources of errors in 
the data reduction. 

5 6 7 8 9 10 

TIME,(t), IN SECONDS 

FIGURE 31.-Autocorrelation function, showing mechanical vibration superimposed on the turbulence signal. 
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7. Recognizing the possible problems of operating 
in a flow containing fluid-borne contami
nants, and adjusting the data-collection pro
cedures accordingly. 

8. Making certain that the data collected at a 
point in the flow contain no trends or dis
continuities. 

9. Making certain that the period of record ana
lyzed is of sufficient length. 

10. Making sure that the low frequencies are 
accounted for if analog equipment is used 
in the data reduction. 
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I 11. Making sure, if digital equipment is used in 
the data reduction, that the sampling inter
val·is small enough to account for all desired 
frequencies and that a sufficient number of 
lag;:; is used to obtain the autocorrelation 
function. Digital data reduction has good 
low-frequency resolution and can be applied 
conveniently to obtain diverse turbulence 
characteristics. 

12. Being flexible enough in the data collection 
procedures to adjust to the equipment and 
sensor capabilities and the data reduction 
techniques. 

10° 

FREQUENCY,(/), IN (SECONOS)-1 

FIGURE 32.-Energy-spectrum function, showing mechanical vibration superimposed on the turbulence signal. 
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1* C EXECUTIVE ROUTINE 
2* --c- --- "1AIN SEGMENT OF SYSTEM -
J* C DIGITAL ANALYSIS OF TURBULENCE DATA SYSTEM 

- ... -- ~,~--------------- ------ ---------------------- ---

5* c 
6* DIMENSION SPACE<3115J 
7* DIMENSION NTITLE(~)•NOPTS(4)•TITL(40> 
6* ----o11-1£NSION x-ARAY-l1U000•2l •SIGMA(2) ,XMEAN(2) 
9* DIMENSION 1ARRAY<300>•IDATA(600)•MEAS<2>•XMEAS(2•2)• 

10* -- --- 1 TM£ASfl5•2> •TITLE<75) 
11* DIMENSION ARAYX(20000) 

------,_"2-~.-----E ......... QUlVAt:ENCE txARAYTl-,-TI-fARATX-til )- . ·---- ---- ·-- -------- ----- -------------
13* REAL M3•M4 
14* -coMMON IARAY/XARAY,SIGMA~XMEAN 
15* COMMON /STORG/SPA~E 
16* DIME"NSION RMS(2) •~i3(2) •MlJ(2) 
17* DATA NTITLE/6HNCROSS•6HAUTCOR•6HPOWDEN,6HNORMLD/ 

·--·--t-ar--- E--wrv-ALENCE (TITLE.tl)·;·spA·c~2ll .. ·- . 
19* EbUlVALENCE<SPACEl101),IAHRAY(1)),(SPACE<501),IOATA<l)) 
20* --- f:GUl VA~ENCE- (SPAC~ C:5076) 'TITL ( 1)) 
21• c 
22* c- ---REAu OENERA~- PARAME fERS 
2j* c --,-q-.· -- --c-- ---------

2~• C kEAD CODE CARD 
2o* -c --
27• 1000 R~A0<5,8) ICODE 
28* -- S FuRMATtA6) 
~9* 1F<ICOOE.EQ.6H999~99 ) GO TO 37 

··----~--- -------w·tiCOOEeElle6H~***-.1 GO ·ro 900 
31* 1 F~RMAT<24A6) 
.3~· c 
3~* C READ HEADER RECORDS FRbM TAPl 
J4* c 
3~* REWlNO 11 
36* _____ ·- ··-. ·ut:t.:-·'Io t:3 • TITLE, 20' 1• 2, IERR) 
37* IF<lEHR•EQ.1) GO fO 900 
38* DO 104 1=1•20 
39* 104 CALL HI2HU(TITLE(i)) 
qO* CALL I0(3•IARRAY•d•1•2•IERR) 
41* lF(lEHReNE.U) WRllE<6•307) 
42* oo too-I=l•B 
43* 100 CALL HI2HU(lARRAY(I)) 
44* WRITE<11•1) <IARRAY(I),I:1,8) 
4~* RlWlNU 11 
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-·· -- -------

~b* R~AD<l1•2> lSPS•N~•NS•NBLX•lSCALE 
~7*- ----- ZFORMATl2lX•l5i12•213•15J 
~b* NwOS=<FLOAT(NC*8)/6• + l•> 
"49* - tscAt.E=toooo·-
so• KooE=l 
51* NC1-NC-2 · 
5'* NbL=NBLX_.2 

-- 53*·--~ --- --ISA"MPL: le 0 I I SPS - ----- -- ··-
5~* XMEAN(l):O.O 
55*______ XJtlEANr2r=o-~u ----
5o* FC1=1./(2••TSAMPL> ·--·-··"57T "-""REwtmT 11 --- .... ---- .. - .... 

58* CALL I0(3•IARRAY•2~•1•2•l£RR) 
59.--- .. ----- --trTlERR·~E.-UJ WRITE<6•307) 
cO* DO 101 I:1,NWDS 
61-* ~--101 ~AtL--fl12HU11AAAAYtrJ t 
62* WRITE<11•1> (IARRAY<I>•I=l•NWDSJ 

·-· -·-o3* REw lNO 11 -----------·-·---·-·-··. · ---
6~* R£A0(11•3> ((YMEAS<I•JJ•J=1•2>ri=l•NTIME5J 
·o-s.- -------~-FoRMATt16x-• 15tA6rA21 t ---- - -
.bb* CALL l0(3•IARRAY•Z~•l•2•l£RR) 

- i)7* -----1XIi;{)Z--t=t"•~-----------· --
bb* 102 CALL HI2HU(lARRAY(I)) 
69* 2660 00 2001 I-lr~ 
70* 2001 NOPTS<I>=o 

·-11•- ----~--miME-s=2-~--~--- -~· ----- -------

72* c . 
1Jr -e----RE-AD TIME -e~-------- ----- -- · 
7~· c 
75* READf5rlO) ISTRTr.A.STOP•XMEAS+t.,-tt-iXME"A"S{1;2) •XMEAS(2•1) •XMEAS(2•2 
76* 1),NDATAS•NLAGS,(NUPTS(IJ•l=l•4J•FC,SIGUS•DELTA,IOMill•IOMIT2 

----77•-- --- -- -16---FoRMATt2-t11tr ACTA21 1XrA6;-A2.T t-X 1215, 1X • 411 • 3F5 • 0 '216) 
78* IF(XMEAS<l•l>.NEeoHLAST J GO TO 35 

--- --79*-------- --------~~u--l-()-----36------- --- --~------- ---·-

so• c 
---lb~lM*Ir---___,.C~~s*K-+1 ~P-lF~r-IHL-tf~6""N~T:...a.A.gP.,.:.E--------· ---------·------ ---·- ---- . -- .. 

82• c 
· 83*"-- ----- .. -JT-CALL 10 f-3-r-tARRAY r zo-,-n-zJ IERRt -- -
8~* CALL I0<3•IARRAY•~•1•2•IEKR) 

. Ss..-----~----C-At:t--to tJ-,-1-ARJtAYTZlJ-; t·r 21 -IERt<·t-
8o* CALL I0<3•IARRAY•,~•1•2•IER~) 
57• ~6 CALL I0<3•IARRAtr~UOrOr2riERR) 
86* IFtlERReNE.l) GO TO 36 

-- 89*- GO TO -ro-o-o--------------------------

90* 35 lf(XMEAS(2•l>.EG•bH ) NTIMEs=1 
~1*-- --------- IF (NTI"MES-.E&-e--2-.-ANt;teNOATAS·•Gr•lOOOO) NOATAs:lOOOO 
92* IF(NTIMES.EGe1.ANO.NDATAS.GTe2000Q) NDATAS:20000 
93* NLA6X- ( NOATAS+9) /10 ------------· ·-·---- ------------ ·-· 
94* IF(NLAGS.GTeNLAGXJ NLAGS=NLAGX 

- 95* --~---t=t--- ------ ·-
9b* c 
97* C MATCH CARD AND ~~MEASUREMENT NUMBERS 
98* c 
99* 6 DO 22 1-1 •NCl ------------------ --·-----· - -----···-- .... 

*DIAGNO~TlC* THE TEST FoR EQUA~ITY BETwEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL• 
-- ·-tou•·------ IFCfMEAS.(Irl).NE.AMEASTL·r-1)) GO To 22 

*UlAGNOSTlC* THE TEST FOR EQUALITY BETwEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL• 
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101• IF<YMEAS<I•2).NE•XMEAS<L•2)) GO T0_22 
-----10"* MEAS(L):I+1 -------

103* GO TO 13 
--10..-• 22 CONTINUE 
105* ~RITE<6•5) 
lOo• 5 FORMAT (63HO CARD MEASURME1~T NUMBERS""Oo Nl)l"--MATc-.f T-AfiE--ME'ASURMtNT --N--
107* lUMBERS. ) ---- 10s_• ________ ---x-ERR=2·---------
109* GO TO 9999 -
~10*-- 13 If (L~.GEeNTYMESJuO TO 7 
111* L=L+l 
112* GO 10 6 
113• 7 NBL=NBL-2 -lr4*_____ -...-.M~u----A_.,.._T ___ AS_,:~o...---------- ------------- ---

115* 9 CALL I0<3•IARRAY•J00•0•2•1ERR) 
-1:1.6* ____ 1F1-lERReEGel-l GO I 0 ---.w--- --------- ---- ----- -

117* IF<IERR•EG.2) GO TO qoo 
lib* IFCIERR•NE.O) GO to 9 
119* ITIME:FL0<1•17•IAKRAY(1)) 

-12U*-- I liME:( ITIME+\2lJUnSPS+~T>*IU-ITO-- --
121* IF<ItiME.LT.ISTRT> GO TO 9 ---t-zz• J-o- --- -- ----
123• c 
124* C SPLIT WORDS INlu DA1A vALUES, SIORE IN IOATA- -
125• c 

-- 126*" --- 00----t-l-t=I•300 
127* I5IGN1:0 

- -ttST -tst-G-m-:-o---------
129* IuATA(J+1):Q 
1~0* lbATAtJ•2)-0 
131* IOATA(J+l):FLD<1•17•1ARRAY(l)) 

- 1~2-.----- I DATA (J+2) -FLOC 19 rl7ilARRAl tl1) 
133* ISIGN1:FLD<O•l•IAHRAY(I)) 
t-3-q--.---- Ist6N2=ft;tttta.tr-r-ARRAY\Tt1 
135* IF<ISIGNl.EG•l> IUATA(J+l>=IDATA(J+l)-2**17 
1J6* If ( 1SIGN2 • EQ •1) I DATA C J+2) -10ATAtJ"f2To..Z**17 _____ ---------- ---
137* J:J+2 
-t~s-. 11 CONTINUE ------------------

139* c 
140~ --- --c-c-H ... E:R-IC._.,.K~F'-A-0-R -sT~ANO- snw-- TIMES -
1ql* c 
142• 
1~3* 

20 00 30 I-1H~8LINC --------·-----
ITIME:IDATA(l)*lOoO +IDATA<I+l)/1o 

-1-4q-.--- IFtlTIME.LT.ISfRTT GO TO 30-
1~~* GO TO (32•33>•KOD~ 

-1'+6* - :32 ISTRT-ITIME -----------------

1~7* KOD~=2 
------t-.1 '+,...,8'""'""*..-----:5-..3----1'-I f_..._( l .... T .... I .... M ...... E-• ....,.G-1-...... I-s-1 7'<'10P~J --.G ...... u~r-o..--rr4""0 _________ --· ------------

1~9* IHOLD:ITIME 
--- --lSO* MOATAS:MDATAS+r--------- ----

151* DO 31 J=1•NTIMES 
- -1"52* ---M....-E"--*A--E'-S~=MEAS t \1;----- ---

153* 
·---rs-Cf• 

155• 
-lSb*-
157* 

c 
C SCALE ANU S I ORE UA I A 'PUINTS"""lN"--X"ARAY 
c 

------- ----x-AAAY"t"MDATAS•JT=FLOAT( !DATA ( I+MEASJ)) I FLOAT (I SCALE) 
XMEAN(J):XMEAN(J)+XARAY(MuATAS,J) 
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158* 31 CONTINUE 
159* lf(MDATASeGE•NDATASJ GO TO qo 
16o• 30 CONTINUE 
~~--------G~u~t~o~9---------------------

162• 40 NOATAS:MDATAS 
163* ISTOP:tHoLD 
16~• K~:ISTOP/1000 
~65* Iq:ISTRT/1000 
166* SI4=CISTRT-l4*1000)/1000 
167* SKq-(ISTOP-K4*lOOOJ71000 
168* ISTRT=I~ 
169* ISTOP:K4 
17o• ll=ISTRT/3600 
111• KI=IsroP736UO --------------------- --
172* 12=liSTRT-Il*3600)/bG 
173* K2-liSt0P•K1*3600)/60 ----- ---------------- -

17~• I3:1STRT-11*3600-12*60 
175* K3-ISTOP-K1*36UU-K2*60 
17b* 1~=51~•1000 
177* K4:SK4*1000 
17a• c 
179* C STORE HEAO[R INFORMATION FOR PLOTS• WRITE HEADER INFORMATION-oN-L~~fNTER 
1ao• c 
181* If(NTIM~S.!Gel) GO TO 500 
182* REWIND 11 
183* WRITEC11r~O~) CCXMEAS(I,JJrJ-1,2),I-1•2) 
18~• WHITEC6•~0~) ((XMEAS(I,~),J:1,2)•I=1•2) 
185• -0- FORMATC1Hlr21HMEASUR[MENT NOS. ARE r2CA6~T4X115nX) 
18c* REWIND 11 
187* READC11r403) (SPACE(!)JI-44r50) 
188• ~03 FORMAT(1X•20A6) 
189* GO TO 501 
190* 500 REWIND 11 
191* WRilE(11•~02) XM~AS(1rl)•XMEASC1•2) 
192* WRITEC6•~02) XMEAS(1•1)•XMEAS(1•2) 
193* ~62 F6RMATC1Hlr19HM!A~UR!MEMT NOe IS ,A&•A2r5Xr75X) 
19~* REWIND 11 
195* REA0(11•~03) tSPACE(I)•I-~~•50) 
19o* 501 REWIND 11 
197* WRITEC11r~05) MDATAS 
198* ~05 FORMAT(1X•17HNUMBER OF POINTS •l5t10X) 
199* RfMIND 11 
20o• REA0(11•~03) (SPACE(I)•I=51•5~) 
201• REWIND 11 
202* WRITEl11•40o) ISPS 
203* -06 FORMAT(1Xr29HNUMBtR OF SAMPLES PER ~15T10X) 
20~• REWIND 11 
205* RfADl11r403) CS~ACE(l)•I-5Sr60) 
206* WRITEC6•407) 11•12•13•SI~•Kl•K2•K3•K4 
207* REWIND 11 
20&• WRifE(11•~07) I1•12•13•Sl~•Kl•K2•K3•K~ 
209* ~07 FORMATllX•l~HSTART TIME IS •I2t2CIH •I2)t~H·•I3•2X, 
210* 113HSTOP TIME IS •12•2(1H ,I2)•1H•ti3•20X) 
211* REWIND 11 
212* REA0(11•~03) (SPACE(I)•I=o1•70) 

~zr-.1-..3""'* _______ _,._G ....... o--""'TO~I-o-6------------------------------------ ------
21~• 307 FORMATllX•17HERROR IN HEADER 2 ) 
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215* 308 FORMAT<1X•17HERROk IN HEAUER 3 ) 
-----216* ------400-WRITE<6•40f)--~------- -----

217• 401 FORMAT<1X•14HPARITY ERROR -21a•-~-----~ stoP~ - - ---~- ----
~19* 106 NDAT1=NDATAS-1 -~~---=-=-=-.....:.:-=~~~!..:.!..!....!..!..!..:..--=.. ________________________ ---------- --·--------·-- --
22o• I~=-19 
221* IK=20 --zz2-. ---- ~~----uu--zrrr I=I, '+O 
223• 411 TITL(I):6H 

- -224·-- --c--- -
225* C WRITE OUT THE REQUE~T FOR THIS ~08 
226• c 
227• 

- ----zza• 
229• 

-230· 
231• 
Z32• 
233• 
234• 
23~· c 

999 WRITE(6•1100) NDATAS•NTIMES•NLAGS 
1100 FORMAT (IX '19ANUM8ER or:--PO!NTS :---,ta-,-·-

1 26H NUMBER OF TIMES SERIES : •IS•18H NUMBER OF LAGS : •I5) 
wRITE ( 6 • 100 I) < NTITt:El I J 'NOPT5lT1 ;-t::r r ij)-

1007 FORMAT(13H PARAMETER : rAor5X•17H OPTION SWITCH : ri6) 
wRITE<6•1200J SIGOS•DELTA,TSAMPL 

!200 FORMAT<1X•14HSIGMA UNITS : •F5.2•SX•l4HDELTA SIGMA : •F5•2• 
15X•23HTIME BETwEEa~ -sAMpLES - iFB"e4l - -

----z-3~·-----.c-~c__,o-MH"PttU--T~E~M--E..,ANKT::-, -s~I,....G.....-M.,Ar::•--....Rrtl!Mrr-5, lAIRD AND -FOURTH STA TlSTICAL MOMENTS 
237• c 
238* 
239• 
zrto• 
241• 

2Cfa• 
249• 
2~o• 
251• 
252• 
253• 
254• 
255• 
2~6* 
257• 
258• 
259• 
260• 
261• 
262* 
2o3• 
26 ... 
265• 
266• 
267• 
268* 
269• 
21o• 
271• 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

160 DO 250 I-l•NliMES 
I~=I~+IK 
IK-IJ+I9 
MJ(I):o 
M&f(I)-O 
RMS(I):OeO 
SIGMACI)-OeO 
XMEAN(I):X~EAN(I)/FLOAT(NOATAS) 
DO 301 ~-l•NDATAS 
XARAY(Jri):XARAY(Jri)•XMEAN(I) 
RMS(I)-RMS(l)+CXARAYCJri)••z> 
M3(I):M3(I)+(XARAY(J•I)**J)/FLOAT(NOATAS) 
~4CI>-M4CI)•CXARAtCJriJ**4)/~LOATCNDATAS) 

301 SIGMA(I):SIGMA(I)+(XARAY(~riJ••2)/FL0AT(NOAT1) 
RMS (I) -SQRT ( RMS (I) /FLOAT C NDATASit ------------~ ---- - -----------~ -------
M4(l):M~(I)/(SIGMA(I)*•2> 
SIGMA(I)-SQRTCSIGMA(l)) 
M3(l):M3(I)/(SIGMA(l)*•3) 
WRIT!Cbr302) XMEANCI)rRM5CI)rM3(1JIM~CI)r1 

302 FORMATl7H MEAN =•F6e3r1X•oH RMS : rF6e3r2Xr10HSKEWNESS =•F6•3• 
12X110HKURTOSIS =•F6•3•2X•l6HFOR TIME SERIES rl2rSOX) 

REWIND 11 
WRITECI1•302) XMEANCIJrRMS(l)rM3(I)rM4(I)ri 
REWIND 11 
READCI11403) (IIICCIIJrii:IJIIKJ 
XMEAN(I):OeO 

250 CONTINUE 

CALL ROUTINES FOR PLOT DATA 

NUMBER OF CROSSINGS ROUTINE 

IFlNOPTS(1JeEQe1) CALL NCROS(NDATAS•NTIMES•Sl6US•DELTA) 
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272* c 
273.---------c-- PROBAbiLITY DISTRIBUTION~---------- -- -
214* c 
275* ------rrcNOPt5(4) eEQ.l) ·cALL PDISTtNOATASiNTIMESl 
276* c 

- "Z7 
2.78* c AUTO CORRELATION ROUTINE 
279*-- -----...------------------------

280* 
281*. --

IF(NOPTS(2)eNEe0eOReNOPTS(3)•NE•0) CALL AUTOC(NOATAS•NTIMES•NLAGSr 
1NOPTS ( 2) • IOMITI • T l TLE • TSAM-pciTITt:J ___ -----~---

282.* c 
-za3* C POWER SPECIRAL UENS11f RoUIINE 
284* c 
'85·-------
C::Sb* 
267• 
288* c 

IFCNOPJS(3) eNEeO) CALL PDENS(NfiMESrNL~GS, IOMIT2rFc-•FC1 •TSAMPL) 
GO TO 2000 

-z 9 
290* 900 WRITE(6•1008) 
-z~~-·----~s~P~A~C~E~(hirl)~-~a~--------------------

292* WRITEl10) SPACE 
293* 1006 FORMATC15Hl JOB 
294* ENOFILE 10 
295¥ ftfWIND 10 
29b* GO TO 2003 

-2ij7¥ c 
298* C ERROR MESSAGES 

--2<J9 
300* 9999 WRITEl&r8888) 

COMPLETED) 

301* 8888 FO~MATC46HO*** ERROR DET!CT!D IN INPUTr RUN eANCELED *** 
302* SPACE(l):Q 

-- -Mt-_,~.~~r---------1Ww-tR~IF--1TF-t:E~(~l---AOc+) -sE.JPg,Al-IC!!Ilt!E!"--------------
304* c 
-3tt5* 2003 STOP 
30b* END 

END OF COMPILATION: 
------------------'-----------------------~----
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1* SUBROUTINE NCR OS ( 1'4PTS' NSR~' M' DELTA) 
2*-- --c ------------------------------

J* C NUMBER OF CROSSINGS ROUTINE 
---'i-.-

b* INTEGER FLAG•FF 
6*_____ DIMENSION SPACE(3115) 
1* DIMENSION Y(100•2),U(100),V(100) 
b*- DIMENSION UL ( 10 J -----------------------------
9* EQUIVALENCE (SPAC~(76),U(l)),(SPACEl1076),y(1)), 

-TO* 1 (SPACEl20/6J,f(I,IJJ,(UlliJ,SPACEl30Ul)J 
11* DIMENSION XARAY(10000•2)•SIGMA(2l,XMEAN(2) 
lZ*-- DIMENSION ARAYX ( 20000 J ----------------------- ---------------------
13* EQUIVALENCE (XARAY(1•1l•ARAYX(1)) 
14* COMMON IARAYIXARAY•SIGMA•XMEAN 
15.-------- COMMON ISTORG/SPACE 
16* DATA ULI1o.,so.,1oo.,2oo.,soo.,1ooo.,2ooo.,sooo.,1oooo.,2oooo.t 
17*-- -------------mTEGER Y - --------------

16* R~AL M 
~~ iRIIEl6•2o7J 
2u* 207 FORMAT(//•1X•20HNUMBER OF CROSSINGS •/) 
21*-- ----------ucr 'JU NS:I,NSRS --------------- ~----------------

22* ITOT~:o 
23* TOTv=~ 
24* DO 10 1=1•100 

- 25* DO 10 J-1 •2 
26* 10 Y<I•Jl:o.o 
2.7* -- ---c------------ ----------
28* C COMPUTE NUMBER OF CLASS INTERVALS 
29*- --c--- ------------------ ---- ---
3u• 

----31* 
32.• 
J;s•·----c-

K=2•*M/DELTA+1.00001 
vLE~EL:-M* SIGMAlNS) 
Xl:XARAY(1,NS) 

34* C CALCULATE NUMBER OF CROSSINGS 
35• 
3b* DO 1001 J=1•K 

-3·...,7-•-----4ii5""'S..,._..wy .... L•!~VI!511L...,+~ ...... L-40~A ..... TM(:....J...,-,....1"""")-•A1DEI!"1L....,T..,A..,.•.-tS!-~!lF-I.!G~M .... Ar+("'"N.eS+)--------------
3b* IF(Xl-SS) 110•110•130 
39r 110 FLAG-1 
'*0* FF:l 
~~* GO TO 1~1 
q2* 130 FLAG=2 

-~--------~~+-------------------------------------------------~-----

'*~* 1~1 DO 990 I:2,NPTS 
~~~ XI: XARAY(IrNSl 
4o* IF<XI-SS) 200,~00r301 
~~----~2~0AO-G~O~T~0~(~9~9~0~r~4~0AO+)~,f~L~AWG~--------------------

'*6* 301 GO To (~00•990) •FLAG 
49* ~00 Y(J•FLA8)-tlJr~LAG)+1 
So• FLAG=FLAG+FF 

--s~------~F~F~-~F~Fr-------------------------------------------------------

5~* 990 CONTINUE 
--53-•--1~0F\-1QF\--11t----4C~ow.-Nl-'lf'---Y-I-....N:t---tUtr~-------------------------------------"--

54* ~RITE<6•2000) XMEAN(NSl•SIGMA(NSl 
55* 2000 FORMATC1Xr~HM~AN-rF10e5r8H 5IGMA-rF1Q.5) 
56~ WRITEl6•208) 

-s·~7-•----~2~owe~F~o~R~M*A•t~cl~X~rrl5"H~G~R~o~u~p~,~svx~r~5H~s~IhG~M~Ahr~5~x~•~t~auHDPO~S~I~THIV£-CROSSINGS ,sx. 
58* 118HNEGATIVE CROSSINGS ) 

---StJ-·-------J!ow:oo~s'*'o-ft-o-J,.....----1"• ...... K,____ ________________ _ 
60* UlJ):-M+FLOAT<~·1)•DELTA 
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61* WRITEt6rlOOO) JrU(J)ri(~rl)rY(Jr2) 
b2* 1000 FORMAT(2X•l3•Flie2r5X•I10,i3X•I10~ 

---03* v ( J) -' ( J, 1 , +"( ( J, 2, 
64* TOTV=TOTV+V(J) 

-~5* 500 CONTINUE 
bb* ITOTV:TOTV 
67* wRITEl6•300) I10fv 
68* 300 FORMAT<1X•2~HTOTA~ NO. OF CROSSINGS= •I6•SX) 

-n69* REwiND 11 
70* WRIJE<11•300) ITOTV 
71•- - --- RE.WINo--Ir--
72• REA0(11•303) (SPACE(l)ri=71r75) 
73* 303 FORMA~T~<~l~X~•~S~A6~) __________________ _ 
74* IF(M) 30•50r30 

--~-· c 76• 30 XR=Ull) 
17• XL:U(l) 

·- 71j• -- ---.v..,...r--===-w-V-.-.l,.....,.l----r)--------------------
79• YB:V(l) 
So• - 00 11 J=2•K 
81* XL:AMINl(X~•U(J)) 

--a2* XR:AMAXl(XR•OlJ)J 
83* YT:AMAXl(YT•V(J)) 
84*----~1 YB:AMINl lYB•VlJJ J 
85* DO 1~0 J:1•10 
8t>*_____ IF ( YT eLE• UL(JJ Go To 150 
87* 140 CONTINUE 
88* 150 ti:UL(JJ 
89* IX~=XL 
90*- XL-IXL 
91* IXR=XR+e99 
gz.- XR:IXR 
93* IYT=YT+e99 

- 94* ti:Itl 
95* IYB=YB 
"96•-- t B-1 t B 
97* DO 1 1:22•36 

-- 96-.-- 1 SPACE t I ) -6H 
99* SPACE<!>=~ 

lOU* SPAC~C22)-6HNUMBER 
101* SPACE<23):6H OF CR 
102~ 5PACE:t24):6HOSSING 
103* SPACE(25>=oHS 
10~• 5PACE(28)-6H SIG 
105* SPACE(29l=oHMA 
-~6* SPAC!C33)-6H CROSS 
107* SPACE<34):oHINGS 
10&•------~PACE (41 )-K 
109* SPACE(37>=Xl 
110~ 5PACEt38)-XR 
111* SPACE(39):YB 

-112* SPACE(40>-tT ·---------------
113* SPACE<~2):55 
114*- WRITE(IO) SPACE 
11~* 40 CONTINUE 
"116*- c 
117* 

.. 1I8* 
50 RETURN 

END 

---- ·--------
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-'-· ___ _.P_QWE~._SPECTRAL ___ DE~.SIT1_ ____ ~-- _ -·--- ___ _ 
c 

SUBROUTINE PDENS(NSRS•M•NOMIT4,FC,FC1,H) 
--- D1MENs ION-xA-RA-·ffi ooo o-,-21 ;-ARAY)(( 2oooo l , NO< 3 > 

b* DIMENSION XMEAN(2),SIGMA(2),A(100Q,2,2),8(1000,2,21,F(1000,2,2), 
1* 1 COR(1000•2•2) •SPACE(3115) •DATA(2000) ,Q(lOOOr2i2T ----------------
8* EQUIVALENCE (ARAYXCl>•XARAY(l,l)) 
9* - --- E@IV~CENCE fARAYXfijlTOl) r Al 1-il, ll), CARAYX (8001 J ,a ( 1' 1,1 >), ( ARAYX ( 

10* 1 12001)•COR(1,1•1l•F(1,1•1J)•(ARAYX(17076J,DATA(l),SPACEC1076)) 
11* -- t:GU1VAI:.ENCE(Qflil-il1iARflXC1Jl --
1~* CvMMON /ARAY/XARAY,SIGMA•XMEAN 

-·--r3*------.MT"''II""''I:.-.:MI"::+C"''I--------------
14* K=O 
15 • -- ---ou --q-u r=I ·~ - -- · 
1o* .DO 40 J=l•NSRS 
17* - - -oo--~JO L.=l iNSRS - ---
18* K=K+l 

--~-------,4rr-,U___...C..,.O""'Ror1(HI~,-Jr.;,•"'T'"L~J--: .... A""R ..... A--Y"'IFx-r-lK,..,..........J----------·---------- --· 
20* Do 16 I=l•N~RS 
21* DO 16 K-l•NSRS-
22* DO 6 J=l•M1 
23* m--a-tJTI •K)-i5*\CORt\n-IIK1•COR(~,K• I) J 
24* 6 A<J•I•K>=•S*(COR(J,I•KJ+COR(J,K•I>> ... -zsr 00 12 L-I•M . --------------·-------·-. 
26* F<L•I•K>:o.o 
27* --- -Ml=M•y-- --- -- -----
2b* DO 11 J=l•MM1 
29* -- ---rtt.---rt-TK - ) :q • ft*rt*A t J't'~ rTI-.<I*COS ( 3 •1 ~ 159•FLOA T ( J) *FLOAT ( L) /FLOAT ( M) 
30* 1 ) +F<L•I•K > 

--"""3~I-•---1t-1t----tC...,v"'rt!N~THII'-to:Nn-oreEL..------------
32* F<L•l•K ):F(L•I•K )+2.o•H•(A(1,I•K)+(-l.>••(L )*A(M1•I•K>J 
33* - 12 -eQN-TINUE--~---
34* DO 16 L=1•M1 
35* -- --Qit:.,.I, f\t~o.u- ------
3o* DO 17 J=1•MM1 

---~~~,.~--~1~7~QH(+t-•~I~,-K~)--~Q+(~t~r~I~,K~)+~4~•-*-H~*~B~(~~~+~1~,~~~.1~1~9~L0AT(4t~~OAT1Lt 

38* 1 /FLOAT(M)) 
J9* F--1 L' I ;l(}:SQRT ( F ( L r Trt<) **2+Q ( L, I' K) **2) 
~0* 16 CONTINUE 
41* - c 
~2* c PROCESS F ARRAY (CO-SPECTRAL DENSITIES 

--·--q-3~~------------------
4~· 
~5*-

~b* 
'J7* 
~b* 

- ------rt9.--
5u• 
51* 
52• 
53• 
54* 

C NOMIT:OO• PROCtSS ALL 
c ---- -- -riOMlT=ll • -snp- 1-1 -------
C NOMIT:12• SKIP 1-2 
C - --- NOMIT:ZI -,- - SKIP 2•1 
C NOMIT:22• SKIP 2-2 

c 
c 
c 

NCNT=o 

SET OMIT OPTION SWITCH 

NO(J):NOMIT~/10000 
- 5-sr-- NOMIT&+-NOMIT4- (NO (3) *IUUOOI _______ . 
~o* 
57* 
56* 

N0(2):NOMIT~/100 
NO(l):NOMIT~-(N0(2l*lOOJ 
NOMIT4:N0(1) 
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~9* WKITEC11•107) NG•XSTEP -- --- cu.- __ 1....,0,...../...--~F-o ..... R-M._A_I ( I 3 • 2X • ISH INTERVALS OF ·-siZE"--; F7 • 5) 
Oi* RlWlNO 11 
62* - REAfi-tl-Irt·cra-r--·tsPACEtrl, 1=71' 75) 
b3* 108 FoRMATC5A6) 
64 * c --- ---~-- -- -- --- -.- ---- ---·----
6~· c . ---ob* ___ -c-
o7* 
6b* 
69* 
7o• 
71* c 
12• c 
73* c 
7'f.• 

CALL PLOT PACKAGE 

XL=-s.o 
-DO tl·y:rrRG _____________ -

CP(l):CPCI)*lOO. 
11 EPCl>=EP(l)*lOO. 

DESCRIBE HORIZONTAL AXIS IN TeRMS OF DELTA-SIGMAS 

YT: AMAX1C~P(1)•CP(1)) --------n-=-·----....... , ...... s.....---___,.,..o-. o-----------
7b* 00 10 J=2•NG 
17* --~o-- "YT:AMAxllE"PCJJiCPlJTiYTf _____ - ----
78* IYT=<YT/10•) 
79* -TI-Fl:<JATflYTl*TO.+IO;------ ----
&0* Do 102 I=22•36 ·-ap--- ·--1 ....... 0 ...... 2.....--S .... P....,AC-E~( I__.)'""-:-6..,..A-------------- --------- -··· 
82* SPACE(1):2 
83* . ----- --sPAeE't22l:Ot1PROHA1l -------- ----
84* SPACEC23):6HILITY 
85* -- -- -- -- --sp-AC£ t2trt=6HDENS IT _______ ---------------

Bb* SPACEC25):oHY 
87* SPACEl28J-6H Sib -- ---------------------··· 

8b*. SPACEC29):6HMA 
89* - - -- -------~£t33"t=-6tr·~pEp-rR~C..--E 
9U* SPACEC34):6HNT OF 
91 * -- H~£--t~t=6HDATA 
92* SPACEC37):XL 
g3* S~ACE(38)-Xft 
94* SPACEC39):yB 
~5-. · ---- ---------sPAerttJ-or.:y-T~--~ 
96* SPACEC41):NG 
97•-- SPACEi42) -19 
98* SPACE(43):55 
99* SPACEt76)-XMIN/SIGMA(NS) 

lOu• DO 101 I=2•NG 
101 *-- --t-ttt--5PA£-E t I +75) =SPACE (I +7tfo) + XS'ffp------------
102* WRITEC10) SPACE 
1-D3* ------ 59 CONTINUE --
104* 60 RETURN 
1e~· Et•6 

ENe--oF- COMPILATION: NO UIAGNOSTICS• 

A 55 
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1* C AUTO-CORRELATION --------,. c 
3* SUBROUTINE AUTOC<•~•NSRSrMrNOP3rN0MIT3rTITLErTSAMPLrTITLJ 

-------...~-------jorri-r-aM'"E~N-n-s---y-ciON-c-t2l iNO t Jir SPACt:l3l15) • T I TL ( LJO) 
5* DIMENSION DATA(2000)rXARAY(10000r2)rSIGMA(2)rXMEAN(2JrCOR(1000r2r2 
6* 1 ) •ARAfX(200UOI •CORX(400unTITt:£r75) - -------- ·----·--·-. 
1* E~UIVALENCE (XARAY(lrl)rARAYX(1)) r<CoR<lr1r1JrCORX(1)) 

-----~ 1• (ARAYX(I7076J rOAI~I1fSPACE(I076J J 
9* COMMON IARAYIXARAYrSIGMA•XMEAN 

lo• WRITE<6•600) 
11* 600 FORMAT(//r1Xfl2HCORRELATTO~--,/J-
12• M:M-1 

- 13-.---- MI=M•r-------------- -· ----- ------ -

14• DO 4 I=1•NSRS 
15• DO 4 J:1rN5RS --------·--------

lo* DO & L=1•M1 
------x7* NR:N-l+l ---

18* COR(L•I•~>=O•O 
- 19• uo---s-1\=-x•-m-------------------------

2o• COR(L•I•J):COR(L•1•~)+ XARAY(K,I)* XARAY(K+L-1,~) 
21* 5 CONTINUE 
22* 6 COR(Lrir~):(1./FLUAT(NRJJ•COR(Lri,~) -- ·- 2~ '+ CONTINUE _______________ -------- -
24* C<1>=SGRT(COR(1•1•1)) -----zs• --------c-t2)-SQR1 CCOR(Ir2i--ztl-,---------
2o* DO 30 ~=1•NSRS 
27* DO ~0 I-l•NSRS 
28* DO 30 L=1•Ml 

------- 29• 30 COR (t~) .:.coR ( L' \J, I) I ( C ( \J) •ctt·) ,-----
30* DO 599 1=1•75 

--- -~~--- 599 SPACE C I+l)-TITLE C 1) 
32* OQ 598 1=1•40 
33* 598 5PACEti+~075)-TITLCI) 
34* WRITE<6•597) COR(lr1r1) 
35* ~97 FORMAT(1Xr8HR1(0) - rE15e6) 
3o• lF(NOP3eEG.O) GO TO 40 
37• 

PROCESS COR ARRAY AS PER NOMIT REQUEST 

40• C NOMIT : OOr PROCESS ALL 
----lj .. Hl~•~~c,...._----NNAOM .. I.,TF---'!-~!---tl-41----~o.uM+I•T-1~•~----- ·----

42* C NOMIT : 12 OMIT 1-2 
------..-3• C NOMIT : 21 OMIT 2·~--

44• C NOMIT : 22 OMIT 2-2 

so• 
51• 

56* c 

NCNT=o 

SET OMIT OPTION SWITCHES 

N0(3):NOMIT3/10000 
NOMIT3-NOMIT3•(N0(3)*10000) 
N0(2):NOMIT3/100 
NOC1t-NOMIT3-CNOC2)*100) 
NOMIT3:N0(1) 
IOUT=t 
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sa• c 
- --~9· 

CHECK FIRST TIME SEKIES AUTO CORRELATION 

&o• 
---- 61• 

62• 

IFCNOMIT3eNEell) GO TO lOU ----------------------------------
IOUT=IOUT+1 
NOMIT3:NOCIOUT) 
GO TO 200 

o~• C PROCESS FIRST TIME SERIES AUTO CORRELATION 
65• c 
66• 
67• 
68• 
69• 
-7o*-
71• 
72• c 

100 DO 110 K=1•M 
110 OATA(K):COR(K•l•1) 

SPACE ( 26) =6Hl---=l'------=--=-----
SPACEl33):6H AUTO NCNT=l - ----'------------- ------- -

GO To 500 

73• C CHECK SECOND TIME S~RIES AUTO CORRELATION 74*·-·--c--------
7s• 200 IF(NOMIT3eNE•22) ~0 TO 205 
-76*- -- IOUT=IoUT+1 
77• NOMIT3:NO(IOUT) 
lc* GO 10 300 
79• c ----·so.-- --~ PROCESS SECOND TIME SERIES AUTCI"CORRELATION ... 
81• c 

- - 82 ·--- ---~2..---ro ...... s-----oo--zto K:: 1 ' M 
83• 210 DATA(K):COR(K•2•2) 
8~* SPACE\26J:6H2-2 
85• SPACEl33):6H AUTO 
86* NCNT-2 
87* GO TO 500 
88*·----c- -
89• C CHECK 1-2 CROSS CORRELATION 

- ----~ 

91* 300 IF(NOMIT3eNE•12) GO TO 305 
92 • --- ---~----1-out=toUTt-r 
93* NOMIT3:NO(IOUT) 
94 ··---------c;-o---ro---q 0 0 
95• c 
96* c 
97• c 

PROCESS 1-2 CROSS CURRELAliON 

--- 98* _.,30f'HIS~Dro"t-O Jt-o--- K-1 rM 
99* 310 DATA(K):COR(K•1•2) 

lo-a-- -~--------sp-Aef: ( 33) -6HCROSS 
101* SPACEl26>=6H1-2 
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- ---11"1Qrr~z-;5•----;N""C .... N,.,T'--'1'J----------------------- ----------------- --- ---·----· 
103* GO TO 500 
104• -- ·c------------ ------·-- ---------- --
lOs• C CHECK 2-1 CROSS CORHELATION 

- 106• c-------- ---------------------
lo7. ~00 IF(N0MIT3.NE•21) ~0 TO 405 

-·--tOE•- GO Tv 40 
109* C 
llo-•-c- ·----pROCESS 2-1 CROSS -coRRELATIUw----- --
111* c 

-1-12•----- --"1tas-uu -~to------x-=t-,~---- ----
113* 410 OATA(K):CoR<K•2•1) 
11~* SPACE(26J-6H2-1 
115* SPACE(33):6HCROSS 
lib* NCNT:q·- ----- -- --- --
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117• c 
11 ti* C uENERATE-- PLOT . -
11y• c Izo•···- · -,.----------------
121• C OET£RMINE MIN AND MAX VALuE~ FOR X AND Y 
122• t --- -- ----·- -
123* 500 XH:TSAMPL*M 
12~* XL : 0 
125* -·n:OATA til·-----
12o* YB:0ATA(1) 
121• - oo ot J=2•M - -
128* YT:AMAX1<YT•DATA(~)) 

-- -1"2 9*:;---~6-1-y...-ra--:-rA.rM.....,I NrTl...-(~Y7PBor":•~D'I""lliA~T,.,.A_,.("'"""'T~.,...J ...... , -

13u• 1vr=<vr+.19>•1o.o 
131* --- ---rrtlYT-;NE.-TtTYTF2J*2n- IYl:!IYT+l 
132* YT:FLOAT<IYT)/10.0 
133* -~IYB-=tYs~9T*Iff;O- ----
134* 1F(lYB.NE.((lYB/2)*2)) IYti=IYB-1 

·1.35* ts:FLOA 1 l I VB J 710·. 0 
136* c 
137• c· 
138* c 13Y* SPACE\1-)=1. ____________ --------- ---- ---
140* DO 501 1=22•25 

--·141* 501 SPACEtiJ-6H 
1~2* 00 607 1=27•32 1'J3* -- 607 SP"Att~6Ff ________________ ----

144* ou 503 1=34•36 
1 .. 5* 51)3""~---E-tyi:t;ft-- -
14o* SPACE(28)=6HT1ME 1 
147• 5PACEC29)-6HN SEC. 
148* SPACE(34):6HCORREL 

- 1CJ9*"- --------s-pAeE-1"35"}=&11ATro~N--

l50* SPACE(37):XL 
151* SPACE(38T~ 
152* SPACE(39):ye 
153• SfACEl40)-YT 
154* SPACE(41):M 
1!»5* - -------5PA£E--t--42~, =~s .... s-------
156* SPACE(22):6HCORREL 
157* SPACE~~=~6wU~AT~Io~N~-------

158* SPACE<24>=6HFUNCTI 
159• SPACEC2~)-6HON 
160* A=TSAMPL 
161•-------- -- -Mt:-/lt----
162• 1F<M•GT•lOOO) GO TO 504 
163* -------AOA0-5~0A-<2~Ir-:-11hr.-..Ml-------------
164* AA:AA+A 
165* ~02 SPACECI•75)-AA 
166* 504 AREA:o.o 

·-------

167*- -tXJ--505 K-2rM ------ - - -- ·-·-- ----------
168* 1F(DATA(K-l)eLE.o.o.ANO.DATA(K)eGTeO•O> AREA=AREA+.5•<0ATA(K)/ 
1~ 1 <-DATA(K•l)+DATA(K)) triSPACE<K+Tst-SPAC-EU<-+74tt · -u- -------

170* IF<DATA{K•l)eGTeO•O•ANO•DATA(K).GT.O•O) AREA=AREA+CDATA{K-l)+DATA 
171* 1 (KJt•.5•(S~Ae!CK+75)•SPACE(K•74)) 
172• 1f(0ATA(K-l)eGT.O.O.ANO.DATA(K).LEe0•0) AREA=AREA+.5•(DATACK-1)/ 

- --173•-- .. 1 (DATA ( K•l) •DATA ( K) ) ) * ( SPACEiK+75 t•-sPAC~tx+74lt-.DATA11\-11 
17~* 505 CONTINUE 



175* 
176* 

- --17~---------

APPENDIX 

SPAeEC7lt=6l1POSITT __________________ _ 

SPACE(72):&HVE AR~ 
REwiND 11 
WkiTE(11•50b) AREA 17b* 

179* -- 500 FORMATf3AA -•E13iOT _________________ _ 
18u* 
181• 
182* 
183* 
18~· 
1b5* 

REWIND 11 
RE.AD(11•507) (SPACt-fl) ,}:73175}
WK :ffE: '6, so a, -fsPAc-E: '~-, , I =-71i-75-) 

508 FORMAT(1X•10A6) 
507 FoRMA f(--3A6_j_ - -~--- ---- ___ ,_ 

WkiTE(10) SPACE ·reb .. ------ IF(M•LE•lOOO) GO TO 510 
DO 511 I=1•M 187* 

18ts* 
18y• 
19U* 
191* 

-·rg~-·--
193* c 
19~· c 
1Yb* C 
19o* c 

AA:AA+A 
511 SPACE(I+75)=AA 

WRITE ( 10) SPACE - - -----
510 lF(NSRSeEQ.l) GO TO 40 

Go 10 (200•300•40u•40J,NCNT 

CHECK FOR -NUlL ""REQ1Jt.ST --

197* ~0 K=O 
--l~b·----------o-.....o-4---l_I __ .... l......,,,..,..Mr11----------

l9y• DO ~1 J=1•NSRS 
20(J* 1)0 41 L=l •NSRS"-
~01* K=K+1 
~0~* ql -ARAYX(Kl:CoRtiiJ•Ll 
,03* R~TURN 

- 204* END 

END OF COMPILATION: - -rro- -DIAGNOSTICS• 

A 59 
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5* 
b* ,. 
a• 
9* 

lo• 
11* 

c 
c 

12• c 

APPENDIX 

PROBABILITY DENSITY ROUTINE 

5UBROUTIN! '~!STCNrNSRS) 
DIMENSION EP(lOO)•CP(lOO) 
DIMfNSION SPACEC3115) 
EQUIVALENCE CSPACEC1076)•CP(l))•CSPACEC2076)•EPC1)) 
DIMENSION XARAYC1U000•2)•SIGMA(2),XMEAN(2) 
DIMENSION ARAYXC20000) 
EQUIVALENCE (XARAYC1•1J•ARAfXCIJ) 
COMMON /ARAYIXARAY•SIGMA•XMEAN 
COMMON /STORG/SPACE 

13* C ~HO~AB!LITY Dl~TRIBUTION ROUTINE 
-----=-=-----=-----.:___:_:....=._-=--=-=~--=-=-..:.....:....:.=-=-=~:...;::_.:_::'----!..!..=:....::_~....:...:.:.._-------------··-- --·-------- --1... c 

15* WRITEC6•103) 
16* 103 FORMATC7/•1X•2~HPROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION ,IJ-----------
17• DO 59 NS:l,NSRS 

c 
c 
c 

COMPUTE STEP SIZE 

2 .. • XMIN:xARAY(l•NSJ 
25* XMAX=XARAY(l•NS) 
2&* DO 20 1=2•N 
27* XMIN=AMINl(XMIN•XARAYCI•NS)) 
28* 20 XMAX=AMAXIlXMAX•XARAYli•NSJ) 
29* NG=1•87*CFLOATCN-1)**•4) +•5 
3o• NG:NG-1 
31* STEP=CXMAX-XMIN)/FLOATCNG) 
32* wRITEl6•56J NG 
33* 56 FORMATC1X•13HNO. OF GROUPS •110) 
34* XMAX-AINTClXMAX+SlGNleS*STEP•XMAXJJ/STEP)*STEP 
35* XMIN=AINTlCXMIN+SlGN(•S*STEP•XMIN))/STEP)•STEP 
36* NG-tXMAX-XMINJ/SIEP+leOOOS 
37* NGl=NG+l 
38* DO 57 1-0•NGl 
39• 57 EPCI):o.o 

---fl&~-...o--·------f"Dwoo---5re8-I---1 a-~, Nn------------------------ - ------

.. 1* K:(XARAYCI•NS)-XM1N)/STEP+1•5000005 
42* IFCKeLieO) K-0 
43* IFCKeGT•NG) K=NGl 
&fq• 58 EP(K)-EP(K)•l•O 
.. 5* C:STEP/SQRTC6e283185*SS) 
&f6* DO 62 1-0•NGl 
.. 7* XX:XMIN+CI-1)*STEP 
48* CP(l)-C*EXPC•CCXX-XBARI**Z/(2.i5SJ)) 
49* 62 EPCI):EPCI)/N 
50* WRITEC&•55) XMIN•XMAX 
51* 55 FORMATC1X•7HXMIN : •F15eS•SX•7HXMAX : ,F1S.5) 
52* WRITEC6•68) ----------------- -- -------

53• 68 FORMATC1X•18HCALCULATEO DENSITY •SX•17HEMPIRICAL DENSITY 
54* ~0 •RIT!C61100) CCP(l)•EPCI)•l-l•NG) 
55• 100 FORMATCF13•~•10X•Flle .. ) 
56* REwiND 11 
57* XSTEP:STEP/SIGMA(NS) 
58* XR-5•0 



59* 
60* 

IouT=1 

61* CHECK 1-1 COSPECTRA~ 
c 
c 
c 62* 

APPENDIX 

63* lF(NOMIT~eN£•11) GO TO 1100 ---- --o-~* ___ ___,l,...,.O.-r-U .... I-: ..... I..,..,OO.,.T_.+r-11r-----------
65* NOMIT~:NO(IOUT) 
66* - ----·\io-ao--I-zou- ---- ----- ----- --- · 
67• c 
6&* - c· - PROCESS- r•I--POWER-"SPECTRUM-
69* c 

----70"* 1100 DO 1120 K-l•M 
71* 1120 DATA(K):F(K•l•l> 
72.* - -- - ---sPACEt26>-=oHfr 1•1- -- ------ ------- --
73* SPACE(32>=6H PO~ 
7~* ----------- "SPACEt33l=6flER spe:---·- ------ --------- ---------

75• NCNT=1 
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-----n-:w::·-----rG..,.,O,..--op.T0,.........,1 .... 5~u ..... ur--------------------- --------
17* c 
76* ___ --c--- CHECK 2-2 COSPECTRAL 
79• c 
80* -----x-21)o--IF(N0MIT'JeNEe22) GO TO -rzus- ---
81* lOUT=IoUT+1 
·ez• NO~lTq-NotiOUT) 
83* GO TO 1300 
8~ 
a~· 

c. 

--s-6~ 
C PROCESS 2-2 POWER SPECTRUM 
c 

87• 
ea• 
89• 
90* 
91* 

- 92* 
93• 

1205 00 1210 K=l•M 
1210 DATA(K)-P(Kt2t2) 

SPACE(26):6HN 2-2 
SPACE(32)-6H POW 
SPACE(33>=6HER SPE 

---i\NtH'C'*N ...... T~:42---------------- --- -- ---- -·-- - --- -
GO TO 1500 

95* C CHECK 1-2 COSPECTRAL __ -96*-_.,.._ _______________ _ 

97* 1300 IF(N0MIT~·NE•12) GO TO 1305 
- ----ga• lOUT=IoUT+l 

99* NOMIT~:NO(IOUT) 
lOu• GO TO Iqoo 
101• c 

·102• C PROCESS 1-2 POWER SPECTRUM 
103* c 
104* 1305 DO 1310 K-l•M 
105* 1310 0ATA(K):F(K•1•2) 
16&• 5flACE t 26) -&tiN 1-2 
107• SPACE(32):6H CRO 

--~~-------~s~P~A~C~E~t3~3•)~--6~H~s~s~s-PE~---------------

109* NCNT=3 
- 110* GO TO 1500 

111• c 

114* GO TO 600 
115• c 
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116• C CHECK 2-1 COSPECTRA~ 
117• C PROCESS 2-1 POWER SPECTRUM 
11a•--~'~~~--~----~--------------------------------------------------
119• 1~05 DO 1~10 K=1•M 
12o• 1~10 DATA(K):F(K•2•1) 
121• SPACEt26)=6HN 2-1 
122• SPACEl32):6H CRO 

----T23;;-:;;•~--------.S ...... P...,Ar#'C-E-.C~3 ... 3.,..J-=:-,-6rtcAS_,S_____,SiniPE"10E...---:--------------------------~ 
12~• NCNT=~ . 

--12~- GO TO 1500 
126* C GENERATE PLOT 
127• c 
128* 1500 SPACE(1):3 
-~29* DO 1501 1=22•25 
130* 1~01 SPACE(1):6H 

---x~--- DO 1607 1=27•31 
132* 1607 SPACE(1):6H 
133i SPACE\22):6ASPEC1R 
13~• SPACE(23):6HAL DEN 
13'5*- SPACEl2~J=6HS1TY F 
13a* SPACEl25):6HUNCT10 

- --137* SPACEt36J-6HY 
138* SPACE(28):oH FRE~ 
139* SPACEl29J-6HOENCY 
140* SPACE(3Q):6H(CPS) 

-- 141 *- ----· -sPAC£t341=611CfLTIT Rrr.A ... L ______ _ 
14'* SPACE(35):6HDENSIT 
143·------c ---------
14~· c DETERMINE MIN AND MAX VALUES FOR Y 
lCJS 
14b* YT:DATA(1) 
147*'-- YB.:.OATA ( 1) ----~----------

14~* MMM=<FC/FC1)*FLOAT(M) 
1 ~ ~--- ---------;<-\i:-1- --- ------ -------------- . --- --- -- ·-

15o• DO 13 J=2•MMM 
·151• YT-AMAX1(tT•CATA(JJ) 

*UlAGNOSTIC* ThE TEST FOR EQUA~ITY BETwEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL• 
152* -- -i-FtY.leEQ'iOA T-At-~t t--l\~\J--
153* 13 Yb:AMINl(YB•DATA(J)) 
15~* -- ----- -- FMAX-Ft0Ait1<Jt*FClfFt.OAT fM) ----
155* Bw:FCl/FLOAl(M) 

-----156* Rt:WINO 11 
157* WRITE<11r1611) YTrFMAXrBW 
158.- -- -- --ro"11rORMATt3RM'AX r F6. 3"'r1Xf2ffATrro• 3 r5H CPS • • 3H BW •F&J .2) 
159* R~WINO 11 
160* ----- -- ttAtt<-tt•r61Zt-- tSPACECI}, 1:71 ;75) 
161* 1612 FORMAT(5A6) 

--·162* c 
163* c 
16~* c· INITIALIZE l-lORlZONTAL- COORDINATE ARRAY 
16~· c 
leo* XL=FCI1FLOAT tf10 
167* IF(MMM.GTelOOO> G~ TO 1503 

----T6B* 00 1502 I=I-rMMM ---------- ·-·--·----
169* 1502 SPACE(I+75>=FLOAT(I)*FC1/~LOAT<M) 
170* C SET TH~MIN AND MAX VALUES FOR X 
171• c 



172• 
173• 
174* 
175* 
176* 

c 

c 

APPENDIX 

1503 XR:FC 

IF(XL) 999•999•20 
20 IFClBJ 899•899•21 

c DEIERMINE THE GRID RANGES IN POwERS OF lo 
c 

-119* 21 DO Z2 1=1•12 
180* K=I-8 
181* lf(lO.•*K-XLJ 22•~2•23 
182* 23 K:K-1 
183* XLI-lo.••K 
184* GO TO 24 
~85* 22 CONTINUE 
18b* 24 DO 25 1=1•12 
187* K-1•8 
188* lf(10e**K•YB) 25•25•36 
189* 36 K-K•I 
190* YB1=10•**K 
~~·~~.~------~Go~r~o--2-g~----------------------------------------

192• 25 CONTINUE 
1t93* 29 DO 27 K-1r10 
194* I=K-1 
19~* IFClO.••I•Xft) 27•28•28 
19o* 28 XR1=1o.••I 
197• eo To 31 
198* 27 NX:K+3 
199* ~1 DO 32 K-lrlO 
200* I:K-1 
zot• Iftta.••I•rf) 32•~3•33 
202• 33 YT1=1o.••I 
203* 60 TO 3~ 
204* 32 NY:K+3 
205* 3~ SPACEC37):XL1 
20o• SPACE(38):XR1 
207• 5fACEt39)-i81 
208* SPACE(40):YT1 
209* SPACEC~l):MMM 
~lo• SPACE(42J=S5 

-211• WRITEttO) SfACE 
212* IF(MMM.LE·1000) 60 TO 1507 
213* DO 1S08 I-lrMMM 
214* 1508 SPACE(I+75)=FLOAT(I)*FC11FLOAT(M) 
215• WRITEt10) SPACE 
21o* GO TO 1507 
217• 999 WRITEC&r-6) XL 
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218* 46 FORMAT(19H1 IMPOSSIBLE X-GRID•26H, HORIZONTAL AXIS MINIMUM •F10•5 
Zlg• 1•13Xr26HL!S5 T"AN Oft !QUAL TO Z!RO ) 
22o• GO TO 1507 
221* 899 WRITEC6r~8) YB 
222* 48 FORMAT(19Hl IMPOSSIBLE Y-GRID•23H, VERTICAL AXIS MINIMUM ,FlOeS• 
223• 113Xr26HLESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO ) 
224* 1507 IF(NSRS•EQ.l) GO TO 600 
225* GO TO (120Ur13UO•l420•620JINCNT 
22o* 1420 DO 1421 l=l•MMM 
227* 1421 0AfA(IJ-Q(I•1•2J 
228* SPACE(37):FC1/FLOAT(M) 
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229* SPACEC38):FC 
230* SPACE(39):-180e 
231* SPACEC~0)=180. 

236* SPACEl351=6AOEGR~E 
237* SPACEC36):6HS 
Z38* wRITEllOJ SPACE 
239* IFCMMM.LEe1000) GO TO 1~00 
24o• DO 1423 x=i•MMM 
~~1* 1~23 SPACE(I+75)=FLOAT(I)*FC1/FLOATCM) 

-- 242* wRITEliOJ SPACE 
2~J* 60 TO 1~00 
244* 620 DO 1451 I=l•MMM 
~~5* 1~~1 DATA(I):Q(Ir2rl) 
246* SPACEl3/J-FC17FLOATlMJ 
2~7* SPACE(38):FC 
248* SPACEl39J--180e 
2~9* SPACEC~0>=180. 
250* SPACEli):l 
251* SPACE<3~):6H PHA 
252* SPACE(33J-6HSE ANG 
'53* SPACE(3~>=6HLE IN 

---z5ij* SPACf(35)~6HDEGREE 
255• SPACE(36):6HS 
256* WRITEtlO) SPACE 
~57• IFCMMM.LEe1000) Go TO 600 
2~8* DO 1452 I-lr~M~ 
259* 1~52 SPACE(I+75>=FLOAT(I)*FC1/FLOAT(M) 

--- zoo-·------wi'OR-'~'-I..,TE~( l"O"H)r---rS~PrA-A..,..Cr--E-----------

261* c 
C CHECK FOR NULL REQUEST 
c 

600 RETURN 
END 

--um--or COMPILATION: 



c 
(. 

c 
c 
(. 

c 
c 
c 
~ 

c 
<.. 
c 
c 
(. 

c 
c 
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---THIS PR-OGRAM FINDS THE HURST RANbE FOR SAMPLES OF SIZE 125*2••N• 
~HlRl N KANGES FROM 0 TO NL-1. NL DIFFERENT SIZES CAN BE CHOSEN• 

KK : SEQU~NCE NUMBER OF SAMPLE 
KL : SAMPLE SIZ~ 
KM - ~ MAXl~UM SAMPLE SIZE 
KN : NUMB~R OF 5AMPLE 
NA : INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS CHOSEN FROM ORIGINAL DATA 
iiL : NUMBER OF SAMPLE SIZES BEING USED · ·1 

!OF : NUMBER OF KM INTERVALS TO uSE FOR COMPUTATIONS 
i~YPL: PLOTTING FLAG( NYPL NON-ZERO - PLOT) 

--~MlTIT :----SUM-OF- OATA VALUES FOR ITH SAMPLE 
SUM2(I) : SUM OF SQUARES OF DATA VALUES FOR ITH SAMPLE 

C 1-.YPL. : 0 NO PLOTS 
C 1 PLOT 
C NPkNT: 0 PRINT ALL HURST RANGE VALUES 
c--- --------------~-PRINI-OhLY MEAN HURST RANGE 
C NORM : 0 DO NOT NORMALIZE 
C 1 NORMALIZE 
c 

COMMON /ALL/LTIT<20),NL •lEOF(lO>•AMNHR(20),SAMPSZ<20), 
* ~11M(2)tA2(125)tSM(20)•NYPLtNPRNT•N0RM 
uiME~SlON-EOFTl01 --
UAlA <EOF<l>•l=1•10)/10•6HEOFEOf/ 
uo 5 I=1•10 

5 IEOFli>=EOF(I) 
100 FORMAT(3I1) 

kEADl5•100lNYPL•NPRNTtNORM 
IF\NypLJlOil2•10 

10 rtEwlNO 1~ 
1~ CALL MAIN 

.tF(NYPL)20t22•20 
2u CALL PLTPo• 
22 ~TOP 
---TN{J--;-------
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SUBROUTINE MAIN ___ . 
COMMON IALLILTIT(20),NL •IEOFC10)•AMNHR(20),5AMPSZC20), 

• ~TIM(2)iA2(125)•SM(20)•NYPL•NPRNT•NORM 
CO~MON /Ll/X(12288) •SUM1(2048>•sUM2(2048),HURST( 
COMMON IL2/KK•KN•J•ANI•K2•KL•M•L•KM•LR•KX(20),KLO 
COMMON /L3/KLMN• ID•IDF•NAtNCHAN•NS•ISTM•IOTCT 
COMMON /L4/IY(300)•JY(600)•AUM1(~)•AUM2(2) 
COMMON /LSI ILOC,IXCt,jSTMF 
COMMON /L6/1RECT•NBL 

9b FORMAT(20A&) 
98 FORMAT(1H0•13HSAMPLE SIZE =•16) 
99 FORMAT(1H1•45X•l&HHURST RANGE VALUES 
100 FORMAT(16IS) ·-ru . ..;..l_f __ O.,..,R""'"'M...rA~T:.-.lr-:~lr-::9~H:..=y,M..,E""Ari"N-Hrr.-URSt RANGE :, F 1 0 • 4) 
102 FORMAT(8f15•3) 
103 FORMATC17H MEAN HURST RANGE•F10.3) 
10~ FORMAT(2A6•16•I3•I5•12•213) 
107 FORMATC12H START TIME •2A6•lOX•IoJ 

(. 

C AT THIS PoiNT ~ -yN THE DATA 
c 

8 'ONTINUE 
10=0 
ILOC:1 
!XCT:1 

-· CAU.-AEDRECffLTtT r 20, PARCK, 1 'EOFCK) 
lF(EOFCK.Nt•O•O) GO TO 40 
CALL HEDREO(IY•6•PARCK•1•EOFCKJ 
kEtr~lhO 99 
wRITEC99•96)(1Y(IJ•I=1•9) 
ttEwlNO 99 
READ l99•"llJ"41-SERNOtDATE• ITIMl, ITIM2• ISR' CHAN,NS• NBL 
CALL HEDHED<IYtJ~,PARCK•l•EOFCK) 
CALL HEDREOCIY•3~•PARCK•1•EOFCK) 
KEA0(5•100) IOF 
REAOCS•lOO)NA•NL•KLO 
!RlCT=4 --x---- LR=O ------· --- -- - -
REA0(5•100JISTM 
lFCI~TM .GE.99999) GO TO 40 
JDFCT:O 
JSTMF:O 
AUt-11(1)=0.0 

----"uMI C2)-o~-o--
AUt-t2l1>=o.o 
AUM2(2):o.o 
uO 4 I=l•NL 
~M(I):O.o 
AM~Hf<(IJ:o.O 

--4 ----Kxn r:o 
2 ANI=KLO 

i\N=,••CNL-1) 
Al=KN 
KM=AI•ANI 
!(L=KLO 



CALL REA01(10K) 
IF(IOK•NE.O) GO TO ~0 

__ _..:.;lF::._(.,....::IS TMeLT • 0 J 60-TO--i 
c 

APPENDIX 

C CO~PUTE HURST RANGE FOR SMALLEST SAMPL~S 
c 

.J:KN/2 
uO 3 I=l•J 
SUr-'ll ( I J :o • 0 
SUM2CIJ=o.o 
J:Q 
KLMN:O 
KK=O 
r.Rllt:-(6•99) 

---------CAlLHMS ( lsT·M-,JTlMJ. 
~R1Tl(6•107)(JTIMCIJ,I=1•2)•ISTM 
WR1TE.t6•98)KL 

5 DO 10 I=l,KL 
KJS=I+J 

10 A2(l):X(KJS) ---------cAU:-AllRANl _________ -
1F(MOO(KK,8))12•11•12 

11 lf(NPRNTJ7•6•7 
6 wRlTE(6•l02)(HUR~T(I),I:1,8) 
7 KK=O - -------------

12 .,J:.J+KL 
-----IFTJ~-GE-;KMTGO. TO 15- ·-

GO TO 5 
15 IF(MOO(KK,&JJ17•18•17 
17 KK=MoO(KK,8) 

1F(NPRNTJ18•16•18 
lo •RITE(6t102J(HURST(I),I:l,KK) 

--18 KX ( 1 J :KN +- KXl r,--- ----
i\K=KX(l) 
HMEAN:: SM(lJ/XK 
~M(l):O 

WRITE(6•103)HMEAN 
AMNHRll):HMEAN+AMNHR(l) 

-·---5AMPSZ fll:KL -----·-··------- PO 

' c 
c. 

·coMPUTE HURST RANGE FOR ALL OTHEK SAMPL~ SIZES 

XS=KLO 
00 20 M=2•NL 

. --------K'Nl=2•*tNL;.;.;.MJ. 
KL=2••<M-1) 
A·l=KL 
ANI=AI*XS 
KL=ANI 

23 WR1TE(6•98JKL 
. -- -- SAMPSZUD :RL 

K2::;0 
J.OTCT:O 
uO 30 L:l,KNl 
_IOTCT:IOTCT+ 1 
CALL ADRAN2 
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lF<IoTCT-8)30•28•28 
2b ~F<NPRNT>27•26•'7 
2b ~RlTE<6•l02)(HURSTll)•l=1•8) 
2.7 .lOTCT:O 
30 \..ONTINUE 

lF<IoTCTJ32•32•31 
31 !F<NPRNT)32.•33•3~ 
33 wRlTE<6•l02)(HURST(l),I:l,IOTCT) 
3~--- ·--K·xr._n-:K>fCM)+KN1. 

XK=K~l 
HME..AN:SM(M)/XK 
SM(M):O. 
wRITE(6•l03)HMEAN 
AMNHR(M):HMEAN+AMNHR(M) ,-------------------·-·-·-· ..... ··- •· . 

C CRLATE PKOPER SUMS BY ADDING SUMS FROM TWO SAMPLES OF PREVIOUS 
C SlZE. 

' 24 

25 
20 

c-
c 
c 

60 

70 

73 
74 

KK=O 
uO 25 I=2•KN1•2 
KK=KK+l 
~UMllKK>=SUMl(I)+SUMl<I-1) 
~UM2(KK):SUM2(l)+SUM2(1-1) 
CONTINUE 
-.~oFCT:JOFCT+l 
!F<JoFCT-IOFJ2•50•50 
uF=lOF -- -
lF(NYPL)~1•60•51 
LiO 52 I~=l•NL 
AMNHR(IJ):AMNHRliJ)/ OF 
wRITEC12>LTIT 
~RlTE(12JJTIM•<AMNHRliJ>•IJ=l•NL),(SAMPSZCIJ),IJ:l•NL) 

KEfORMAT DATA FOR SELF SIMILARITY 

!J=loz .. o 
XMIN:X(l02~0J-X(l0239) 
ATOT:o.o 
I:IJ-1 
X(lJ):CX(IJJ-X(I)) 
XTOT:XTOT+X(lJ) 
lFlXll~).LT•XMIN>XMIN:X(IJ) 
IJ=IJ-1 
lf(IJ.GT.l) GO TO 65 
lf(X(lJeLT.XM1Ni-XMIN:Xt11 
1F<XMIN)70•7~•73 
XMIN:-XMIN 
xTOT:o.o 
uo 72 -1=1, 10240 
X(l ):X(l)+XMIN 
XTOT:xTOT +X l I J ·---- -- -----------

()0 To 74 
XMlN:OeO 
AVE=XTOT/102 .. 0.0 
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5TO=o.o 
uO 75 1=1•102~0 
ASTO:ABS(X(l)-AVE) 

75 STD=STD+ASTD*ASTU 
STD=SQRl(STD/10239•0) 
uo 77 1=1•102~0 

77 X(l):(X(l)-AVE)/STD 
X(2):X(2)+X(1) 
~2=0 
1-.J=O 

bb K1=K2+l --
K2=K2+10 
l-.J=l-.J+1 
xllJ):o.o 
uO 68 I=~<1•K2 

ob X(lJ):X(l-.J)+X(I) 
IFlK2.LT.f0~40J GO TO 66 
CALL SLFSIM 
GO To 1 

~0 CALL REWOL0(1,1) 
1F(NYPL)~2•4'+i42 

~2 ~0 ss 1=1•2 
55 LTIT (I J =IEOF C 1 J ---- --- --·- .. 

wR1TE(12)LTIT 
KEtMINO 12 

~~ kETURN 
END 
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--~-V~RQUTINE AORANl 
COMMON IALLILTIT(20),NL •lEOF(lO)•AMN R(20),SAMPSZ(2Q), 

* JTIM(2) •A2(125) •SMC20) •NYPL•NPRNT•NORM 
COMMON /Ll/X(122d8) •SUM1(2048)•SUM2(2Q48J,HURST( 8),N 
COMMON IL2/KK•KN•J•ANI•K2•KL•M•L•KM•LR•KX(20),KLO 
COMMON IL3/KLMN• ID•IDF•NA•NCHAN•NS•ISTM•IOTCT 

·------~Q~MQtl _ _lbli_!~ ~ ( 300) • JY ( 600) 'AUMl ( 2) , AUM2 ( 2) 
COMMON /LSI lLOC,IXCT•JSTMF 
~OMMON /L6/IRECT•NBL 

\.. 
C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE HURST RANGE FOR A SAMPLE OF SIZE NI 
C THE 5UMS NECESSARY TO FINO THE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE 
l. PLACED IN ARRAYS FOR USE IN LARGER SAMPLES 
C -- ----CfATA- COMES--lN-lN-·THE A2 ARRAY 
C X ARRAY BECOMES CUMULATIVE VALUE~ OF ORIGINAL DATA 
C THt HURST RANGE IS STORED FOR PRINTING LATER 

c 

KLMN:KLMN+l 
KK=KK+l 
K=l 
lF<MOO(KK•2)eEQeO) K:2 
l.JO 12 I:l,KL 
AUMl(K ):AUM1CK )+A2(I) 

1~ AUM2(K J:AUM2CK J+A2(IJ•A2(IJ 

1~ 

AMlAN:AUMl(K )/ANI 
Sl-lANI*AUM2(K·J-AUM1\KJ~AUMl(K JJ/(AN •ANI) 
~T=SGRT(~TJ 

1F<K-2)1fu14tl-. 
K:KLMN/2 
SUM1<K>=AUM1(1J+AUM1(2) 
SUM2lKJ-AUM2(I)+AUM2(2) 
DO 15 K=1•2 
AUMllK):O.O 

lb 
16 

(, 

AUM2(K):Q.O 
CONTINUE 

c 

SUP--456. 
FNF=S86e 

SUM=A2(1J-AMEAN 
IFlSUMeGT.SUPJSUP:SUM 
lFlSUM•LT.FNFJFNF:SUM 

C COMPUtE f(MINJ AND f(MAXJ 
DO 18 K=2tKL 
AK=K 
lBBl:K+J 
IBB=K+"'-1 
XC1BB1>=X<1BB J+A2(K) 
SUM=xliBBlJ-AK*AMEAN 
lFlSUMeGT.SUPJSUP:SUM 

16 lFCSUMeLT.FNFJFNF:SUM 
C COMPUTE HURST RANGE 

tiURSI lKKl:lSUP--FNFJ /ST 
~M(l):SM(l)+HURST(KK) 

20 RET-URN 
END 
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______ SV.~BQj,fT.J~E ADRAN2 
COMMON IALLILTIT(20)rNL •lEOF(lO)rAMN R(20),SAMPSZ(20), 

* JTlM(2)rA2(125)•SM(20)rNYPL•NPRNT•NORM 
-COMM~N iL1/X(12288) •SUM1(20~8)r UM2(20~8)rHURST( 
COMMON IL2/KKrKN•J•ANI•K2•KL•M•LrKM•LRr-X(20),KLO 
COMMON iL3/KLMN• ID•IDFrNA•NCHAN•NS•IS~M•IOTCT 
COMMON /L~/IY(300)rJY(600)•AUM1(2)•AUM2 2) 
COMMON /LSI --fLOc, IXCTrJSTMF . 
C_O~lMON_ /Lo/IRECT•NBL 

A71 

8) rN 

c 
c 
L 

THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE HURST RANGE FOR SAMPLES OF TWICE 
--THE--SIZE ()F SAMPLES WHICH HAVE Ct:EN PREVIOUSLY SUMED AND CUMULATED 

' c 
c 

THE HURST RANGE IS-STORED FOR PRINTING LATER 
CUMOLAllVEDATA-IS- IN X ARRAY 

--AMEAN ·:--sDMl<LJ/ANI 
~T=<ANI*SUM2(L)•(SUM1(L)*SUM1(L)))/(ANI*ANI) 
ST=SQRTCST) . 
Kl=K2+1 --___,..,K,...;:.L:..._: ....... A.;::N ...... I-r/2---. 0..--------··---- - -· ------·-

K2=Kz+KL -s- ------suP=-~--so;--------- --
FNF=sa6. 
AK=O. 
00 10 K=Kl•K2 
AK-AK+l.Q 
SUM:X(K)•AK*AMEAN 

--- --------IFts~GT.--stJP l SUP:SUM 
10 IF(SUMeLT.FNF)FNF:SUM --- -- ---xK2=XTK21 ______ ---. 

Kl=K2+1 
K2-K2+KL 
00 20 K=KlrK2 

-----------AK=AK+I.o 
X(K):XK2 + X(K) 

------- -suM =---XTKT.;.AK *AMEAN 

20 
lf(SUM.GT.SUP)SUP:SUM 
IF l SUM • LT • FNF J F NF :SUM ___ ------ ---·--
HURST<IOTCT) : (SUP-FNF)/ST 
SMtMr::SM(M) + HURST(IOTCT) 
RETURN 
-E~-------
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SUBROUTINE SLFSIM 
COMMON 7ALL7LTif(20) •NL •IEOF(10) •AMN Rl20fiSAMPSZl20T,------- -·-u·----···-·--

* "'TIM(2) •A2(125) •SMl20~_!~_lPL.!_NPRN_I_,_NORM _ _ _ _ _ 
COMMON /L1/X(12288) •SUM1(20-8)• UM2(20-8)tHURST( 8) tN 
DIMENSION S( .. ) 

100 FORMAT(1H1t20A6t//t16H SELF SIMILARITY t15Xt10HSTART TIME •2Xt2A6 ., 
101 FORMAT(// •1-H SAMPLE SIZE = •F8•0t10Xt17HNUMBER OF SAMPl:ES ... I tal·--· .. -----

NK=lo24 
oM=2.o••o.6 
00 10 M:1,11 
~Rlll(6tlOOJLTITtJTIM 
IF(M.EQ•1) GO TO 15 
K:O 
00 20 L=2•NK•2 ----.K:.-.:.-uK"A"+71----=-_.::....::.._ __________________ ------ -· -· -- ---

20 X(K):(X(L)+X(L•1))/2•0 
---"NJ(:K 

GO TO 25 
Is o:Io.o••o.& 

00 30 L:1,NK 
~ X(LJ:X(L)/D ----

25 XNK=M-1 
IF (NORMJ 50•55•50 

50 CONTINUE 
Cw-NR 
Sll):o.o 
scz>:o.o 
UO 16 L:l,NK 

-to SCl):S(lJ+XCLJ 
Sll):S(1)/C~ 

-----ru~ur"'"""Tl .... 7__,Lt'""'o-_.,1.-,':""KN,.Kr----------------------·---------.- -·- --
S(3):A8S(X(L)•S(1)) 

17 SC2):SC21+SC31*5(3) 
S(2):S(2)/(CW•1.0) 
lf(5(2))14•14•13 

13 S(2):SQRT(S(2)) 
_1...,4rr---.....0~01"""""""rl...-8.....,L,...,:..,l-,-rNTICIK~----------- ----- .. ·-------· -- -- ·-

18 X(L):(X(L)-5(1))/5(2) 
~---coNTINUE 

SIZE:10•0*2•0**XNK 
SUM2l200Q):SIZE 
XNK=NK 
iRIIE<6•1olJSlZEtNK 
00 26 L:1,,. 

-~ S(LJ:o.o 
XMIN:X(l) 

27 

XMAX:Xll) 
UO 27 I=2tNK 
IF(X(IJeLT.XMINJXMlN:X(I) 
lF(X(l)•GT.XMAXlXMAX:X(I) 
C~=(XMAX-XMINJ/32.0 
CALL FRQDIS(X,NK,CW•XMIN) 

00 35 L:l,NK 
XMAX:ABS (X ( L) ) __________ . _ 



35 

10 

S(~):S(J)+XMAX**CW 
FN=NK 

APPENDIX 

CALL MOMENT ( S rFN-) - -------~- -
RETURN 
END 

__ ;,Vb.ROUT INE _FRQDIS (X • N, CW • XMIN) 
COMMON /ALL/lTIT<20),NL •IEOFllO)•AMN R(20),SAMPSZ<20>, 

* ~TIMl2>•A2l125>•SM(20)•NYPL•NPRNT•NORM 
COMMON IL1/X(122b8) •SUM1(2048)• UM2(2Q48),HURST( 8),N 

100 FORMAT(//,2~H FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION •It> 
101 FORMATl6X•5HCLAS~•llX•9HFREGUENCY•7X•8HREL FREG•8X•7HOENSITY•7X• 

* 8HCuM FREQ) 
-ru2 -FOkMAt-C3X,6H BEL-OW•F7.2•F15·0•3Fl5.~) 
103 FOkMAT(lX•F6•2•2H -•F7•2•Fl5.0•3F15e~) 
104 FORMAT(3X•bH ABOVE•F7.2•F15•0•3Fl5•4) 

uO 5 I=l•32 
5 ~utJtl<I>=o.o 

uO 10 I=l•N 
-K:i:lX{l f .;x~,-iN) /Cw+ 1.-0 
lFlK.LE•O)K:l 
J.FlK.GT•32>K=32 

10 ~UM1<K>=SUM1(K)+l.O 
wRITE<6•100) 
.wRlTEl6•10l) 

-----------,u=x~,lN+cw __ _ 
FN=N 
RFD=suM1(1)/FN 
uFD=RFD/Cw 
SFD=RFD 
~UM2(ll=SFD 

----- -----s"UMZTIUU11 :CU 
wRlTEl6•102lCU•SUM1l1)•RFD•DFO•SFD 
DO 20 1:2,31 
rtFO=SUMl(l)/FN 
OFO=FtFD/CW 
~Fu=SFD+RFO cc-cu---- ----------------
cu=cu+cw 
SUM2(Il=5FO 
SUM2li+lOOQ):CL+CWI2.0 

20 wRlTEl6•l03)CL•CU•SUMl(I)•RFD•DFD•SFD 
RFD=SUM1<32)/FN 
uFD=RFD/CW -----
SFD=SFD+RFU 
SUM2l32l:sFD 
~UM2l1032):CU 
wRITEl12lSUM2(2000)•(SUM2ll>•I=1•32)•(SUM2(1),I:1001•1032) 
wRlTEl6•lO~)CU•SUM1(32)•RFD•DFD•SFD REI URN -· ___ n __ _ 

t.NO 
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____ SUBB_OUT INE_ _ _f~4_Ql-1ENT ( SUMX • FNX) 
UI~ENSION M0(4)•MM(4),SUMX(4) 
kEAl MM•MO 

8051 FORMAT(//,25H MOMENTS ABOUT THE ORIGIN 
8052 FORMAT(8H FIRST =•E15.8•5X•8HSECuND =•E 5•8•5X•7HTHIRD =•ElS.a,sx, 

*8HFOURTH =•El5e8) 
8u53 FORMAT(//,23H MOMENTS ABOUT THE MEAN) 
8()5~--FO-kMA-tT/ I 7H- MEAN =-, E15 .a, 5X• lOHVARIANCE :, E15.8• 5X, 20HSTANDARD DEV 

*lATION =•E15•8•//) 
805~ FORMAT(27H COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION : •E15•8•5X•lOH5KEWNESS =•El5. 

*o•5X,8HEXC~SS =•£15•8) 
uo 8050 1=1•4 

805u MO(l):SUMX(I)/FNX 
-,"IM < 1 >=-cr. b-
AMAl:ABS<MO(l)) 
MM(2):M0(2)- AMA1•*2e0 
MM(3):M0(3)-3.0*M0(2)•M0(1)+2.0* AMAl•* • 
.~M(4):M0(4)-4e0*M0(3)•M0(1)+6.0*M0(2)• -MA1**2•-3•0* AMA1•*4•0 
VAK=FNX*MM(2)/(FNX-1.Q) 
5 TO:-SQRT C VAR J 
COV=STDIMO(l) 
CO~=FNX**2•/((FNX-l.)•<FNX-2.)) 
CS~E~:CON•MM(3)/(VAR•ST0) 
CKUR:CON•<<FNX+l.Ol*MM(4l-3eO•<FNX-leOl•MM(2J•*2.)/((FNX-3.0>•VAR• 

**2·0) 
wRITEl6 • 8051 J 
wRlTE<6•ti052)(MO<I>•I:1,4) 
t.~RlTE..<6•8053) 
wRITE<6•ti052><MM<I>•I=1•4> 
wRIT£<6•8054) MO<l>•VAR•STD 
~RlTl<6•d055)COV•CSKEW•CKUR 
RETUR~ 
~Nu 
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--t~~~g~IJ~EL~t~~~~20) •NL •IEOF<lO) •AMNHR(20) rSAMPSZC20> • 
* JllM<2)rA2(125),SM<20)rNYPL•NPRNT•N0RM 

-- ulMENSION XPLOT (2002) 
uiMENSION ICHAR(5) 

-u I MENSlON cF R ( 4& > 
CFR<1>=•5 
CFR(2>=•5199 
CFRC3>=•5398 

- - CFR{~):~5596 
CFR<5>=·~793 
CFRC6>=·~987 
CFRC7>=•o179 

---cflft81 =. o3&8 
CFR<9>=•6S54 

------ CFR C 1 01 : • 6 736--
CFR<ll>=•o915 
CFR<12)=•7088 
CFH(13>=•7257 

-~--C ...... F'""R-r-l 1~4T;=• 7~22 ---·---- --·- -------
CFR<1S)=•7580 

--CF-R C 16l::::-.-.7'7 34 --
CFR(17)=•7881 

- --------CFRTlJ~T-:-~ 8023 
CFR(19>=.a159 
CFRl20J=.a2~a~g----

CFR<21>=.a~13 
- CFR f22T::. 8531 

CFR(23>=•8643 
tFRt24l=.a749 
CFR<zs>=.as49 
CF R ( 26 J: • 894'+ ----- ~h • ·--·-~----- --- ~ 

CFR<27>=.go32 
CFR(28l!:.g115 
CFR<29>=•9192 
CFRC3Q):.g265 
CFR<31>=•9332 

------cFR ( 32 J = • 9394 -
CFF<<33>=•9452 
CFk<3~>=•950S 
CFR<3s>=•955 .. 
CFRC36>=·9641 
CFk<37>=•9713 
'FRl381=.9772 ·------ ·-- -- -· 
CFR<39>=•9821 
CFR(~o):.ga&l 
CFR<41>=•9893 
CFRC42>=•9918 
CFR<43>=•9938 

-------:c""'F'""R<"""~~l__..:_4~ r=~ 9965 ------- -----

1 
c 

CFR<4s>=·9981 
CFtH46>=•999 
00 1 1=1•4& 
CFR<I>=CFR<I>•lOO.O 

---------- --- -- - ---
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11 FORMAT(2f6•2) 
12 FORMAT(212) ·n FORMAT(2A2f _______ _ 
1~ FORMAT(FS.O) 

-15 ____ 1:6RMAT<2A6l-

APPENDIX 

lo FOkMAT(19H1 IMPOSSIBLE X-GRI0•26H• HORIZONTAL AXIS MINIMUM •F10.s 
·----~-~-~/~X, 26HLESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO i 2A6) 
17 FORMAT(13H TIME SLICE •2A6•/3X•~HY : •F12•5•3H + •F12•5,2H X) 

18 FORMAf(f9H1 IMPOSS.IBLE-v-GRI0•23H• VERTICAL. AXIS MINIMUM •F1o.s, 
l/3X•26HLESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO •2A6) 

~00t,--FORM-Atffif1,15H COEFFICIENTS > 
c 
-- ---------;vR-rr£-<6-,-ioo&l-~--

c 
c 

lCHAR<1>=2~ 
-rCHAR(2T:3a
lCHAR(3):16 

-- ··-TCRAfrrijT:55 -
lCHAR<S>=~~ 

5 CONTINUE 
READ<12)LTIT 

--~-IFll:flTf1 f;£Q-.I£0F ( 1) ) GO TO 9999 
HEAD (12)JT1M,(AMNHR<I>•I=1•NL>•<SAMPSZ<IJ>•IJ=l,NL) 

----IFtJTIMTIT.EQ-.lEOF ( 1) ) GO TO 9999 
c. 
C DETERMINE MIN AND MAX-VAlOES.f'OR Y 

' ~-- -- ---yi:AMNlfRll r 
Y'B=YT ----uu--xu--rJ=2•-m.: -- -----
vr=AMAX1<YT•AMNHR<IJ>> 

I 0 Y B-AM I NI \VB • AMNHRtl\Jn----- -. 

' c- --"SET . THE- MIN- -Af\41> MAX VALUES FOR X 
c 

c 

XL=SAMPSZCll ---
XR=SAMPSZ(NL) 

C SET·MARGINS FOR LABELS c----- ··-· 
Mt=ao 

---~Me=z-..---- -------

' 

1¥1R=O 
r-.L=2~ 
lF<XL> 999•999•20 

20-~lFCYtfl"" 899•899•21 

c-- ---UETERM[NrTHE ___ liRID RANGES IN POWERS OF 10 
c 

21 uO 22 1=1•10 
K=I-s 

. - ---lf'U-Oe**K;;.XLJ 22, 22 • 23 
23 K:K-1 

_ __ J~L1;1_Q_•-~-*K __ _ 
GO To 2~ 



22 CONTINUE 
24 00 25 I=lr10 

29 00 27 k=1r1U 
l=K-1 

----IFTlO•**I~XRl-27'28128 --
28 XR1=10•**I ------GCYT0-31-----------------
27 NX=K+3 
31 uo 32 k=1r10 

l=K-1 
---- IFTI-0 •**1-Yil 32r 331-33 ___ ---

33 YT1:10•**I ---------GO To -3~- -- ---
32 NY=K+3 

C SET LOG - LOG SCALING MODE c----- ---- ----------- -- -- -------------------
34 CALL 5MXYV(1r1) 

------CALL SETMIVlMl-iMRI)lBrMT) 
c 
t DRAi GkiD LINES 
c 

APPENDIX 

CALL GRID1Vt4rXLlrXR1rYBlrYT1rl.orl•Orlr1•1•1rNXrNY) 
c 
c-- PLOT DATA POINTS 
c 

CALL APLOTV(NLrSAMPSZrAMNHRrlrlrlrSSriE~Rl 
c 
C ---~RITE HORIZONTAl.. AND VERTICAL TITLES 
c. 
---------CALL-PRINT\/ C-11 r 11HSAMPLE SIZE ''+50 r 8) 

c 
c 

CALL APRNTV(Or-1~r-16r16HMEAN HURST RAN E r15r623) -- . - . ~ 

wRlTE HEADER LABEL c---- -------------- - ---------------------
CALL PRINTV(120rLTITr24rl000) 

---------c-ALL PRINTVt•Uil.OHSTART TIME •24•980) 
CALL PRINT~(12rJTIMr114r980) --,---

(. 

c 

102 
- 103 

101 
100 

fiT OATA 

uO 100 IJ:lrNL 
- SMCTJl:r-;o---------------- -
A:AMNHR(lJ) 
IF\A)1031'Tl~03~.~~~0~2~-----

AMNHR(IJ):ALOG10(A) 
A:S~MPSZ-( iJJ --- ------ --- -
IF.(A) 100r 100• 101 
~AMPSZCI~):~~QGlQ(A) 
CONTINUE 
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' 
A=(XR-XL)/1000.0 
00 110 1~=1• 10101 

APPENDIX 

-~~:rJ+l001 -------------
s:I..J-1 

-B=B•A+Xl--
XPLOTllJ):B 
B=ALo610(B) 
c:A2(1)+A2(2)•B 

-109-APLOT ( JJ) :10 • O**C 
110 CONTINUE 

' 
Ixl=IXVlA) 
a:XPLOf(1002) 

- -IYl=IYVlBT 
uO 120 I..J:2•1001 

---- ------~~-----

- --- -----A:XPLOT C lJJ ___ ~------------- --- ------------------- -

' 

JJ=IJ+1001 
6:XPLOf(JJ) 
1X2=IXV(A) 

- --~-IY2: i YV (B) -- -- ------------------~-- --------------

c---- -Pl-oT-CURVE -- - ------------------- ----------------- ---------------------

C 
CALL LINEVllX1•1Yl•IX2•1f2J 
iX1=IX2 

---x20 l )' l=I Y2 
wRITE. ( 6• 17 J (_J_!_!_M_~~) 'IJ~1_!_2_) _, (_A2 ~I~) • I~=-1 • 2) __________ _ 

~ECTlON TO PLOT SELF-SIMILARITY 

CALL SMXYV(O•O) 
DO 200 IJ:lill- --~ 

L.:(IJ-1)*6~+1 
-- --------1(:::1:+63 

200 REA0(12)A,(XPLOT<I>•I=L•K) 
00 206 IJ:1•5 
L.:(IJ-1)*6~+1 ---- R-:1:+31____ -- - ---- ----- -----

DO 206 ..J=L•K 
----APLOT ( JT:)(P1.0Tl JJ-.rOlr. o- ------

lf(XPL0T(~J.LT.0.01)XPLOTl..J):0.01 
------;I"'F-l~X;;..P;:L~O•t -r( J~J;....~G.....jT~.~9~9r-• .,.9n-9:.r;J Xi::nP.;nL=-.O"T;...,l-,JrTJ~:-K99K=-:• 9"'"9~----- ------·- -- -

CALL PRBSClXPLOT(~)) 2rio ___ CONTI~---- - - --------~ --------
ov=o.o1 
CALL PRBSClDYJ ~---------·------------

XL=DY 
uv:gg.99 
CALL PRBSC(DY) 

-----xFr=--uv--~---- -- -----------------
ML='+s 
MR=O -- -~ --MB=2 .. ----- - -- -- ·-- -

--------



MT=ao 
_________ _j.;_~-~~-£RA~EV < 3_~ __ _ 

YB=XPLOT<33) 
YT=XPLOT<o'+> 

APPENDIX 

uo 202 1=65•257•6'+ 
YB=AMIN1<YB•XPLOTCI+32)) 

'U2 YT=AMAX1<YT•XPLOTC1+63)) 
1F<YT.LTe4eO>YT='+•0 
lf t YB. GT~-;.-4·~-0lYB:~o 
CALL XSCALV(XL•XR,Ml,MR) 
CALL YSCALV<YB•YT,MB,MT) 
CAll LlNRVt2•30•45•1023•YB•YT••5•4•-4•2•12) 
A=so.o 
CALL PRBSCCA) 

----·-· I=NXvrAT----··----·-·---- ---

c 

CALL LINEV(l•24•1•944) 
CALL LINEVCI•24•1•944) 
lJ=5o 
kE-.IND 99 
~Rll£(99•12>IJ 
REwiND 99 
kEAOC99•13)lJ 
1=1-~ 
CALL PRINTV<2•IJ•I•18) 
CALL PRINTV(2,IJ•I•950) 

C uRAW AND LABEL LINES FROl420- 80 
c 

205 
(.; 

c 
c 

00 205 1=52•80•2 
A:l 
CALL. PRBSCCAJ 
B=-A 
J:NXVtAJ 
lJ=NXV(B) 
CALL LINEVCJr24•J•944) 
CALL LINEVCIJ•24•IJ•944) 
lFCM()OCII10J)205•240•205 
CALL LINEV(Jr24•J•944) 
CALL LINEV l IJ, 24 • IJ 19'ij1fr-------
.1X1=100-I 
ktwiNo-·99 
•RITE<99•12>I•IX1 

- REWINtr 99-
kEA0(99•13)1Yl•IX1 
Ix2=J-4 
IY2=IJ-4 
CALLP~INtV<2•1Yl•IX2•18> 
CALL PRINTV<2•IX1•1X2•950) 

-tALl. -P'RINtVT2-, IYl, IY2•950 J 
CALL PRINTV(2,1Xl•IY2,18) 
CoNTINUE ---------- ·-

ORA~ AND LABEL LINES FROM 10 - 2U AND 8 

QO ~50 1=81•90 
A: I 

- 90 
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CALL PRBSC(A) 
B=-A __ ___;;=:--:-~~-=-------------------------------- --
"'=NXV(A) 
1-..I=NXV(B) 
CALL LINEV(Jr24r-.Jr9~~) 
CALL LlNEVllJr24riJr9~4) 

- --1FTMooCid• 5lT250"r 251 • 250----
251 CALL LlNEVl-.lr24•-.lr944) 

CALL LINEV(IJr24riJr944) 
-~50 CONTINUE . 1Yl=9o- - -------------

1x1=1o REWTND--99- ---- --- -- ------
~RlTEl99r12)IY1riX1 
REWIND 99 
REAOl99•13)1YlrlX1 
l-X2:J-.;.~ 

IY2=I-.I-4 
CALL- -PRINTY l2 rYYl' IX2, 18 l -
CALL PRINTV(2riX1rlX2r950) 

--~C....,A"'T""L..,....L_P,.,..,R .... I-.N.....:T,...,.;.V,.....( ...... 2-, _..I Y"'"'1-,--.1MIOY..-:;,;:2;_r -z-9-=-so--)..--------- -- --- ----------

C __ ------~~~--~~'TV !~!~~-~!-~.!2!_1_8) 

c 
t 

DRAW AND LABEL LINES FROM 1 - 10 AND 90 - 99 

A= I 
CALL PRBSC(A) e:-A _________ _ 
J:NXV(A) --- -- ----x~x v-nn - -- -----
CALL LlNEVl-..1•24•"'•9~4) 
~ALL LlNEvliJr24•1~•944J 
!Fli-95)260•262•261 

261 -IFll;;.;g9r260•2-62i260 
2b2 CALL LINEV(-.Ir2~rJt9~~) 

CALL- LINE\'llJr-24• IJ•944) 

' c 
c. 
c 

lXl=l00-1 
RE-.INO 99 
wRITEl99r12)IriX1 
l{E~lND -99 -----
REA0(99r13)1Y1rlX1 

--rx2="'-..;~ - -
lY~=IJ-4 
CALL PRINTV l2ii"YTiTI2i f8l 
CALL PRINTV(2tlXlrlX2,950) 
~ALL PRlNTV(2•IY1rlY2,950) 
CALL PRINTV<2•1Xl•IY2t18) 

260 COf.iTlNUE 

DRAW AND L~~1NES-FROM •1- 1 AND 99- 99.9 

A:99e0 
AINC:Oe1 
uo 2b5 1=1•2 

AND .01 - •1 AND 9•9 - 99.99 

----------- ··-- ------



APPENDIX A81 

DO 266 L:lr9 
A:A+AINC ----=_;____;,~:....=....;..,....;.._ _________________ ._ ... 

t;;J:A 

c 
c 

266 

2o8 

270 
271 

265 

210 

CALL PRBSC(B) 
c=-s 
J:NXV(B) 1 J=Nx v c c J --.. ----~-----
CALL LINEV(Jr2~•Jr9~~) 
CALL LINEV(lJr24r1Jr9~4) 
CALL LINEV(Jr2~•Jr9~~) 
CALL LINEV(lJr24riJ•944~ 
a=loo.o-A 
REwiND 99 
WRITEl99rll)ArB 
REWIND 99 
REA0(99•15)ArB 
J=J-2~ 
lJ=IJ-24 
IFli-212&8r~o7•268 
J:-.J-16 
CoNTINUE 
CALL PRlNTV(6rArJr18) 
CALL PRINTVl6rBrJr950) 
CALL PRINTV(6rBriJ•18) 
1Fll-2J271r270•271 
1J=IJ+18 
CALL PRINtvl6rArlJ•950) 
A:99e90 

------------

AINC:o.Ol -- -- ---··------- ----------------

DO 210 I=lr5 
J:tl-1)•64+1 
CALL APLOTVl32rXPLOT(J)rXPLOTC~+32)•1•1 l•lCHARll)•IERR) 
CALL PR1NfV(120tLIIT,z4•10UOJ 
CALL PRINTV(•10•10HSTART TIME •2~•98~) 
CALL PRINTVl12rJtiM•114•984J 
CALL PRINTV(•15•15HSELF•SIMILARITY •24•968) 
CALL PR1Ntvl•47•47HSAMPLE SIZE • 10:H -211-Cf-.ro:~--ao:x-1.60:* ____ _ 

*•250r968) 
CALL PR1Nfv\•20•20HCUMOLAT1VE FR~aUENcY ,430,41 
CALL APRNTVlOr·l~•-14•14HCLASS INTERVAL •15•630) .=..:=.._ ___ _ 

PLOT CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 

J:l 
A:o.o 
XPLOTC46):0e0 
XPL0T121i6):0.0 
00 220 1=47•80 
A=A+o.os 
J:J+l 
b:CFR(JJ 
CALL PRBSC(8) 
XPLOT(IJ:a 
1X1=92•1 
XPLOJ(lXl):•B 
XPL0T(I+200):A 



A82 

--

.LX1:2g2-I 
220 XPLOT( IXl ):-A 

A=1•80 
DO 225 1=81•88 

----~---J=~+r -- -- -
a:CFR(J) 
CALL-PRBSCCBl 
XPLOT(l):a 
IX1=92-l 
XPLOT<IXl):-B 

--- XPlOT CI+2(fol:A 
IX1=292-I 

- - XPLOt C 1X1 --):-A 
225 A:A+o.l 

APPENDIX 

----....----.--~------------------------------- ---. A=,•7 
uo 230 I=s9•91 

---.;--:J+I-
t;:CFR<J> 

- -CAlL PRBsc ( B l 
XPLOT(l):a 

----.lr--ocXT"'II""':;:==-=9...,.,2----~--=--------- ------··--- ------ -- ------------
XPLOT<IXl):-B 

------ xpL.ot-ri+-2oor=A 
lX1=292-I 

-----------xp[."Oi(TX i l :•A 
230 A=A+0•2 

00 235 1=2•91 ·------------
CALL LINEV<NXV<XPLOT<I-1))•NYV<XPLOT<I+199)),NXV<XPLOT(l))• 

--- ---.-Nl'YI~LOTTI +200 l 11-
235 CONTINUE --------GOTO_s-________ -- -----

b99 wRITE(6•18) YB•(JTIM(l~)•IJ=1•2) 
GO I 0 5 ----- -~- ---------

999 ~RlTE(6•16) XL•<JTlM(IJJ•IJ=1•2> GaTO---s------------ ---· --
9999 CONTINUE 

CALL -_..FR__,Ar..-M~E~V 

CALL PLTND 
REWIND 12 
RETURN 

--E.ND 

*u.s. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1973 0-543-576/7 




